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3:00 p.m. Plenary Session:  Summary of Panel Results by Panel Chairs 
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February 13, 2020 

 

9:00 a.m. Panels Continued 
12:00 p.m. Lunch 
1:30 p.m. Panels Continued 
3:00 p.m. Plenary Session:  Summary of Panel Results by Panel Chairs 

 
  



Tuesday, February 11, 2020 
THE IMPACT OF LUNAR DUST ON HUMAN EXPLORATION — PLENARY LECTURES 
9:00 a.m. 
Chair:  Joel Levine 

Speaker Presentation 
Wilson T. * Welcome 
Levine J. S. * Goals and Objectives of the NESC Workshop on Lunar Dust and Its 

Impact on Human Exploration 
O’Brien B. J. * Dust Detectors on the Apollo Missions and the Top 2 cm of 

the Moon [#5023] 
Dust detectors on the Apollo missions and the top 2 cm of the Moon. 

Gaier J. R. * The Impact of Dust on Lunar Surface Equipment During Apollo [#5002] 
Apollo astronauts were surprised by the many great difficulties the 
lunar dust caused when they began lunar surface operations. This 
report documents the dust effects on EVA systems, the lunar roving 
vehicle, and science experiments they reported. 

 BREAK 
Metzger P. T. * Dust Transport and Its Effect Due to Landing Spacecraft [#5040] 

Lunar landings eject dust at high velocity, which will damage 
surrounding assets. Recent work shows effects of larger landers will 
threaten damage to the Lunar Gateway. Recent work has also explained 
some aspects of the Surveyor and Apollo evidence. 

Horanyi M. *   Bernardoni E.   
Carroll A.   Hood N.   Hsu S.   
Kempf S.   Pokorny P.   
Sternovsky Z.   Szalay J.   Wang X. 

The Lunar Dust Environment [#5032] 
We summarize LDEX results from the LADEE L mission to characterize 
the high-altitude lunar dust environment (» 1 km), as well as recent 
laboratory experiments that shed light on charged dust transport near 
the lunar surface (« 1 km). 

Stubbs T. J. *   Glenar D. A. Light Scattering by Dust in the Lunar Exosphere [#5038] 
An overview of the searches and sometimes putative observations of 
light scattering by dust in the lunar exosphere from the Apollo era 
through to the present day. 

 LUNCH 
Bleacher * The Artemis Program: Enabling Human Exploration of the Moon 
Connolly J. F. * 40 Forty Feet Down, 2-1/2, Kickin Up Some Dust [#5041] 

As we return to the moon, we must resolve a number of issues 
involving lunar dust and its effects on surface equipment and 
operations. This plenary talk addresses these topics in the context of 
NASA’s current lunar surface system mission studies. 

Garvin J. B. *   Jones J. S. Discovering the Nano-Moon:  Lunar Dust as a Science and 
Exploration Opportunity [#5034] 
The nano-moon represents a unique frontier involving all lunar 
materials smaller than a few micrometers in diameter, and hence all of 
the finest scale lunar dust. While lunar dust may be viewed as a 
challenge, it also presents a science opportunity. 

McCoy J. T. *   Ryder V. E.   
Lam C. W.   Scully R. R.   
Romoser A. A. 

Lunar Dust Toxicity:  Pivoting on Our Existing Foundation to 
Inform Artemis [#5003] 
As Artemis mission planning progresses, it is important to reaffirm what 
is known regarding lunar dust toxicity and to address real or perceived 
gaps. This talk will summarize existing evidence and discuss health-
based standards relevant to Phase 1. 

 BREAK 



Darquenne C. *   Prisk G. K. What Matters More for Particulate Matter Inhalation in Reduced 
Gravity:  Total Lung Dose or Regional Deposition Pattern? [#5016] 
There is a significant effect of gravity on the amount and the site of 
aerosol deposition in the lung, which will likely serve to reduce the 
clearance of celestial dust particles deposited in the lung during 
exploration activities. 

Johansen M. R. * An Update on NASA’s Lunar Dust Mitigation Strategy [#5035] 
It is well known that the Apollo lunar surface missions experienced a 
number of issues related to dust. NASA and other interested parties 
require an integrated, end-to-end dust mitigation strategy to enable 
sustainable lunar architectures. 

 
 
  



Tuesday, February 11, 2020 
OPENING RECEPTION AND POSTER SESSION 
4:45–6:15 p.m. 

Authors Abstract Title and Summary 
Beltran E.   Brisset J.   Calle C.   
Schuler J.   Davis C.   De Leon P.   
Doule O.   Bhattacharyya S.   
Addante R.   Melchiorre E.   
Smith H.   Royce A. 

Analog Network with Technology for Dust Quantification, 
Characterization, and Mitigation [#5013] 
We focus on the development of human and robotic space 
operations to optimize scientific activities on dust-covered planetary 
surfaces. Our approach combines lab experiments, field 
measurements, computer simulations, and use of regolith simulants. 

Calle C. I.   Buhler C. R. Measurement of the Angle of Repose of Apollo 14 Lunar 
Sample 14163 [#5030] 
Measurement of the rest angle of repose of Apollo 14 lunar samples 
under high vacuum. The angle of repose of granular material is the 
inclination of the slope formed after avalanching has ceased and 
depends on the physical properties of the grains. 

Chang J. H. M.   Chen K.   
Hendrix D.   Catalano T.   
Hurowitz J. A.   Nekvasil H.   
Demple B. 

Mitochondrial Dysfunction and Genotoxicity Provoked by Exposure of 
Human Lung Cells to Lunar Dust Simulants [#5010] 
We studied potential toxicity of “space weathered” lunar regolith 
simulants for human lung cells in culture, which showed dysfunction 
of cellular organelles, genotoxicity in the form of DNA damage, and 
cell death. 

Breen E. C.   Prisk G. K.   
Darquenne C. 

Setting the Stage for Rapid Assessment of Celestial 
Dust Toxicity [#5017] 
We developed a mouse model that better mimics inflammatory 
processes in humans than the currently used rodent models. This 
model would provide a more sensitive tool for future assessments of 
Celestial dust toxicity. 

Linnarsson D.   Karlsson L. L. Combined Effects of Microgravity and Reduced Gas Density on an 
Exhaled Biomarker for Airway Inflammation [#5022] 
Inhaled dusts may cause airway inflammation, which can be 
diagnosed from exhaled nitric oxide (NO). However, both 
microgravity and reduced gas density alter the NO turnover in the 
lungs, resulting in lowered normal values. 

Corazzari I.   Tranfield E. M.   
Loftus D. J.   Staufer U.   Prisk G. K.   
Turci F. 

Towards the Development of an Automated Instrument for 
Determining Oxidative Reactivity of Lunar Dust During Moon 
Exploration Activities [#5039] 
Terephthalate (TA) assay is proposed here as a scalable, easy-to-
perform chemical method to assess the oxidative reactivity of lunar 
dust, to be employed for in situ investigations of the potential 
hazardous effect of lunar dust on humans. 

Wohl C. J.   Wiesner V. L.   
King G. C.   Connell J. W.   
Miller S. K. 

Low Surface Energy Materials for Lunar Dust 
Adhesion Mitigation [#5014] 
NASA’s Lunar Surface Innovation Initiative (LSII) is supporting the 
Patch Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment project for materials 
evaluation in a lunar environment. Materials efforts for lunar dust 
mitigation at NASA LaRC will be discussed. 

Miller S. K. R.   Prokop N. F.   
Wohl C. J.   Hasegawa M. M.   
Calle C. I.   Orndoff E. S. 

Patch Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment [#5036] 
The goal of the Patch Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment 
project is to develop passive approaches to mitigate lunar dust 
adhesion through ground-based assessment culminating in a 
demonstration flight experiment.   



PANELS 
 

PANEL 1.  LUNAR DUST:  COMPOSITION, STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBUTION 
Chair:  Joel Levine 
 

All participants, regardless of their assigned method of presentation, are encouraged to contribute 
during the panel sessions, as all community input is essential to a positive outcome. 
 

Authors Abstract Title and Summary 
Levine J. S. * Lunar Dust and Its Impact on Human Exploration:  Identifying 

the Problems [#5007] 
The impact of lunar dust on the Apollo missions is summarized. Lunar 
dust impacted visibility during landing, it impacted all surface 
equipment, e.g., space suits, helmets and hence, astronaut health and 
well-being and impacted surface operations. 

Kerschmann R. L. *   Loftus D. J.   
Damby D.   Scheiderich K.   
Winterhalter D. 

Testing of Lunar Dust Dissolution in Aqueous Environments [#5011] 
The fate of lunar dust in aqueous environments has not been well-
studied since Apollo. We propose to develop apparatus and methods to 
determine the nature and time-course of the release of metals and 
other elements over minutes to months or longer. 

Lane M. D. *   Clark R. N.   
Cloutis E. A.   Dyar M. D.   
Helbert J.   Hendrix A.   
Maturilli A.   Pearson N.   
TREX SSERVI Team 

Studying Dust as a Step to Safely Sending Humans Back to the Moon:  
Fine-Particle Terrestrial Mineral Spectra in the UV-VIS-MIR Acquired by 
the TREX SSERVI Team [#5037] 
The TREX SSERVI team has acquired laboratory UV-VNIR-MIR 
reflectance and emission spectra of fine-particle (<10 µm) terrestrial 
minerals acquired under vacuum and ambient conditions (and elevated 
temperature) for study of the dusty lunar surface. 

Glenar D. A. *   Stubbs T. J.   
Grava C.   Retherford K. D. 

Detection of the Impact-Generated Lunar Ejecta Cloud 
by LRO/LAMP [#5033] 
The impact-generated lunar dust ejecta cloud, measured in situ by 
LADEE/LDEX, has been observed at UV wavelengths by the Lyman Alpha 
Mapping Project aboard LRO. These observations are confirmed by a 
comparison with dust radiance simulations. 

Hartzell C M. *   Carter D. P. Uncertainties in Regolith Tribocharging and Paths Forward [#5028] 
Tribocharging of dielectric grains (like regolith) is poorly understood. 
We have built an experimental teststand to measure the charge on 
individual zirconia-silica grains and compared the measurements to 
charging models. 

Beltran E. *   Brisset J.   Calle C.   
Schuler J.   Davis C.   De Leon P.   
Doule O.   Bhattacharyya S.   
Addante R.   Melchiorre E.   
Smith H.   Royce A. 

Analog Network with Technology for Dust Quantification, 
Characterization, and Mitigation [#5013] 
We focus on the development of human and robotic space operations 
to optimize scientific activities on dust-covered planetary surfaces. Our 
approach combines lab experiments, field measurements, computer 
simulations, and use of regolith simulants. 

Calle C. I. *   Buhler C. R. Measurement of the Angle of Repose of Apollo 14 Lunar 
Sample 14163 [#5030] 
Measurement of the rest angle of repose of Apollo 14 lunar samples 
under high vacuum. The angle of repose of granular material is the 
inclination of the slope formed after avalanching has ceased and 
depends on the physical properties of the grains. 



Weinhold M. S. *   Levine J. S. Increased Concentrations of Lunar Dust Associated with a Denser Lunar 
Atmosphere Resulting from Heightened Human Presence and Activity on 
the Moon [#5001] 
A heightened human presence on the Moon will likely raise the 
atmospheric mass-density via three primary sources:  spacecraft 
exhaust, habitat leakage, and mining of the lunar regolith, in total 
contributing around 1500 g/s. 

Barker D. C. * Lunar Surface Anthropogenic Modification and Contamination 
Over Time [#5026] 
The provenance and pristine nature of the lunar surface for purely 
scientific research will be glowingly compromised anywhere near 
human surface operations. Answering why we are there, and acting 
now is the only way to preclude untoward impacts. 

 
  



PANEL 2.  THE IMPACT OF LUNAR DUST ON HUMAN HEALTH 
Chair:  Russell Kerschmann  
 

All participants, regardless of their assigned method of presentation, are encouraged to contribute 
during the panel sessions, as all community input is essential to a positive outcome. 
 

Authors Abstract Title and Summary 
Sim P. A. * Lunar Dust Characteristics and the Health Consequences of 

Human Exposure [#5009] 
Lunar dust, in sufficient doses, represents a toxic threat to human 
health when we return to the moon and establish a long-term 
presence. The respiratory system is particularly at risk. Prevention of 
exposure should be our primary goal. 

Chang J. H. M. *   Chen K.   
Hendrix D.   Catalano T.   
Hurowitz J. A.   Nekvasil H.   
Demple B. 

Mitochondrial Dysfunction and Genotoxicity Provoked by Exposure of 
Human Lung Cells to Lunar Dust Simulants [#5010] 
We studied potential toxicity of “space weathered” lunar regolith 
simulants for human lung cells in culture, which showed dysfunction of 
cellular organelles, genotoxicity in the form of DNA damage, and 
cell death. 

Breen E. C.   Prisk G. K.   
Darquenne C. * 

Setting the Stage for Rapid Assessment of Celestial Dust Toxicity [#5017] 
We developed a mouse model that better mimics inflammatory 
processes in humans than the currently used rodent models. This model 
would provide a more sensitive tool for future assessments of Celestial 
dust toxicity. 

Durante M.   Fubini B.   Gerde P.   
Karlsson L.   Linnarsson D.   
Loftus D. J.   Palmberg L.   
Prisk G. K.   Staufer U.   
Tranfield E. M.   Turci F. *   
van Westrenen W. 

Evaluation of the Toxicity of Lunar Dust Exposed to Simulated Space 
Radiation:  Perspective from an ESA Topical Team [#5020] 
The ESA Topical Team on the Toxicity of Celestial Dusts (T3CD) is 
addressing key questions related to lunar dust health effects by 
investigating the issue with a broad multi-agency, multi-national effort, 
using archived lunar dust samples. 

Linnarsson D. *   Karlsson L. L. Combined Effects of Microgravity and Reduced Gas Density on an 
Exhaled Biomarker for Airway Inflammation [#5022] 
Inhaled dusts may cause airway inflammation, which can be diagnosed 
from exhaled nitric oxide (NO). However, both microgravity and 
reduced gas density alter the NO turnover in the lungs, resulting in 
lowered normal values. 

Hendrix D. A. *   Catalano T.   
Hurowitz J. A.   Nekvasil H.   
Chang J.   Chen K.   Demple B. 

Assessing OH* Generation Capabilities of Lunar Simulant and Mineral 
Phase Lunar Analogs in Order to Increase Understanding of Potential 
Health Hazards of Future Astronauts [#5029] 
We used minerals and lunar simulant JSC-1A and tested their capacity 
to generate OH* to understand lunar dust reactivity and how lunar dust 
may impact future astronauts. We describe methods to improve and 
further understand lunar dust health hazards. 

Corazzari I.   Tranfield E. M.   
Loftus D. J.   Staufer U.   
Prisk G. K.   Turci F. * 

Towards the Development of an Automated Instrument for Determining 
Oxidative Reactivity of Lunar Dust During Moon 
Exploration Activities [#5039] 
Terephthalate (TA) assay is proposed here as a scalable, easy-to-
perform chemical method to assess the oxidative reactivity of lunar 
dust, to be employed for in situ investigations of the potential 
hazardous effect of lunar dust on humans. 

 
  



PANEL 3.  THE IMPACT OF LUNAR DUST ON HUMAN SURFACE SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS AND 
TECHNIQUES/TECHNOLOGIES TO REDUCE/MITIGATE THESE EFFECTS 
Chairs:  Daniel Winterhalter and Michael Johansen 
 

All participants, regardless of their assigned method of presentation, are encouraged to contribute 
during the panel sessions, as all community input is essential to a positive outcome. 
 

Authors Abstract Title and Summary 
Wang J. *   Huang Z. Dust Effects on Spacesuit Charging/Arcing:  Implications for Astronaut 

Safety on Lunar Surface [#5019] 
An assessment of astronaut charging risks on lunar surface must take 
into account of lunar dust coverage. This paper presents both numerical 
simulations and laboratory experiments to investigate dust effects on 
spacesuit charging and arcing. 

Barker D. C. *   Alred J. W. Ascent Module Lunar Dust Impacts and Gateway 
External Contamination [#5025] 
The Gateway is concerned with the natural and induced lunar orbital 
environment and how dust might impact operations, hardware and 
lifetimes. Lunar dust may be transported on the ascent vehicle which 
could be travel to Gateway affecting hardware. 

Folta B. A. *   McGarvey T. W. IV   
Faudel J. C.   McMillen K. R.   
Han D. 

Development and Characterization of an Ion Source to Simulate Solar 
Wind Plasma in a Vacuum Chamber [#5031] 
Gridded ion sources will be used to mimic the environment on the lunar 
surface within a large-scale vacuum chamber at Missouri University of 
Science and Technology. 

Chandrachud R. A. * Use of Electrostatic System Techniques to Alleviate Severity of Problems 
Caused due to Lunar Dust [#5012] 
In this paper the seriousness for problem of lunar dust with a probable 
solution is described. The problem resolving efficiency of electrostatic 
systems, their features, ceramic filters and effect of micro gravity is also 
listed with future scope. 

Wohl C. J. *   Wiesner V. L.   
King G. C.   Connell J. W.   
Miller S. K. 

Low Surface Energy Materials for Lunar Dust 
Adhesion Mitigation [#5014] 
NASA’s Lunar Surface Innovation Initiative (LSII) is supporting the Patch 
Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment project for materials 
evaluation in a lunar environment. Materials efforts for lunar dust 
mitigation at NASA LaRC will be discussed. 

Johnson M. E.   Troutman B. E. * Frontier Technologies for Lunar Dust Control in Environmental Control 
Systems Aboard the Deep Space Gateway [#5015] 
This paper will describe the methods to demonstrate technology 
effectiveness and identify best practices and design standards that are 
needed for controlling lunar dust in environmental control systems on 
the Deep Space Gateway. 

Biswas P. * Portable and Wearable Particulate Matter (PM) Sensors for 
Characterization of Aerosols and Control of PM Using Photoionization 
Enhanced Corona Systems [#5018] 
Low cost PM sensors that are wearable and have high spatio-temporal 
resolution have been developed. The design of photoionizer assisted 
corona electrostatic precipitator systems for high efficiency particle 
removal will be described. 



Farrell W. M. *   McLain J. L.   
Zimmerman M. I.   Hartzell C. M.   
Fester Z. T. 

Lunar Dust-to-Suit Electrostatic Interactions:  Insulating vs. Conductive 
Space Suits [#5021] 
We examine the electrical charging of fibers in a suit weave exposed to 
UV and space plasma and conclude that a conductive outer skin can 
reduce electrostatic dust ‘cling’ that occurs on the scale size of 10’s 
of microns. 

Wang X. *   Farr B.   Goree J.   
Hahn I.   Israelsson U.   
Horanyi M. 

Dust Mitigation Method for Lunar Exploration Utilizing an 
Electron Beam [#5024] 
We present a simple technique utilizing an electron beam to create the 
high-level charge on dust particles which repel each other to be 
released from a surface. This technique is efficient and easy to use in 
the lunar environment for dust mitigation. 

Buhler C. R. *   Johansen M.   
Dupuis M.   Hogue M.   Phillips J.   
Malissa J.   Wang J.   Calle C. I. 

Current State of the Electrodynamic Dust Shield for Mitigation [#5027] 
The Electrodynamic Dust Shield (EDS) has been developed as a means 
to lift, transport and remove dust from surfaces for over 18 years in the 
Electrostatics and Surface Physics Laboratory at NASA Kennedy 
Space Center. 

Miller S. K. R. *   Prokop N. F.   
Wohl C. J.   Hasegawa M. M.   
Calle C. I.   Orndoff E. S. 

Patch Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment [#5036] 
The goal of the Patch Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment project 
is to develop passive approaches to mitigate lunar dust adhesion 
through ground-based assessment culminating in a demonstration 
flight experiment. 
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LUNAR SURFACE ANTHROPOGENIC MODIFICATION AND CONTAMINATION OVER TIME. 

D. C. Barker1, 1MAXD Inc., PO Box 58915 Houston, Texas 77059, donald.c.barker@att.net. 

 

Introduction: Dust will effect nearly every system, 

operation and science goal and plan for the moon. Ded-

icated long-term human lunar habitation requires fo-

cused efforts to protect and reduce related risks in the 

lunar surface environment. 

From very early stages of the Apollo program, the 

impacts of landing on a dusty world were prevalent [1], 

from the spray of surface materials from landing rock-

ets (see Surveyor III effects; [2,3,4]), to the near indel-

ible imprints of footfalls and rover wheels [5], nearly 

unchanged in 50 years [6]. On Earth, remnants of hu-

man migration and usage are scared into environment, 

far outlasting those who created them (see Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Oregon trail ruts, Apollo 15 LRV tracks & 

Apollo 14 LROC site image [6,7]. 

Surface science will not remain pristine within me-

ters of human paths and kilometers of landing sites. 

Should ISRU occur at scale, surface marring or con-

tamination impacts can only be imagined. 

The questions of exactly why we are going and 

what we will do there over the long run should dictate 

our actions and plans from the very start, and will in-

fluence the way we permanently alter the environment. 

Landing Site Impacts: Assessing the impact of 

human surface operations can be seen by overlaying all 

Apollo landing traverses over a presumed lunar South 

Pole landing area (Fig. 2). The area of disturbance 

grows with each excursion. During Apollo, an estimat-

ed 799 m2 of surface area were disturbed by walking 

and rovers alone. Add to that a blast radius of landing 

plume ejecta and the areas become vast [8]. A region, 

potentially 10 km in diameter, could be dusted by less 

than 100 µm grains for very low angle ejecta (3°) trav-

eling at ~400 m/s (Fig. 3). The amount of particulate 

matter in that size range will be site specific, and likely 

proportionally higher anywhere in the lunar highlands. 

 
Fig. 3. Simple trajectory & initial conditions insert [8]. 

The provenance and pristine nature of the lunar sur-

face for purely scientific research will be growingly 

compromised anywhere near human surface operations, 

requiring excursions farther and farther afield to identi-

fy unspoiled surface samples (excluding deep cores, 

boulders and outcrops). 

Another site impact is trash, with estimates around 

180,000 kg of debris and trash, of all types, residing on 

the lunar surface. Closer to the Apollo sites, the inci-

dence of trash items increases [9], and the amount of 

individual trash items generally increased for each 

Apollo landing and is expected to increase further with 

future Artemis landings (Fig. 4). Presumed landing 

areas will rapidly fill with large dust collectors, i.e. 

derelict landing stages and discarded trash. 

 
Fig. 4. Tally of individual Apollo trash items [9] and 

projected Artemis missions to the same site assuming 

slight decrease in waste due to hardware reuse. 

Controlling Dust and Trash: Early mitigation ef-

forts will be controlled mainly through operational 

constraints, but long-term, repetitive access and habita-

tion must be planned for as early as possible. 

Currently there are no formal plans, in Artemis, to 

implement direct preservation of the lunar surface for 

long term operations. The LEAG Exploration 
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Roadmap contains 36 science, 23 feed forward and 22 

sustaining goals, and only two sustaining goals sub-

objectives (B-1B & B-8D) [10] convey the importance 

of constructing landing pads and related dust mitigation 

efforts. This ties directly back to the questions of why 

and what. Trash, similarly, is only mentioned in two 

sub-objective categories and should also be elevated. If 

humans are to actually develop any viable and growing 

lunar surface endeavor, then these two may be the most 

important problems to address from the very begin-

ning. Furthermore, planetary protection efforts have 

historically focused on Mars rather than the Moon, and 

robotic over human, and lack sufficient direction or 

guidance to insure proper planning and design [11]. 

The very first things needed will be landing pads, 

road-ways and operational constraints that curtail ran-

dom surface wonderings if science is to remain at the 

forefront of our lunar exploration purposes. If not, then 

very different plans and controls can be levied on sur-

face operations. And given that there are no current 

plans to grow surface based populations, there will be 

no one left following any given departure to clean or 

configure landing areas for continued operations. 

Conclusion: The repercussions of not planning and 

preparing the surface from the very beginning will cy-

cle far into the future regarding use and preservation of 

the lunar surface, and directly depends on the purpose 

for being there, be it science and/or settlement. To in-

sure a sustained human presence on the Moon, the pre-

viously mentioned construction and trash efforts must 

be elevated to the level of a goal and stand on their 

own. If humans are ever to travel in mass, e.g., tourism, 

to the lunar surface, then our ability to construct struc-

tures out of local resources will be of utmost im-

portance in protecting the Moon. 

References: [1] O’Brien, B.J. (2018) Plan. & 

Space Sci., 156, 47-56. [2] Carroll, W.F. & Blair, P.M. 

(1971) Proc. 2nd Lunar Sci. Conf., 3, 2735-2742. [3] 

Scott, R.F. & Zuckerman, K.A. (1971) Proc. 2nd Lunar 

Sci. Conf., 3, 2743-2751. [4] Lane, J.E. et al. (2008) 

Earth & Space 2008 Conference Proc., 1-16. [5] Hsu, 

H. & Horanyi, M. (2012) Am. J. Phys., 80, 452-456. 

[6] LROC Apollo landing site imagery: 

lroc.sese.asu.edu/. [7] Oregon Trail website: 

www.nps.gov/oreg/index.htm. [8] Lane, J.E. & Metz-

ger (2015) Acta Geoph., 63, 568-599. [9] Catalogue of 

Manmade Material on the Moon (2012) NASA, 1-30. 
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Fig. 2. Candidate South Pole, “Spudis” ridge site overlain by six Apollo traverses assuming subsequent missions 

landing in close proximity to previous sites. This demonstrates a rapid local surface contamination and marring. 
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ASCENT MODULE LUNAR DUST IMPACTS AND GATEWAY EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION. 
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Introduction: Six Apollo surface sortie architec-

tures were carried out completely with single use sys-

tems (Fig. 1). Dust contamination assessment internal 

to the vehicle has been partially quantified, but external 

and plasma-dust exospheric contamination is largely 

unknown. Landing plume material redistribution, an-

thropogenic splattering, photoelectric levitation, lofting 

and meteoroid displacement and settling, and general 

electrostatic adhesion to outer surfaces remains un-

quantified [1]. 

The Gateway station is concerned with lunar dust 

transported on the exterior of the crewed ascent vehicle 

which docks with Gateway. Such dust could be re-

moved by docking loads and travel to Gateway affect-

ing optical devices and coatings, radiators, etc. and, 

hence, cause performance or lifespan degradation. Re-

peated transfer of dust, across all grain sizes, to lunar 

orbit and to orbiting assets, such as Gateway, remain 

unknown. Analysis and modeling efforts are currently 

in work. 

 
Fig. 1. Apollo 16 and 17 LM ascent vehicle prior to 

CM docking with unknown external dust loading. 

Gateway Orbit: The Gateway station is expected 

to follow a highly eccentric, Near-Rectilinear Halo 

Orbit (NRHO), with an average perilune altitude above 

surface of roughly 1629 km (Fig. 2). Understanding the 

natural and induced environments is imperative to re-

duce risk, including dust characterization, transport and 

mitigation strategies for Gateway remain open work. 

 
Fig. 2. Gateway NRHO orbit schematic. 

Environments, Observations and Dust Loading: 

Natural and induced, surface and exospheric dust quan-

tities and characteristics are expected to be composi-

tionally and location dependent [2,3]. Near horizontal 

surfaces of landed spacecraft would be expected to 

attract and hold dust as length of surface stay increases 

assuming no disturbances. Adhesion of surface dust, 

especially glass spherules, onto painted and metallic 

surfaces was determined to be ~104 dynes/cm2 and 2 to 

3 × 103 dynes/cm2 respectively, from Surveyor 3 [4,5]. 

Horizon-glow observations across programs, both 

by astronauts and instruments, attributed to an exo-

sphere comprised of levitated material as observed by 

forward-scattering of sun light (~10 µm in size and ~50 

grains/cm2) [6]. Intense electrostatic fields (estimated 

at >500 V/cm) occur near the terminator boundaries, 

moving in a westward procession at ~15 km/hr, induc-

ing dust levitation and lofting via photoelectric charge 

differentials. Levitated dust within the first few meters 

of the lunar surface, having insufficient velocity, balis-

tically returns to the surface over short distances. Loft-

ed dust, <300 nm in size, attaining sufficient velocity to 

overcome lunar gravity (i.e. qE > mgl) is observed in 

sunlight backscattering as a permanent yet variable 

exosphere, being either impact or dynamic fountain 

generated, and rising to over 100 km in altitude 

[7,8,9,10]. 

Natural dust deposition rates that contribute to 

hardware surface loading have been determined from 

meteoroid impacts assessments, Apollo surface detec-

tors, and the Chang’E 3 mission with results ranging 

from 10 to 21.4 to 100 μg/cm2/yr [11,12,13]. 

Contributions to the orbital dust environment in-

clude surface material ejected above lunar escape ve-

locities during lunar lander thruster surface pluming 

[14]. This potentially induces an additional collision 

hazard (i.e. beyond micrometeoroids) in certain orbits 

and may potentially add material to the already transi-

ent lunar exosphere. Landing plume induced dust has 

also been shown to “sand-blast” nearby objects [15] 

through the landing process, and surface material may 

also settle back on vehicle surfaces once on the surface. 

Figure 3 provides an example of induced dust move-

ment and settling on vehicle surfaces during the land-

ing process with the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) 

[16]. 
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Fig. 3. Debris splattered MSL deck plate (MSL/JPL). 

Hardware Hazards: Likely contamination affects 

in lunar orbit due to natural exospheric or transported 

dust include: 

1) Ascent vehicle docking ring seals, surfaces and 

connectors. Experiments with JSC-1A simulant 

demonstrated seal leakage rates of 350 times ex-

perimental baseline in the presence of as little as 

3.3x10-4 lbm material, and baseline rates were not 

reacquired post cleaning [17,18]. Contributing fac-

tors include seal grease and materials properties. 

2) Electrostatically sensitive/attractive surfaces of 

Gateway (e.g., solar panels, electrical wiring, sur-

face structures). 

3) Gateway EVA exposure to dust adhering to exter-

nal surfaces. 

4) Dust adhesion and/or effective micrometeoroid 

impingement from dust ejected from thruster land-

ing plums. 

Conclusions: Dust will only continue to be a grow-

ing issue for human activities to and from the Moon. 

The following list highlights ongoing and needed anal-

ysis addressing all the presumed risks discussed previ-

ously: 

1) Ascent vehicle release of dust through the docking 

phase need to be modeled for worst case transport. 

2) Quantify and understand all surface dust loading 

environments. 

3) Quantify and understand induced orbital contribu-

tions due landing plume dust ejecta. 

4) Implement operational countermeasures to monitor 

and protect seals (e.g. docking and hatch) and oth-

er components from dust impingement. 

5) Assure Gateway surfaces are unaffected by poten-

tial dust impingement. 

6) Operationally control risk to Gateway EVA entry 

and doffing operations to account for potentially 

very fine grained dust (<1 µm) accumulation on 

station exterior. 

7) Will lengthy south pole surface operations near 

deeply contrasting light-shadow regions produce 

greater amounts of lofted/levitated dust? 

8) Will South Pole highlands regolith have a higher 

incidence of induced dust excavation and loading? 
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Analog Network with Technology for Dust Quantification, Characterization, and 
Mitigation. 

E. Beltran, J. Brisset, C. Calle, J. Schuler, C. Davis, P. De Leon, O. Doule, 
S. Bhattacharyya, R. Addante, E. Melchiorre, H. Smith, A. Royce 

Introduction:  
In our Solar System, most exploration targets have surfaces that are known to be covered in dust 
grains and pebbles: the so-called regolith. This regolith is the first element any landed mission is 
interfacing with, and yet, there is still poor understanding of how it behaves in the environments 
encountered at the surfaces of the target bodies it covers. As we already know from past and 
current operations (both human and robotic) on the Moon and Mars, regolith dust is a nuisance 
that can range from minor hardware difficulties to overall mission failure (Gaier, 2005; Wagner, 
2006; Latch et al., 2008; International Agency Working Group, 2016). In addition, Human space 
exploration is to be performed in dusty environments and we currently do not dispose under a 
thorough understanding of the impact of regolith pollution and transport on instrument 
performance and organic contamination. As NASA and commercial companies are planning for 
several missions to the Moon in the upcoming years, and further on Mars, increased surface 
activity will exacerbate dust-related hardware issues. We are now at a crucial point in space 
exploration when human missions to Mars are being planned and there is a strong need to 
address the impact of dusty environments on hardware and science measurement quality.  
 
Goal of the Project: 
The goal of our investigation is the development of operational procedures to optimize scientific 
activities on regolith-covered planetary surfaces. Our innovative approach combines small-scale 
laboratory experiments with field measurements and computer simulations, working with state-
of-the-art regolith simulants. Our goal will be achieved by addressing the following specific 
objectives: 
Objective 1: Quantification of the dust pollution generated by increased activity on 
planetary surfaces. We will create a better understanding of the quantities of dust generated by 
various types of activities on regolith-covered planetary surfaces such as the Moon and Mars.  
Objective 2: Characterization of the impact of dusty environments on hardware and 
instrument performance. Once the level of dust pollution is quantified for different surface 
activities (Objective 1), we will conduct performance measurements for hardware and 
instruments and test dust mitigation solutions on critical components, thus providing 
recommendations on optimizing hardware and operational procedures for optimal detections in 
dusty environments. 
Objective 3: Prevention and mitigation of terrain and sample contamination during 
astrobiology investigations on planetary surfaces. One of the main goals of near-future 
missions to Mars is the detection of traces of ancient life. In order to achieve such a detection, 
false-positives due to Earth contamination will need to be identified and reduced to a minimum. 
We will run contamination measurements for various operations during field campaigns and 
measure the associated organic contamination of the terrain. Next, we will implement these 
measurements into large-scale computer simulations and determine the operational procedures 
that minimize the contamination of planetary surfaces during operations. 
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Methods: 
Landed missions to the Moon and Mars have collected the first data on how planetary regolith 
behaves when interfacing with robotic equipment and human space suits. In particular, mission 
reports from the Apollo program detail the extreme nuisance associated with the fine surface dust 
in the absence of an atmosphere, when performing exploration and science operations on the 
surface of the Moon. Gaier (2005) sorts the problems encountered into various categories 
including false instrument readings, dust coating and contamination, and thermal control 
problems. Gaier (2005) analyzes each of these problems, detailing the issues encountered by the 
Apollo astronauts and their equipment, and concludes that dust will be a major issue to deal with 
during future long-duration activities planned for the Moon. 
The Lunar dust problem consists of two parts:  

1) The dust is easily levitated both by natural and human-induced processes. This is 
particularly due to the absence of an atmosphere and the low gravity level at the surface 
of the Moon. Katzan and Edwards (1991) identify the currently known natural sources of 
Lunar dust levitation (meteoritic impacts, terminator electrostatic levitation) and find that 
their production of suspended dust particles is negligible compared to the amounts 
generated by human-induced activities (rover operations, mining and construction, or 
even walking).  

2) The second part of the dust problem is the tenacious deposition of levitated dust on all 
types of surfaces. This leads to not only mechanical issues, but also to loss of 
performance for several hardware and instrument components; these include radiators, 
solar panels, and any optical surfaces of instruments, such as cameras or spectrometers.  

 
 
Theme I: Characterize the interaction between equipment and dusty surfaces. 
⸰ I.1: Quantify the increased dust production levels due to surface operations. 
◦ I.2: Quantify dust-related performance loss for hardware and electronics. 
◦ I.3: Evaluate the performance of dust mitigation solutions for hardware and electronics. 
● Theme II: Optimizing science measurements on surfaces covered in regolith. 
◦ II.1: Quantify dust-related performance loss for science instruments. 
◦ II.2: Evaluate the performance of dust mitigation solutions for science instruments. 

  

Theme I

Interacting with Dusty Surfaces:
➢ Dust Pollution Generation

➢ System Performance in 
Dusty Environments

Theme II

Performing Science Measurements in 
Dusty Environments:

➢ Instrument Accuracy

Theme III

Astrobiology Science in Dusty Environments:
➢ Organic Contamination Quantification

➢ Operational Procedure Development and Testing 

20
20

20
21

20
22

20
23
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● Theme III: Prevention and mitigation of organic contamination during science 
operations on planetary surfaces. 
◦ III.1: Quantification of organic contamination due to surface operations. 
◦ III.2: Procedure development and testing for minimizing organic contamination.  
 
 
Project Implementation: 
Our team will apply an integrated multidisciplinary approach to the Themes described above as a 
crucial part of the preparation for robotic and human space missions on planetary surfaces. Our 
approach will test comprehensive technical and scientific methods to perform systematic dust 
quantification, characterization, and mitigation.  
Laboratory Simulations: 
Small-scale laboratory simulations of interactions with regolith analogs will allow for the 
thorough preparation and the optimization of the science return of the field simulations. In 
addition, the collected experimental data will provide input for scaling field and virtual 
simulation results to actual planetary environments and full-scale surface operations. 
Task L1: Vacuum chamber tests 
Task L2: Drop tower tests 
Task L3: Regolith bin tests 
Task L4: Laboratory Dust and Contamination Simulations 
Field Simulations: 
Location: We will prepare and execute full-scale simulated and analog operations in the vicinity 
of the Desert Studies Center (DSC) in Zzyzx (CA), located in the Mojave Desert, which can 
accommodate our team during field work. The Mojave Desert has been considered an analog to 
Mars. The Mojave Desert presents perfect opportunities to study locations analog to those on the 
Moon and Mars with the full suite of mission support in the form of water, electricity, housing, 
internet access, and emergency supplies. This is a rare combination of remote field access in a 
Mars-like environment that can support the operational needs of technical support systems.  
Task F1: Development of planetary surface operations scenarios for dust-related field 
testing addressing our project Themes. 
Task F2: Field test preparation and execution 
Task F3: Formulation of best practice recommendations and protocols for minimizing dust 
pollution and organic contamination. 
Virtual Simulations:  
We will perform two types of virtual simulations: (1) After UCF Facilities Downtown Campus 
laboratory measurements (Task L4), we will use the recorded motion-capture and video data to 
simulate entire procedures and thus prepare for the field simulations; (2) At the tail end of the 
project, we will use computer virtual simulations to extrapolate our collected laboratory and field 
data to possible magnified and compounding effects of repetitive missions, adding robotic and 
human presence on planetary surfaces. These computerized virtual simulations will provide 
estimates of the overall dust pollution, impact on equipment and science, and contamination of 
full-scale missions and surface activities on the surface of the Moon or Mars. They will support a 
better understanding of the impact of increased human activity on the planetary environment, 
which will be essential for optimized operations (dealing with the dust) and science return 
(reduce false detections when searching for life). 
Task V1: Procedure simulations using UCF Facilities Downtown Campus laboratory data. 
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Task V2: Scaling simulations for dust pollution and organic contamination of large 
operations on dusty planetary surface.  
 Project Impact:  
Our investigation will allow the scientific and regulatory communities to gain knowledge of 
dust/regolith interactions with biological life and help significantly advance our practical 
experience in operations procedures on Earth, in order to prepare for space missions to the Moon 
and Mars. We will gain further understanding of needed capabilities for operations in extreme 
environments and learn how to create effective scenarios with realistic conditions for human and 
robotic interfaces. We will accelerate scientific knowledge and experience in operations testing 
relevant to current NASA’s goals, and provide insight in a possible organizational structure for 
optimum human-robotic surface exploration relative to minimal biological forward and 
backward contamination. Accomplishing these goals will provide a substantive framework of 
understanding that can be used for implementing Planetary Protection (PP) protocols, 
procedures, and policies guiding our future habitation of Lunar and Martian surfaces.  
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The Aerosol and Air Quality Research Laboratory (AAQRL) 

at Washington University in St. Louis has been engaged in 

several projects related to aerosol instrumentation and parti-

cle control technologies.  While these have been primarily 

for earth based applications, recent developments offer great 

potential to extend this for outer space applications.  

 

Knowledge of the PM distribution is vital for identifying 

hotspots, estimating exposure and eventual health impacts, 

and validating transport models. Different aerosol mechanis-

tic processes result in  spatial heterogeneity and temporal 

variation, important aspects for human exploration and habi-

tation of lunar surfaces.  Conventional aerosol instrumenta-

tion can accurately measure the PM concentration at fixed 

locations at a relatively high cost. However, they tend to 

have poorer spatio-temporal resolution.   Due to these rea-

sons and the bulky sizes, these instruments are not the most 

practical for use in outer space.  

As a potential alternative method for particulate matter (PM) 

concentration measurement, low-cost PM sensors have been 

studied extensively in earth based applications in recent 

years due to their price advantage, compact size, and moder-

ate accuracy (Li and Biswas, 2017; Li et al., 2018; Patel et 

al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015).  Compared to bulky laboratory 

instruments costing up to thousands of dollars, palm-sized 

and wearable  low-cost sensors usually cost less than fifty 

dollars. To make low-cost PM sensors functional, circuit 

board design, programming, and calibration are necessary to 

establish the relationship between electrical signals (current, 

voltage, or pulse width) and the PM concentrations. After 

fabrication and laboratory calibration, low-cost PM sensors 

exhibit good linearity against reference instruments, showing 

promising potential for personal PM monitors and sensor 

networks (Wang et al., 2015).  These sensor networks can 

significantly enhance the spatiotemporal resolution with 

moderate cost, which is very suitable for highly dynamic 

outer space applications.   

We plan to initially build on the expertise developed for 

sensing of particulate matter (PM) using compact, portable 

and robust PM sensing devices.   Various phenomenological 

approaches such as optical and other methodologies are be-

ing utilized to develop these devices. Scientific challenges of 

understanding the size dependent chemical composition are 

also being perfected.  The ability to mount these on various 

modalities such as robots and unmanned vehicles will be an 

advantage (Cashikar et al, 2019).  The high rate of data gen-

eration will have to rely on the concept of cyber physical 

systems for analytics and algorithm verification to not only 

enable understanding of planetary atmospheres, but also to 

eventually design control technologies for protection of in-

habitants. 

As highlighted in a comprehensive report by the National 

Research Council of the US National Academies, a critical 

need for future exploration architecture is an effective dust 

mitigation system that need to be engineered for lasting 

longer days under harsh environmental conditions.  While 

electrostatic precipitator designs have been proposed, there 

are certain minima in selected size ranges for these devices. 

Washington University researchers (Aerosol and Air Quality 

Research Laboratory) have significant expertise in dust (aer-

osol) control technologies.  One key methodology that has 

been developed is the integration of photo-ionization with 

the corona based electrostatic precipitator systems that en-

hance charging of particles to ensure high capture efficiency 

across the entire size spectrum of interest (Kulkarni et al, .  

This is especially effective for submicrometer sized particles 

that are prevalent in lunar dust. Another potential advantage 

is the ability to integrate the above mentioned sensors with 

the high efficiency particle control technology device that is 

being developed.  This will promote the real time monitoring 

and control using data analytics approaches leading to opti-

mal performance of such systems. 

I plan to discuss these methodologies based on fundamental 

aerosol science and engineering principles for outer space 

application.   
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Introduction:  The toxicity of Celestial dust is 

largely unknown.  Exposure to it is a recognized risk for 
planetary exploration, albeit currently poorly defined.  
This risk may likely not be fully addressable until sam-
ple return occurs.  At that time rapid assessment of tox-
icity using limited supplies of material available for 
study will be called for.  

Toxicity is typically assessed by the measure of neu-
trophil and total protein concentrations in the broncho-
alveolar lavage fluid (BALF) of rodents or humans ex-
posed to particulates and/or chemicals. Increase in the 
number of neutrophils in BALF is a biomarker of lung 
inflammation, while increase in the total protein con-
centration relates to lung lining permeability and injury 
[1].  

Animal models have long been used as surrogates to 
predict possible adverse health effects in humans arising 
from chemical and/or particulate exposures. Studies in 
rodents have shown that inhalation of both Lunar and 
Mars dust simulants have some of the characteristics of 
particulate matter that are known to cause adverse 
health effects in humans [2, 3]. However, most animal 
exposure models of chronic lung disease result in only 
mild inflammation due to a robust rodent immune sys-
tem that does not accurately reflect human defense sys-
tems [4].   Nevertheless, permissible exposure level 
(PEL) for humans have been proposed based on rodent 
studies [5]. 

A sensitive mouse model for Celestial dust tox-
icity assessment: Activation of vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF) as a defense mechanism is the 
first response to sudden contact with pollutants. Our 
group recently developed a highly-sensitive VEGF-
deficient mouse model that better mimics the human im-
munological response to inhaled irritants [6]. This 
model is obtained by lung-targeted ablation of the 
VEGF gene through intratracheal delivery of an adeno-
associated cre recombinase virus (AAV/Cre) to 
VEGFloxP mice [7]. 

The high sensitivity of the model was demonstrated 
in a study where mice were exposed to cigarette smoke 
over a  four-month period. Data showed that, compared 
to control mice with a C57BL/6J background, VEGF-
deficient mice have a weakened protective lung barrier 
and display amplified inflammation upon cigarette 
smoke exposure as evidenced by a significant increase 
in neutrophil counts in BALF (Figure 1). These data 
along with an amplification in cytokine response fol-
lowing cigarette smoke exposure reveal a robust model 
for exposure studies including, in the future, exposure 

to Celestial dusts by either intratracheal instillation or 
inhalation. 

 
Using a highly sensitive model is particularly rele-

vant for Celestial dust toxicity assessments. Indeed,  
several reports in the literature suggest that long-term 
microgravity might alter the function of the immune 
system and cause lung damage, altering lymphocyte dis-
tribution and function as well as cytokine production [8-
11]. A weaker immune system is likely to enhance any 
toxicological impact of Celestial dust exposure to astro-
nauts during long-duration spaceflight. 

Conclusion: Exposure to Celestial dust is a recog-
nized, but poorly defined risk.  Likelihood and Conse-
quences for the effects of Celestial dusts (non-Lunar) 
remain undefined in the HRP Roadmap risk and may 
likely not be addressable until sample return occurs. We 
anticipate that the quantity of extraterrestrial dusts in the 
respirable range that NASA will be able to make avail-
able for toxicology studies will be very small. A study 
carried out in a highly sensitive mouse model by in-
tratracheal instillation rather than inhalation would con-
serve these scarce dust samples. Furthermore, as our 
VEGF-deficient mouse model better mimics inflamma-
tory processes in humans than the currently used rodent 
models, it would provide a more sensitive tool for future 
assessments of Celestial dust toxicity. 
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Figure 1. Percent of neutrophils present in the BALF 
of VEGF-deficient and control mice exposed to air or 
cigarette smoke (CS). *Significant difference between 
neutrophil proportions of VEGF-deficient and control 
mice exposed to cigarette smoke (CS) (P < 0.05). These 
data illustrate the higher sensitivity of the VEGF-
deficient mice to inflammation resulting from exposure 
to a pollutant .  From [6]. 
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Introduction:  The Electrodynamic Dust Shield 

(EDS) has been developed as a means to lift, transport 
and remove dust from surfaces for over 18 years in the 
Electrostatics and Surface Physics Laboratory at 
NASA Kennedy Space Center. Resent advances in the 
technology have allowed large-scale EDSs to be fabri-
cated using roll-to-roll techniques for quick efficient 
processing.  

The aim of the current research is to demonstrate 
the 3-dimensional (3-D) version of the EDS and its 
applicability to various surfaces of interest throughout 
the Artemis program that require dust mitigation. The 
conventional two dimensional (2-D) EDS has been 
comprised of interdigitated electrodes across a surface 
of alternating polarity to setup non-uniform electric 
fields in the location of interest for which the particles 
need to be removed. The 2-D system can be designed 
to accommodate various phases. For example, the two 
phase EDS is comprised of two electrodes 180˚ out of 
phase, while the 3-phase EDS is 120˚ out of phase 
with the adjacent leg. 4-phase EDS configurations are 
also possible but for each square wave a high voltage 
signal is applied to each leg.  

Phases: The advantages of the choice of the num-
ber of phases is determined by the user. For example, 
simple dust removal from the zone of interest can be 
accommodated with any number of phases, even 2-
phases. However, if one wishes to take advantage of 
the traveling wave dynamics, 3 or 4-phase systems 
would be necessary. This would be the case for a user 
who wishes that the dust be deposited in a known, or 
controlled location. The disadvantage of the multi-
phase systems is that they require more advanced cir-
cuitry and larger system electronics that may also re-
quire higher power.  

Dimensionality: Users can take advantage of an 
additional dimensionality of the EDS. For example, 
most EDSs to date were comprised of electrodes 
placed onto a 2-D surface to generate the electric fields 
necessary for dust removal, as shown in the top of 
Figure 1. The electric field emanating from the posi-
tive (blue) electrode protrudes above and below the 
surface through the location of the particle to be re-
moved and terminates at the negative (red) electrode. 
This spatially and time-dependent field lifts and re-
moves the particles. A major weakness of this design 
is that the electric field between the traces is quite 
high, requiring very high dielectric breakdown 

strength of the materials across the surface. The re-
quired breakdown strength of the coating and/or adhe-
sive thus limits the electric field (and voltage) one can 
apply for dust removal.  

A better option is to use the 3-D version of the 
Electrodynamic Dust Shield shown in Figure 1 (bot-
tom). Here the spatially dependent field is provided not 
by adjacent traces, but by the application of a ground 
layer beneath the substrate. The field needed to remove 
particles from the surface is still provided. Although 
traveling waves are not an option for the 3-D version, 
there are several benefits to this choice of electrode 
configuration such as: 

(1) The breakdown no longer appears across the 
surface, but through the dielectric. Not only 
would the base dielectric have a higher 
strength than an adhesive or glue, it would be 
much thicker and more robust. Surface break-
down is far more common than volume break-
down in materials. 

(2) The electrodes on the surface are all of a single 
polarity and can be connected electrically. 
Thus if an individual trace is cut, the EDS 
would function normally and the performance 
would remain unchanged. 

(3) The ground plane provides a “safe zone” in 
which the large electric fields cannot penetrate 
which would be used for helmets, suits, etc.. to 
protect the astronauts. 

 
Figure 1. (top) The conventional 2-D EDS with electrodes on 
surface. (bottom) The 3-D version of the EDS with a ground 
plane beneath the electrode plane. 
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Examples:  There are many examples of types of 
EDSs developed over the years. Below is a short list of 
applications. 

Optical Systems: The transparent version of the 
EDS makes use of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) electrodes 
on 2-D surfaces. The TRL for this technology is quite 
high at TRL 8, with versions of this currently flying as 
part of the MISSE-11 payload on the ISS. The ITO 
electrodes on glass with a glass top-layer has been 
shown to remove more than 98% of dust under high 
vacuum conditions [1]. Tests using Apollo samples 
under simulated lunar gravity were shown to exhibit 
this clearing efficiency as well [2]. These glass sys-
tems are ideal for camera lenses and laser cover glass 
systems. Past and current projects include the 
RASSOR rover lenses, RESOLVE cameras, and cam-
era lenses for future CLIPS missions.   

Photovoltaic Systems: EDSs comprised of ITO 
coated polyethylene terephthalate (PET) have been 
made to cover commercial solar photovoltaic (PV) 
panels and can be made as large as 152 cm × 101 cm 
using roll-to-roll processing. The substrate is acrylic 
which is flexible, durable, as well as lightweight. Cur-
rent efforts are underway to incorporate EDS technol-
ogy within solar cells themselves. KSC is working 
with the Glenn Research Center to imbed EDS elec-
trodes into the fabrication of solar cells in FY2020.  

Thermal Radiators: The ESPL has developed 3-D 
versions of the EDS for thermal radiator paint systems 
such as AZ-93 and A276 thermal paints as well as 3-D 
and 2-D versions of the EDS using reflective surfaces 
such as the aluminum-coated fluorinated ethylene pro-
pylene (FEP) first and second surface mirrors [1]. A 
key takeaway from the development of the EDS is that 
its versatility allows the devices to be fabricated using 
the materials that are common to that system. Here, 
aluminum is the electrode material but is also inherent 
to the radiator itself. Thus the addition of new materi-
als or components is minimized when incorporating an 
EDS into an existing system. 

Fabrics: EDS’s have been formed from fabrics as 
well. A fabric that contains conductive elements can be 
“turned into” a dust removal system. For example, an 
electrostatically dissipative fabric used for clean rooms 
usually contains conductive threads woven into small 
patterns. If one energizes the threads and provides a 
metallic grounded layer the inside the suit, dust re-
moval can be achieved removing lunar simulant. An 
astronaut suit would contain at least one if not many 
(MLI) conductive ground layers to protect the astro-
naut which could safely contain the field from the en-
ergized threads on the outside. The ESPL has shown 
this to be possible and New Technology Reports have 
been written [3]. 

Power Supply Requirements: The current power 
supplies for the EDS require approximately 2-4 Watts 
of power regardless of the size of the EDS. The vol-
ume of the MISSE power supply is currently 5 cm × 
10 cm × 13 cm = 666 cm3 and is in the process of be-
ing miniaturized with the goal of it being no larger 
than a pack of gum. This is possible since the power 
needed to remove the dust on an EDS (displacement 
current only) is on the order of a few mW ideally 
(~µAꞏkV), thus most of the power used in the current 
configuration is due to the supply itself.  

EMI/EMC: The EDS and its high voltage power 
supply have been tested for EMI/EMC per ISS Stand-
ard 30238 [4] and have passed the Radiated Emission 
requirements [see 5-6] for use on the MISSE carrier 
and are not a significant source of noise. 

Modes of Operation: The user has the ability to 
operate the EDS in two modes: continuous or intermit-
tent. The choice depends on the dust loading and clear-
ing requirements for each system. For example, sur-
faces requiring stringent cleaning may want to operate 
in continuous mode to keep particles from contacting 
the surface. This non-contact eliminates the well-
known Van der Waals force of adhesion which is dif-
ficult to overcome. Other systems that can handle 
moderate amounts of fine dusting may consider EDS 
operation intermittently to save power.  
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Introduction:  Knowledge of the physical proper-

ties of the lunar regolith is of crucial importance for 
the planned exploration activities. The design and 
planning of equipment for in situ resource utilization, 
soil collection and storage, site preparation, and habitat 
layout require an understanding of the physical behav-
ior of the regolith. We report on our measurement of 
the rest angle of repose of pristine Apollo 14 lunar 
samples under high vacuum. 

The rest angle of repose of poured granular materi-
al is the inclination of the slope formed after avalanch-
ing has ceased. This angle depends on some of the 
physical properties of the grains such as their departure 
from spherical shape, their angularity, and their size. It 
also depends on the packing history, the surface charge 
of the grains, and on the properties of the surface with 
which it interacts [1,2]. 

Measurement of the angle of repose, θr, allows for 
the determination of the work of cohesion, C, given by 

C = mg(sin θr – µ cos θr) 
where µ is the coefficient of friction, m is the mass, 
and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

Experimental Approach:  There is a variety of 
methods to measure the rest angle of repose of granular 
materials. For this experiment, we used a method simi-
lar to the one planned for the MECA Patch Plate of the 
cancelled Mars Surveyor Lander 2001 [3]. A polished 
brass sphere 3.45 cm in diameter was placed in a vacu-
um chamber previously backfilled with N2. A glove 
box door placed over the open chamber allowed access 
to its interior without allowing air to reach the cham-
ber. Pristine Apollo 14 lunar dust (sample number 
14163) was placed in a shaker cup exactly above the 
brass sphere. The shaker cup was designed to deliver 
dust through a nozzle 4 mm in diameter after activation 
with an electric motor. The contained with the Apollo 
sample, on loan from the Astromaterials Curation La-
boratory at NASA Johnson Space Center, was opened 
inside the N2-filled chamber. This sample was pro-
cessed upon return to Earth in an N2 atmosphere. This 
soil has been chosen as one of the reference soils for 
the lunar highlands suite [4]. This sample contains a 
large percentage of glass, much of it agglutinate glass 
[5], although some of it has the composition of mare 
basalt [6]. 

After the chamber was evacuated to 10–6 kPa, the 
shaker containing the Apollo granular sample was ac-
tivated. The sample was deposited on the brass sphere 

through the nozzle (Figure 1). The sample was kept 
flowing over for several seconds after the cone reached 
a steady-state configuration. 

 

 
Figure 1. Angle of repose experiment with Apollo 14 sample 
14163 at an atmospheric pressure of 10–6 kPa. 

 
The same procedure was used with JSC-1A lunar 

simulant samples with granular sizes under 50 µm. 
This sample was kept for several months in a vacuum 
oven and was processed under the N2 atmosphere in 
the camber. We are assuming that the delivery method 
used for both samples removed the packing history 
constrain and provided a similar electrostatic charging 
mechanism. 

Results:  Figure 2 is a diagram of the measurement 
of the rest angle of repose θr. The value of θr for the 
Apollo 14 sample 14163 was measured to be 58°, 
while the value for the JSC-1A simulant sample was 
37°. 

Table 1 shows the rest angle of repose of several 
granular materials and of spherical glass beads. We 
note that our result for the JSC-1A simulant sample is 
similar to that of beach sand and that result for the 
Apollo sample is in the same range as that for quartz. 
These values are not unexpected, since the lunar grains 
have a much larger angularity and surface tension than 
the JSC-1A simulant grains (Figures 3 and 4). 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the rest angle of repose 
measurement. 

Table 1. Angle of repose of several materials. 
Material θr Reference 
Glass beads 53-75 µm 32° [6] 
Mojave dune sand <53 µm 31° [6] 
Quartz dust 54° [6] 
JSC-1A simulant <50 µm 37° This work 
Apollo 14 sample 14163 58° This work 

 

 
Figure 3. SEM image of Apollo 14 grain showing angularity 
and large surface area. Frame with = 230 µm. (Electrostatics 
and Surface Physics Laboratory, NASA Kennedy Space 
Center) 

 
Figure 4. JSC-1 glass (GL) and olivine (OL) grains. SEM 
secondary electron image. Frame width = 1100 µm (NASA 
Johnson Space Center). 
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Introduction to Problems due to Lunar Dust:  

Dust builds up upon the objects in the lunar environ-

ment. The composition of lunar dust on  

the lunar surface is about 50% SiO2, 15% Al2O3, 10% 

CaO, 10% MgO, 5% TiO2 and 5-15% Iron[1].The sur-

face systems on the lunar surface must be freed from 

dust before humans are chronically exposed to it. The 

problems which humans may face within near future 

must be addressed and resolved at the earliest which 

may include use of vacuum suits and advancements in 

suit designing along with development of structurally 

potent and feasible dust capturing devices. 

The Seriousness of problem: The exposure of dust 

to machines accelerate the machinery decay due to 

abrasion. It may also produce faults in the sensitive 

systems. Concerning human health they may act as 

carcinogens and irritants also. The prolong exposure 

could produce chronic disorders in the living things.  

Probable Solution: The Electrostatic systems seem 

a better alternative for dust removal on the lunar facili-

ties compared to mechanical direct air processes, vibra-

tions of high frequency, and brushes.  

Electrostatic systems: The catering technique for 

dust problem can be primarily accomplished through 

electrostatic systems. This causes dust to be repelled 

from the object it is resting. The system comprises of a 

conductive plate. On this plate a charge can be placed. 

Dust being repelled is a result of charging of objects 

which are in contact with plate. A current of gas can be 

fed through the chamber at the point and dust will car-

ried away resulting into reduced dust levels.  

Ceramic Filter: Then this dusty gas is passed 

through a thin filmed ceramic multilayer filter to re-

move the dust. This particular filter can be cleansed by 

blowing gas simply rearwards through it. One filter is 

expected to run 1 Million cycles of filtration. The ex-

pected life span for the better adsorption and high effi-

ciency is recommended 5 years but it could be used for 

next 5 years in adverse conditions.  

Features of this system: The system utilizes electric 

charge and ceramic filter. The other components of the 

system can be reused as they do not get worn. As per 

the guidelines for a good decon system the entire cycle 

takes only 20 seconds (20 seconds ensure more dust 

removal and effective operation). This system is non 

invasive and hardly dangerous. 

Effect of microgravity: This method can be also 

used in microgravity and then put to test on lunar sur-

face. This will work better in microgravity as there will 

be no conductive plate but objects will hold conductive 

bars. In microgravity there is lack of acceleration. Thus 

particles tend to show more desired nature for the sys-

tem as compared to other environment. 

Dust protection for humans on lunar facilities:  

A small amount of dust inhaled in the lunar facilities 

such as ISRU units is potentially much more damaging 

to the health of human beings. Thus there must be ade-

quate importance shown to the protection of humans 

from the lunar dust. The suits of Apollo astronauts 

were reported to be quickly wore out due to lunar dust. 

Thus, Reducing the number of joints to one or two the 

air loss rates could be reduced. Along with that it can 

be ensured that suits are not locked by lunar dust. The 

dust mask also carries immense importance while hu-

man operation in the metal refining ISRU units. Expo-

sure to a small amount of dust could lead to undesired 

situation on the metal refining lunar ISRU units. 

Future Scope: In near future the importance of lu-

nar surface structures would be emphasized like never 

before due to moons position and resource availability. 

The team studying this project would identify the prob-

lem arising due to lunar dust on the lunar structures and 

seriousness regarding it , their feasibility, practical im-

plementation and need of current moment. This work is 

under my project ISRU Units whose paper was pub-

lished in Annual Meeting of Lunar Exploration Analy-

sis Group (LEAG) 2019 (Link for E-poster : 

https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2019/eposter/5

030.pdf) 
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Simulants  Jamie Hsing-Ming Chang1, Kevin Chen1, Donald Hendrix2, Tristan Catalano2, Joel A. Hurowitz2, 
Hanna Nekvasil2 and Bruce Demple1. 1Department of Pharmacological Sciences, Stony Brook University 
(bruce.demple@stonybrook.edu), 2Department of Geosciences, Stony Brook University. 

 
     Lunar dust was reported during the Apollo mis-
sions as a potential threat to astronauts during future 
exploration of the Moon by humans. The planned 
lunar explorations starting in 2024 bring this problem 
to the forefront. Occupational dust exposure (e.g., in 
miners,) causes silicosis and related pulmonary dis-
ease, and increases the risk of lung cancer. Lunar reg-
olith is composed of unique material found exclusive-
ly on the lunar surface, and this material appears to 
have physical and chemical properties that could ex-
acerbate toxicity to humans compared to terrestrial 
dusts. Our previous work [1] demonstrated that grind-
ing to reduce particle size and expose fresh surfaces 
strongly enhanced the cytotoxicity and genotoxicity 
(DNA-damaging) effects of NASA-generated lunar 
regolith simulants. That work also indicated that the 
capacity of various simulants to cause DNA damage 
or cell death was 𝘯𝘰𝘵 well correlated with their oxi-
dant-generating activity in aqueous solution. The 
grinding procedure mimics one aspect of  “space 
weathering,” fragmentation due to micrometeorites. 
 
     Another important facet of space-weathering is 
exposure of the surface to solar wind. In preliminary 
studies, we mimicked this effect by treating ground 
simulants with hydrogen gas under heat. This proce-
dure greatly enhanced the cytotoxicity of ground JSC-
1A (Johnson Space Center 1) simulant both in neu-
ronal cells (mouse CAD cells) and in human lung 
alveolar epithelial cells (the A549 cell line). We have 
now employed Lunar Mare Simulant-1 (LMS-1) and 
Lunar Highlands Simulant-1 (LHS-1), which more 
accurately mimic the actual lunar regolith. We have 
applied new assays that monitor mitochondrial dys-
function (MitoSOX Red, reporting oxidative stress in 
the organelle) and the comet assay to monitor the in-
tegrity of nuclear DNA. The preliminary results show 
a significant, dose-dependent increase in the Mito-
SOX Red signal after treatment with either LMS-1 or 
LHS-1. Likewise, the comet assay demonstrated sig-
nificant DNA damage in the nucleus, which corrobo-
rates the measurements using our established poly-
merase chain reaction assays.  
 
     Our results underscore that complex materials such 
as regolith have complex cellular effects. Our work 
has begun to unravel the roles of specific forms of 
space weathering. These studies indicate not only the 
potential physiological effects of exposure to Moon 

dust, but they also point the way to possible bi-
omarkers to assess such exposure in astronauts.  
 
 [1] R. Caston et al. (2018) GeoHealth 2(4), 139–148.  

 
This work was supported by NASA grant 
NNA114AB04A (P.I.: T. Glotch). 
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40 FORTY FEET DOWN, 2 ½, KICKIN UP SOME DUST…   
J.F. Connolly, NASA – Johnson Space Center, 2101 NASA Parkway, Houston, TX  77058  john.connolly@nasa.gov 

 
 
Introduction:  The challenges of lunar dust were well documented by the Apollo program.  Engine blast ejecta, 

seal contamination, spacesuit zippers, optical surfaces, EMU fabric dust loading and surface coatings were among 
the effects that lunar dust imposed on the Apollo crews and missions.  The physics of lunar crewed missions has not 
changed since Apollo, and the technologies, materials and systems have changed only incrementally.  So the question 
persists: will lunar dust present the same challenges to 21st century lunar explorers as it did to 20th century explorers? 

The Apollo scientists and engineers were smart – they fully understood the flight mechanics, propulsion technol-
ogy, spacecraft design and human systems necessary to get crews to and from the moon – and where they did not 
have the expertise, they invented it.  Surface operations was likely the least well understood Apollo operation. 

The 50 years that have passed have given us a greater understanding of lunar regolith chemistry, physical proper-
ties and its interaction with exploration systems.  New understanding, however, often poses new questions.  As we 
return to the moon, we will, at a minimum, need to resolve blast ejecta and cratering dynamics, blast ejecta shielding, 
materials compatibility, seals, electrostatic physics, dust cleaning and cleanliness of crewed  volumes, long-term 
ware of mechanical systems, regolith-volatile physics.  This plenary talk will address each of these topics in the con-
text of NASA’s current lunar surface system mission studies. 
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Introduction: NASA, ESA and other space agen-

cies are planning to undertake a new Moon exploration 
activity conducted by human crews in the near future. 
These projects aim to advance the ability of human 
beings to live and work in extreme environments and 
will constitute a formidable opportunity to answer sev-
eral crucial questions about the evolution of the Solar 
System. Artemis Program, involves further landings on 
the Moon and, eventually, the creation of a surface 
outpost that will assure a consistent and lasting human 
presence on the Moon. A prolonged interaction of hu-
mans with the lunar environment constitutes an un-
known, which requires to conceive strategies aimed at 
minimizing any potential risk. One of the most alarm-
ing aspects is the possible toxic outcomes that a pro-
longed exposure to lunar dust could induce in humans.  

During the Apollo Program, the astronauts that 
landed on Moon surface were exposed to lunar dust as 
a result of crew member entry into the lunar modules 
with spacesuits covered with lunar dust from extrave-
hicular activities (EVA). After exposure, the NASA 
astronauts experienced a variety of acute upper respira-
tory tract symptoms. On the other hand, these expo-
sures were too short (just few days at most) to expect 
any significant findings from the point of view of pul-
monary effects.[1,2]  

The physico-chemical determinants of terrestrial 
particulate toxicity (including asbestos, quartz, 
volcanic ash and urban particulate matter) have been 
the focus of considerable research efforts and, in part, 
clarified. The toxic potential of a particle is determined 
by several features rather than one specific property. 
Three main factors play a key-role in the toxic 
outcomes induced by a given particulate: size and 
shape, surface reactivity and bio-persistence.[3] 
Regardless to the other factors, potential to cause lung 
disease is strongly linked to the chemical reactivity of 
mineral dusts, especially the formation of free radicals. 
The difference in toxicity is correlated to differences in 
the free radical content of the mineral, and is con-
firmed by carefully performed .animal studies.[4] 
Particle-derived free radicals associated to cell-derived 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen 
species (RNS) cause oxidative stress in surrounding 
cells, which is exacerbated if the antioxidant defenses 
are depleted.  

On the other hand, the physico-chemical properties 
of the lunar dust, and therefore its toxicity, could differ 
substantially from those observed with toxic terrestrial 
particulates. Regardless of dust grain morphology and 
mineralogical aspects, the radiation environment of the 
Moon is expected to have a significant impact on the 
chemical reactivity of lunar dust, and, therefore, is 
expected to influence finally pulmonary toxicity. None 
of the lunar samples exist in a pristine state that 
preserves the peculiar reactive chemical conditions that 
are believed to be present on the lunar surface. 

Previous investigations indicates that mineral dusts 
and the parent materials from which mineral dusts are 
derived are sensitive to irradiation, including compo-
nents of space radiation, such as high-energy pro-
tons.[5-10] The effects of radiation on these materials 
may induce electronic defects, ion implantation and 
degradation effects, all of which are indicative of bond 
breakage in the materials. Moreover in mi-
cro/hypogravity environment the risk of inhalation 
increases due to the reduced gravity-driven sedimenta-
tion. Actual lunar samples, returned to earth during the 
Apollo era, have been subjected to radiation treatment 
as well, and show evidence of chemical changes that 
could have significant toxicity implications in the 
lungs. In situ measurements are needed to provide an 
accurate quantitative assessment of the chemical reac-
tivity of lunar dust, as it actually exists on the lunar 
surface. Furthermore, in situ measurements will serve 
as a reference point to study also the mechanisms in-
volved in the lunar dust surface reactivity in terrestrial 
laboratories and to understand their potential pulmo-
nary toxicity. A fully automated approach allows con-
tinuous detection of the chemical reactivity of lunar 
dust, since human exploration extends to previously 
unexplored sites. 

Terephthalate (TA) assay is proposed here as a fea-
sible and easy-to-perform chemical method to assess 
the overall oxidative reactivity of lunar dust, to be em-
ployed for in situ investigations. TA assay is based on 
the conversion of the terephthalate anion (TA, non-
fluorescent) to 2-hydroxyterephthalate (TA-OH, 
strongly fluorescent) upon exposure to ROS.[2] A 
previous study carried out by some of us on buffered 
aqueous suspensions of JSC 1A vf lunar simulant 
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evidenced that TA was converted to TA-OH also redox 
active metal ions (e.g. ferryl-state FeIV).[11] 

 
Prospective Experimental design: Thanks to its 

chemical simplicity, TA assay can be scaled up from 
lab scale to automated space instrument. TA probe, as 
well as the oxidized form TA-OH, is stable with time 
but requires an aqueous medium to solubilize reagents 
and suspend dust. Clearly, experiments to be operated 
in an aqueous environment may represent a challenge 
in space. The wet environment needed for this assay 
may however be provided by a hydrogel buffer, which 
is impregnated with TA (TA-patch, figure 1). The 
patches for the TA are prefilled with hydrogel and ter-
ephthalate, and sealed. The seal is spring-loaded and 
can be removed (figure 1a) immediately before putting 
the patch over the sample (figure 1b). The cap of the 
patch is transparent for UV (325nm) such that the ter-
ephthalate oxidized to TA-OH can be excited and the 
fluorescence signal at 425nm be detected. The fluores-
cent response TA-OH can be read by an optical micro-
scope through a transparent container that is inserted 
over the sample (λex =312 nm, λem = 426 nm, figure 
1b). 

 
 
Figure 1: description of the TA patch proposed for 

TA assay a) removal of the seal from the TA patch 
before contacting it with the sample; 2) the TA patch is 
contacted with the sample and the TA-OH produced 
can be excited and the fluorescence detected thanks to 
the transparent container.  

 
The optics necessary to perform the fluorescence 

measurement can be easily obtained and are inexpen-
sive. A lunar dust sample is obtained from the lunar 
surface and deposited in a lunar powder distribution 
system. The equipment may allow to test the reactivity 
of the sample under different atmosphere. Operating 
under inert atmosphere conditions will give infor-

mation on the dust activity in its pristine state, when 
first contact with human lungs, skin and mucosae may 
occur. Simulating a habitat-like atmosphere (in the 
presence of oxygen and water) can provide information 
on the passivation kinetics of surface reactivity of lu-
nar dust in oxidative environment. The determination 
of the reactivity decay kinetics can be particularly im-
portant to define the necessary period and useful 
treatments to mitigate the hazard of lunar dust. In situ 
measurements are designed to provide critical data so 
that lunar dust samples can be manipulated appropri-
ately in subsequent and more complex laboratory stud-
ies, including wider physical-chemical characteriza-
tion, in vitro, and in vivo toxicological screenings. 
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WHAT MATTERS MORE FOR PARTICULATE MATTER INHALATION IN REDUCED GRAVITY: 
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Introduction:  The deposition of particulate mat-

ter (PM, often referred to as aerosols) in the human 
lung is known to lead to adverse health consequences. 
On Earth, PM has been implicated as a risk factor in 
various diseases, both in the short- and long-term, and 
the atmospheric level of PM has been subject to strin-
gent regulation [1, 2]. While the toxicity of Celestial 
dust is largely unknown to date, a significant fraction 
is expected to be in the inhalable and respirable range 
with potential potent toxicological properties [3-5]. 
For example, Martian and Lunar dust are thought to 
be highly reactive in nature and may prove toxic 
when brought into contact with the lining of the hu-
man respiratory system [4, 6].  

Effect of Gravity on Aerosol Deposition: The 
deposition of inhaled particles in the airways is gener-
ally considered to be governed by three main mecha-
nisms: inertial impaction which primarily affects par-
ticles larger than 5 µm; sedimentation which domi-
nates the size range 1-8 µm; and diffusion for parti-
cles smaller than  0.5 µm [7]. Of these, sedimentation 
is a gravity-driven process and so is altered by chang-
es in gravity level. 

Indeed, studies of aerosol deposition in altered 
gravity have shown a significant effect of gravity on 
the amount and site of aerosol deposition in the hu-
man lung [8-14]. For continuous aerosol exposure, 
data of total deposition (i.e. the overall fraction of the 
inhaled particle load that deposits in the lung) show a 
non-linear relationship between deposition and gravi-
ty [11, 14] with overall deposition being reduced in 
microgravity (µG) and lunar gravity (~1/6G) and in-
creased in hypergravity (~1.6G) when compared to 
normal gravity (1G). 

Gravity affects not only overall deposition, but al-
so the relative distribution of deposited particles be-
tween different regions of the lung. The gravitational 
effect on regional deposition is particle size-
dependent. For small particles in the size range of 0.5-
2 µm, indirect measures of regional deposition in hu-
mans suggest that, for a given deposition fraction, 
deposition occurs much more peripherally in reduced 
gravity than in 1G [10-13]. Conversely, for coarse 
particles (~5 µm in diameter), there is a significant 
shift in distribution of deposited particles away from 
the lung periphery toward large airways when parti-
cles are inhaled in µG. This shift in deposition pattern 
is the direct result of a decrease in peripheral deposi-

tion in the absence of gravity rather than an increase 
in central deposition [9].   

Site of Deposition and Aerosol Retention: Be-
sides the nature of the particles themselves, the toxici-
ty of inhaled particles also depends on aerosol reten-
tion, i.e. the difference between the number of depos-
ited particles and the number of particles cleared from 
the airspaces. Thus, the toxicity of inhaled particles 
depends not only on how many particles deposit in the 
lung, but also on how fast deposited particles can be 
removed or translocated. Put simply, particles that are 
retained in the lung for a longer period of time have a 
greater potential to exert any toxic influence. 

The lungs are challenged by dusts on a continuous 
basis and as such particle deposition is an ever-
present effect. The lung deals with this through clear-
ance mechanisms. Particles that deposit in the con-
ducting airways are mainly removed by mucociliary 
clearance, whereas most of the particles that deposit 
in the alveolar region are phagocytized and cleared by 
alveolar macrophages. The rate of these clearance 
mechanisms differs by several orders of magnitude, 
with mucociliary clearance being very much the faster 
process (half-life of hours/days versus months/years 
for alveolar clearance) [15, 16]. Therefore the loca-
tion at which particles are deposited is critical for 
determining their overall toxic effect as it will deter-
mine the time required to clear the particles from the 
lungs. 

Although the effect of reduced gravity on muco-
ciliary clearance and alveolar macrophage phagocyto-
sis remains unknown [17], it is likely that, even in 
reduced gravity, mucociliary clearance will be a faster 
mechanism than phagocytosis by alveolar macrophag-
es. Therefore, as small particles (i.e. 0.5-2 µm parti-
cles) are deposited more peripherally in reduced grav-
ity than in normal gravity [10, 11, 18], they will not 
be readily cleared by the mucociliary clearance sys-
tem, and thus aerosol retention in the lung will be 
increased. 

Implications for Exposure to Celestial Dusts. 
Exposure to Celestial dusts in future planetary explo-
ration is an almost inevitable consequence of such 
activities. Indeed, experience in the Apollo missions 
showed that lunar dust was pervasive and was readily 
transported into the habitats, exposing the astronauts 
to the dust [19]. Once inside the habitat, the dust pos-
es a risk to exposed mucous membranes, the eyes, and 
especially the lungs.  
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Additionally, from the Apollo, Skylab and US 
Space Shuttle missions, evidence emerged of altered 
immune function in returning astronauts and of in-
creased vulnerability to infections during spaceflights 
[20, 21]. Studies in some cosmonauts have shown a 
large decrease in the ability of their leukocytes to 
produce interferon-α/β (an important cytokine that is 
both antiviral and immunoregulatory) when their 
blood was sampled and tested immediately after re-
turn from flight [22]. A more recent study by Chen et 
al. [23] in Rhesus macaques also suggested that long-
term microgravity might alter the function of the im-
mune system and cause lung damage, altering lym-
phocyte distribution and function as well as cytokine 
production. A weaker immune system combined with 
increased aerosol retention in reduced gravity has the 
potential to enhance any toxicological impact of ce-
lestial dust exposure to astronauts during long-
duration exploration class missions.  

Conclusion: There is a significant effect of gravi-
ty on the amount and the site of aerosol deposition in 
the lung, which will likely serve to reduce the clear-
ance of Celestial dust particles deposited in the lung 
during exploration activities. Current data suggest an 
increase in the retention of small particles deposited 
in the lung as a result a more peripheral site of deposi-
tion. Combined with any weakening of the immune 
system during long-duration spaceflight, this in-
creased aerosol retention may significantly enhance 
the toxicological impact of inhaled Celestial dust. 
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Introduction: In the next few years, NASA, ESA 

and other space agencies will embark on renewed 

crewed exploration of the Moon, to advance the ability 

of humans to live and work in extreme environments, 

and to answer broad scientific questions related to the 

history of the Solar System. In particular, NASA’s 

Artemis Program, with involvement from ESA, other 

international partners, and commercial partners, calls 

for multiple Moon landings, and, eventually, a surface 

outpost, to enable a sustained human presence on the 

Moon.     

The Apollo Experience. From 1969-1972, NASA 

astronauts landed on the surface of the Moon six times 

(Apollo 11, 12, 14-17). During these missions, 

astronauts were exposed to lunar dust as a result of crew 

member entry into the lunar modules with spacesuits 

covered with lunar dust from extravehicular activities.  

A variety of acute respiratory tract symptoms were 

experienced by the crew, especially in reduced gravity 

when lunar dust would rise from the floor into the cabin 

atmosphere, as the lunar module lifted off the surface of 

the Moon. These were short-term exposures—just a few 

days at most—too short to expect any significant 

findings from the standpoint of pulmonary effects. 

NASA Studies of Apollo14 lunar dust toxicity. In 

2005, with future lunar missions in mind, NASA formed 

the Lunar Airborne Dust Toxicity Assessment Group 

(LADTAG), to study the toxicity of authentic lunar dust 

using samples returned to Earth during the Apollo era.  

The primary purpose of LADTAG was to evaluate the 

pulmonary toxicity of lunar dust1. To this end, rats 

underwent inhalation exposure to Apollo 14 lunar dust 

as well as control materials, such as titanium dioxide 

and crystalline silica (30d exposures), followed by 

testing for evidence of pulmonary inflammation and 

fibrosis.  Lunar dust was found to be less toxic than 

crystalline silica, but more toxic than titanium dioxide.  

These experiments, however, were not designed to 

evaluate three important effects of the lunar 

environment that could potentially increase the 

chemical reactivity of lunar dust:  UV light exposure, 

solar wind exposure and space radiation exposure.  In 

light of these knowledge gaps, our understanding of the 

toxic effects of lunar dust in the lungs is substantially 

incomplete 2,3.  

The effects of space radiation-induced chemical 

activation of lunar dust—an important gap in our 

understanding of lunar dust toxicity. Abundant 

evidence indicates that mineral dusts and the parent 

materials from which they are derived are sensitive to 

irradiation, including components of space radiation, 

such as high-energy protons4–9.  The effects of radiation 

on these materials include electronic defects, ion 

implantation and degradation effects, all of which are 

indicative of chemical changes.  Actual lunar samples, 

returned to earth during the Apollo era, have been 

subjected to radiation treatment as well, and show 

evidence of chemical changes that could have 

significant toxicity implications in the lungs 10,11. 

 

Prospective experimental design: To safely 

sustain the presence of humans on the Moon, evaluation 

of lunar dust toxicity in the lung must be completed. The 

toxic properties of lunar dust are likely dependent on 

changes induced during high-energy irradiation on the 

Moon’s surface. To gain insight into the full toxic 

potential of lunar dust, we must: i) activate lunar dust 

(or analogues) using high-energy irradiation to induce 

surface states similar to that of real lunar dust as it 

actually exists on the Moon; ii) evaluate the kinetics of 

high-energy states induced by activation; iii) define a set 

of tests to evaluate chemical surface reactivity of 

activated dust; iv) evaluate the cytotoxicity of activated 

Moon dust on human primary lung epithelial cells.  We 

propose to undertake the following set of experiments. 

i) High-energy activation of Lunar dust. Lunar 

dust analogues and lunar dust will be irradiated at the 

SIS18 synchrotron of the GSI Helmholtz Center in 

Darmstadt (Germany), the ESA reference facility for 

ground-based galactic cosmic ray simulations. Samples 

will be exposed to 1 GeV/n Fe-ions, a proxy of the 

heavy ion component of cosmic rays. The range in 

Moon regolith at this energy is approximately 10 cm. 

Graded doses will be used in the range 0.1-10 Gy to 

simulate short- and long- time dust exposure to 

radiation. Chemical analysis can start from a few 

minutes after irradiation for the low dose samples up to 

a few hours for those exposed to high doses, any delay 

being due to radioactive activation. 

ii) Passivation kinetics and chemical endpoints. 

Cosmic ray-activated dusts will be aged in different 
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atmospheres (from ultra-dry N2 to synthetic air with 

dosed water vapor) to study the passivation kinetics of 

irradiated surfaces in terms of chemical and 

toxicological endpoints. Surface redox reactivity of 

pristine and activated dust samples will be measured via 

cell-free tests. Lipid oxidation, formation of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) and carbon centered radicals, 

lysis of liposomes and red blood cell hemolysis 

measurements will be used to clarify the mechanism of 

interaction with and damage to biological molecules 12. 

iii) Description of biological endpoints. Cell 

exposure, and, ultimately, in vivo rat exposure 

experiments to assess inflammatory responses to 

particle deposition over short (hours) and long-term 

(weeks to months) will be carried out to assess the 

toxicity of pristine, activated and passivated lunar dusts. 

iv) Dust delivery. The Dustgun generator 

(PreciseInhaleTM) will be used to de-agglomerate and 

deliver lunar dust aerosols for biological experiments. 

Advanced respiratory cell cultures will be exposed to 

these aerosols at the air/liquid interface; both 

multicellular bronchial and alveolar mucosa models will 

be studied, including immunocompetent cells. After 

exposure, immunologic, inflammatory, and toxic 

readouts will be measured, including oxidative stress, 

apoptosis and imaging (TEM, SEM, and confocal 

microscopy)13-15. 

 

Future perspectives: The ESA Topical Team on 

the Toxicity of Celestial Dusts (T3CD) is charged with 

addressing the most challenging questions related to 

lunar dust health effects. To address the issue of 

radiation activation of lunar dust and its toxicological 

implications, T3CD advocates that a broad multi-

agency, multi-national effort be undertaken to perform 

the needed ground-based studies, using archived lunar 

dust samples. Adequate experimental techniques and 

resources are available to effectively close this 

important knowledge gap, and to pave the way for a 

safe, sustained human presence on the Moon.    
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LUNAR DUST-to-SUIT ELECTROSTATIC INTERACTIONS: INSULATING VS. CONDUCTING SPACE 
SUITS.  W. M. Farrell1,6, J. L. McLain2,6, M. I. Zimmerman3,6, C. M. Hartzell4,6, and Z. T. Fester5, 
1.NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD,  2. CRESST II, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, 
3. Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD, 4.University of Maryland, College Park, 
MD, 5. NASA/Johnson Space Flight Center, Houston, TX., 6. SSERVI/LEADER Center for Space Environments, 
Greenbelt, MD  

 
Introduction: The mitigation of lunar dust as a 

mechanical and biological hazard remains a challenge 
for exploration: Both are listed as strategic knowledge 
gaps that need to be filled before long-term lunar oc-
cupation [1]. Since the VSE over a decade ago, there is 
a new understanding of the electrical forces that occur 
at the scale-size of the grains and suit weave – at the 
scale of 10’s of microns. These electrical effects occur 
because the grains and suits are immersed in the pho-
ton, photoelectron, and solar wind plasma environment 
– and this environment  will have a profound effect on 
dust grain attraction and attachment.  

Wang et al. [2] found, via laboratory experiments, 
that insulating grains in the regolith bed can become 
hyper-charged. Specifically, some grain surfaces are 
partially-exposed to UV and plasma, but emit photoe-
lectrons and secondary electrons onto the surfaces of 
surrounding unexposed grains. Since the grains are 
insulators, the charge remains local and there is the 
development of large inter-grain differential 
charge/potentials between the exposed and unexposed 
surfaces. The local micro-E fields between the grains 
can grow so large as to exceed binding cohesion forc-
es, leading to ejection of small grains from the regolith 
bed. By analogy, a similar charging situation can occur 
between the fibers of an insulating space suit.  

Zimmerman et al. [3] corroborated the lab results in 
[2] using a particle-in-cell simulation of the regolith 
bed that demonstrated that the inter-grain E-fields can 
exceed 105 V/m due to the differential charging be-
tween partially-exposed (to UV and plasma) and unex-
posed insulating grain surfaces. They also demonstrat-
ed that if the grains were conductors, this differential 
charging effect would disappear due to grain charge 
dissipation. By analogy, an insulating suit weave 
would develop similar E-fields between the fibers. 

Jackson et al. [4] suggested that astronauts roving 
over the regolith bed should tribocharge due to grain-
boot compositional differences, also leading the hyper-
charged grains near the charged boot. Due to dayside 
photoelectrons, the tribocharging would not be severe, 
but in deep shadow (polar craters, nightside), the tribo-
charge build-up was shown to become large. They 
suggested that the space suits be conductive to draw in 
plasma return currents to dissipate the tribocharge.  

The results of these 3 studies suggest that insulat-
ing material can develop micro-scale differential 

charged states, and the local E-fields on the scale size 
of the grain bed (or a suit weave) can become very 
large leading to enhanced electrostatic dust capture.  

The Trouble with Teflon. Apollo space suit con-
sisted of a T-164 Teflon cloth with the weave spacing 

at ~ 20 microns 
[5]. The fabric 
was found to 
retain 105/cm2 
of grains within 
the weave, with 
the grains capa-
ble of deterio-
rating the weave 
(based on SEM 
analysis) [5] 
(see Fig 1.) Tef-

lon is also highly nonconductive (<<10-20 S/m) and has 
a very strong affinity for capturing electrons in the 
tribocharging process – leading to strong differential 
charging when roving over the regolith.  

Fabric Weave Charge Capacity. We per-
form an analytical analysis similar to that presented in 
Zimmerman et al. [3] to examine the differential charg-
ing between fibers in a suit weave. Figure 2 shows an 
illustration of the weave.  The pink arrows represent 
with solar UV and/or plasma incident on the weave. 
By the nature of the weave, the underside of the top 
layer of fibers will not be exposed to this UV/plasma. 
However, adjacent regions exposed to sunlight/plasma 
(region A) will emit photoelectrons and/or secondary 
electrons onto the unexposed regions (region B). The 
electron current flux onto surface B is initially Jo ~ n e 
vo, where n is the emitted electron density and vo is the 
initial speed (about 1 eV or ~ 6 x 105 m/s for both pho-
toelectrons and secondary electrons). However, as the 
surface at B is coated with electrons, an E-field forms 
that repels the electrons. By conservation of energy, 
the electron velocity at surface B under influence by 
this retarding E becomes v2 = vo2 – 2eEL/me, where L 
is the average distance between A and B, EL is the 
potential drop, and me is electron mass.  One can write 
the expression for the growth of this E-field as:  

 
eodE/dt = J(E) – sE  (1) 
 

 
Fig 1. SEM images of the left knee 
area of the Apollo 12 suit [5] 
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where J(E) = Jo(1 – 2eEL/mevo2)1/2 and sE is the con-
ductive/dissipation current that removes surface charge 
from region B to other regions on the suit.  

For a near perfect insulator like Teflon, s ~ 
10-22 S/m, the electron flow from A to B is limited by 
the large retarding E-field from surface B. This equi-
librium E-field is obtained by setting J(E) = 0: Emax= 
mevo2/2eL. For an average distance, L, between weave 
surface A and B of  ~ 3 microns, the equilibrium E 
field to stop the electron influx onto surface B is E ~ 3 
x 105 V/m for a 1 eV electrons outflow from surface A. 
This E-field is comparable to that found by [3] for in-
sulating grains in a regolith bed. Figure 3 shows the 
equilibrium E-field vs suit conductivity, with Emax ~ 
mevo2/2eL for suit fiber conductivity s < 10-10 S/m.   

  A tribo-
charged grain 
that contacts the 
weave near sur-
face A and B will 
feel a ‘cling’ 
force toward the 
surface of oppo-
site polarity. For 
example, assume 
a 1 micron grain 
is tribocharged 
by passing astro-
nauts to qd ~ 1 fC  
[6], and this grain 
is incident with 

the fibers on the lower leg.  For non-conductive fibers, 
the grain will experience an electrostatic force from the 
weave that is over 10000 times greater than the force 
of gravity (see right hand of Fig 3). The grain will  
electrostatically ‘cling’ to the fibers.  

    However, for dissipative or conductive fibers,  s 
> JoeL/mevo2 ~ 10-10 S/m, the A-B region E-field is 
limited by the fast dissipation of charge from surface B 
to other parts of the fiber. In this case, Eq. (1) indicates 
that Emax ~ Jo/s. As indicated in Fig 3, for a fiber con-
ductivity of 10-6 S/m, the E-field is limited to Emax= 4 
V/m. There is no longer a large electron build-up on 
the underside/unexposed regions of the fiber and no 
longer a large E-field between fibers. In this case, 
FES/Fg ~ 0.25 and and electrostatic forces will not be 
strong - there will not be an electrostatic cling. In es-
sence, a conductive weave makes the suit an isopoten-
tial surface, and effectively ‘short’s out’ the regions of 
intense micro-E fields in the weave.  

Added Benefit to a Conductive Space Suit. Jack-
son et al. [4] found that an astronaut roving across the 
regolith bed will charge up due to tribo-electric inter-

actions between the grains and the astronaut boot. In 
sunlight, photoelectron emission will remove this ex-
cess charge, but in shadow the charge can build up on 
an insulated boot. A way to remediate this charge 
build-up is to make the suits and boots dissipative or 
conductive in order to electrically-connect to the sur-
rounding plasma environment. In this regard, the suit is 
electrically ‘grounded’ not to the surface but the plas-
ma. The plasma becomes the reservoir of charge that is 
used for dissipation.   

 
Fig 3. Fiber E-field and ratio of ES force to gravity of a 1 
micron/1fC grain as a function of suit conductivity. 

For any charge build-up, the dissipating plasma re-
turn current will vary directly with conductive area, A. 
Thus,  the entire suit should be dissipative or conduc-
tive to maximize this plasma collection area and to 
ensure the plasma has direct electrical connection to 
the tribocharging surfaces (boot, gloves).   

Recommendations. In order to reduce dust-suit 
electrostatic ‘cling’, we make the following recom-
mendations: (A) Make the outer skin electrically dissi-
pative or conductive to reduce the hyper-charging in 
the weave.  (B) Use the conductive suit to get in elec-
trical equilibrium with the surrounding plasma and 
photoelectron environment – and thus reduce/remove 
patchy regions on the suit of differential charge. (C) 
Ensure that surfaces that are in contact with the rego-
lith (boot, etc) are electrically connected to other con-
ductive regions of the suit to garner a path for charge 
dissipation. (D) Consider the use of a remova-
ble/disposable thin metallic cape over the suit – like a 
foil cape – that has no weave and maximizes the plas-
ma current collection. (E) Avoid the use of Teflon as 
the outer skin since it is both a super-insulator and 
strong triboelectric generator. The Apollo suit Teflon 
weave at 10’s of micron made an ideal dust collector 
[5].  

References. [1]https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/ 
library/skg.html. [2] Wang et al. (2016), Geophys. Res. 
Lett., 43, 6103. [3] Zimmerman et al. (2016), J. Ge-
ophys. Res., 121, 2150. [4] Jackson et al. (2011), J. 
Spacecraft Rockets, 48, 700. [5] Christoffersen  et al. 
(2009), NASA/TP-2009-214786. [6] Melnik and Parrot 
(1998), J. Geophys. Res., 103, 21107.  

 
Fig 2. Illustration of differential 
charging on suit fibers in a 
weave, analogous to the differen-
tial charging with insulating reg-
olith grains examined by [2, 3].  
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Development and Characterization of an Ion Source
to Simulate Solar Wind Plasma in a Vacuum Chamber

Blake A. Folta∗, Terence W. McGarvey IV†, Joseph C. Faudel‡, Kyle R. McMillen§, and Daoru Han¶

Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO, 65409

As NASA and the United States look to return to the Moon with the upcoming Artemis Mission, many questions
must first be answered. One of the more pressing issues with our return to the Moon is the environment that we will be
looking to have extended missions on and one day mine. The Moon’s environment includes dusty plasma, i.e., plasma
with fine regolith grains in it, and thus presents a danger to equipment and astronauts alike. In an attempt to learn more
about the lunar environment, the Gas and Plasma Dynamics Laboratory (GPDL) at Missouri University of Science
and Technology has begun preparing its facilities for experimentation. In this vain, an RF generated ion source has
been fully integrated into the facility’s large scale vacuum chamber. Preliminary tests have been done with this RF
source to show its functionality. In addition, an experimental analysis of the vacuum chamber’s four diffusion pumps
has been done to determine the settling chamber pressure at various gas flow rates for each usable pump configuration.
The mean free path was then calculated for each of these pump configurations in order to ensure the validity of the
chamber’s experimental environment. At the conclusion of this work, the facility is ready for the installations of a full
diagnostic probe array and will soon be ready for work with lunar regolith simulants.

The goal in installing a plasma source is to match the properties of solar wind as closely as possible. Characteristics
such as plasma potential, ion flux, ion density, electron density, and electron temperature will be measured with an array
of diagnostic probes. A commercial, off the shelf (COTS) RF plasma source (Veeco® ) was acquired and installed
within the large-scale vacuum facility housed within the GPDL of Missouri University of Science and Technology
(Missouri S&T). This plasma source was chosen because it can readily ionize Hydrogen gas. In future work, this can
allow for experiments in which chemical interactions of solar wind with the lunar surface environment are of interest;
as Hydrogen is the dominant ion species in solar wind plasma, this is a key element of importance. However, in this
and in near-future work, Argon will be used due to its chemical inertness. This will still allow several important factors
on the lunar surface to be tested. Many factors play a role in the local charging environment on the Moon. Some
of these factors include sheaths formed by nearby obstacles, such as a large boulder, and the Moons position relative
to the Earths magnetotail and plasma sheath [1]. A key parameter in scaling laboratory experiments to actual lunar
phenomena is Debye length. Therefore, electron temperature and number density are also critical because they are the
determining factors for this critical term. All of these properties are also important when determining the pathways of
ions and electrons as they interact with the lunar regolith [2].

The background neutral gas is also of great importance for this type of experimentation. The molecular mean free
path must be much greater than the scale of the problem (in this case the distance between the plasma source and
the sample) in order to ensure that the plasma plume is not affected by charge exchange (CEX) collisions. This is
important to consider because CEX collisions result in a population of low-energy ions that is non-existent in solar
wind. Minimizing the number of ions in this low-energy population is imperative to maximizing the validity of the
results. The facility in which this experimentation took place was a 6-ft diameter, 10-ft long cylindrical vacuum
chamber. High vacuum is achieved with four diffusion pumps, backed by a rotary vane pump and a roots blower. The
four diffusion pumps are each capable of 200,000 L/s throughput for air. Figure 1, on the following page, illustrates
the setup and dimensions. Depending on which and how many pumps are turned on, the base pressure in the chamber
ranges from 10 to 30 𝜇Torr. Characterizing the impacts of which an individual or configuration of pumps play in the
resulting collisional mean free path, when taking into consideration gas flow rate needed to generate plasma and the
desired background pressure throughout experimentation, is paramount to obtaining meaningful data in our planned
experimentation.

In our planned experimentation, the COTS RF plasma source will be used where the chemical interactions between
solar wind ions and lunar regolith are pertinent. The plasma source generates plasma with a triple coiled RF antenna.
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Fig. 1 Space and high-altitude vacuum facility as it currently resides in the GPDL of Missouri S&T.

The beam is extracted and focused using three molybdenum grids: a positively biased screen grid to maintain a
discharge in the chamber, a negatively biased acceleration grid to extract ions from the discharge chamber, and a
grounded deceleration grid to focus the beam.

Fig. 2 Photograph taken from inside the vacuum chamber of the Veeco® plasma source during operation.
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THE IMPACT OF DUST ON LUNAR SURFACE EQUIPMENT DURING APOLLO.  J.R. Gaier, NASA Re-
tired, (jrgaier@hotmail.com)  

 
 
Introduction:  When Apollo astronauts began lu-

nar surface operations they were surprised by the many 
great difficulties the lunar dust1 caused [1].  Operations 
were hampered as the dust became elevated while set-
ting up the experiment packages, obtaining core sam-
ples, and driving the lunar roving vehicle (LRV).  
O’Brien has suggested the term “collateral dust” for 
dust accidentally deposited on surfaces by the astro-
nauts during operations [2].  Collateral dust is clearly 
visible on publically available photographs of the 
spacesuits and many instruments deployed on the lunar 
surface, yet it has received little attention.   

The dust posed challenges not only to EVA sys-
tems but the LRV itself was adversely affected by col-
lateral dust [3].  In addition, collateral dust degraded 
the science return of many of the Apollo instruments.  
Although effects on individual instruments have been 
reported, these have been systematically collected only 
sparsely [4], and nowhere discussed in detail.  This 
report hopes to remedy that.   

The objective of this report is to highlight the ways 
that collateral dust degraded the performance of Apollo 
systems.  Most of these systems were exposed to the 
lunar environment for only a few days, and many were 
already experiencing a decrease in their effectiveness.  
Since future lunar surface missions are projected to be 
of much longer duration, effective dust mitigation 
strategies will need to be developed. 

Dust Robust Systems:  It must first be acknowl-
edged that most of the Apollo systems were robust to 
collateral dust effects.  All agree that the lunar surface 
missions were astoundingly successful.  This includes 
the descent and ascent spacecraft of the Lunar Excur-
sion Module (LM), all subsystems of the spacesuit and 
ECLISS systems, the mechanisms of the LRV, and 
many of the science experiments.   

Listed below, and in Table 1, are the eleven in-
strument that were not significantly affected by collat-
eral dust either because the measurements were inher-
ently insensitive to dust effects or because the mitiga-
tion measures were effective.  The descriptions of the 
science instruments and their effects, unless otherwise 

                                                                    
1 Although dust is formally defined as particulate mat-
ter smaller than a threshold size (typically 20 µm), for 
the purposes of this paper the definition is expanded to 
include all particles and aggregates small enough to be 
transported through normal lunar surface exploration 
operations, roughly up to a few mm in size. 

noted, have been extracted from the 1994 review of 
Sullivan and the references therein [5].   

 
Table 1:  Experiments Not Affected by Collateral 
Dust 
Instrument Missions 
Charged Particle Lunar Environment 
Experiment  

14 

Far UV Camera and Spectrograph 16 
Heat Flow Experiment 14, 15, 16, 17 
Lunar Mass Spectrometer 17 
Lunar Portable Magnetometer 14, 16 
Lunar Seismic Profiling 17 
Lunar Surface Gravimeter 17 
Lunar Surface Magnetometer  
Experiment 

12, 15, 16 

Neutron Flux Experiment 17 
Solar Wind Spectrometer 12, 15 
Traverse Gravimeter Experiment 17 
 

Experiments Designed to Study Dust and Rego-
lith:  Three Apollo experiments, discussed below and 
listed in Table 2, were designed to study the lunar reg-
olith or the dust environment.  They provide unique 
resources as they are the only experiments to date 
which directly measure properties of the lunar envi-
ronment as humans interact with it. 
 
Table 2:  Experiments Designed to Study Dust and 
Regolith 
Instrument Missions 
Lunar Dust Detector 11, 12, 14, 15 
Soil Mechanics Penetrometers 11, 12, 14, 15, 

16,17 
Thermal Degradation Samples 14 
 

Lunar Dust Detector:  This instrument (DDE) was 
included on the central station of the Apollo Lunar 
Surface Instrument Packages (ALSEPs) to record the 
dust accumulation from LM ascent or from any long-
term cause. As O’Brien later explained [6] the DDE 
was flown in two different configurations.  On Apollo 
12 it was flown in the original configuration with three 
identical solar cells on each facing the sunrise, zenith, 
and sunset directions.  On the other missions the DDE 
was modified to measure radiation effects on the solar 
cells.  In the modified DDEs three solar cells in the 
zenith orientation were used: with one bare and two 
with protective cover glasses, 0.15 or 0.51 mm thick, 
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with one cell pre-irradiated with 1x1015 electrons of 1 
MeV energy.  In both configurations the short circuit 
current was used to measure the dust occlusion due to 
its direct dependence on illumination. 

Spurred by the re-emergence of original Apollo da-
ta tapes in 2007, O’Brien has more recently written a 
series of paper which extract much additional infor-
mation from those measurements revealing surprising 
insights, some of which contradict the original mission 
science reports.  Those results are detailed in the 
O’Brien article in this volume. 

Soil Mechanics Penetrometers: The purpose of the 
experiment was to enhance the scientific understanding 
of the nature and origin of the lunar regolith and to 
provide engineering data on the interaction of crewed 
systems and operations with the lunar surface.  

The Soil Mechanics Investigation included for 
Apollo 11, 12, 14, and 17 utilized no special soil me-
chanics testing or sampling devices. The main sources 
from which data could be extracted included real-time 
astronaut observations, television and still camera im-
ages, flight mechanics telemetry, various objects of 
known geometry and mass that came in contact with 
the lunar surface.  

Apollo 15 included a self-recording penetrometer 
that could penetrate up to a 76 cm with a penetration 
force of up to 111 N. Three penetrating cones, each of 
30o apex angle and base areas of 1.29, 3.22, and 6.45 
cm2, were available for attachment to the shaft, as well 
as a 2.54 × 12.7 cm bearing plate.  During Apollo 16, 
eleven tests were performed during the EVA 2. In ad-
dition to the penetrometer measurements, soil mechan-
ics properties could be inferred from such activities as 
coring and trenching.  

Thermal Degradation Sample (TDS): The purpose 
of the experiment was to evaluate the effect of lunar 
dust on the optical properties (absorptivity and emis-
sivity) of 12 candidate thermal coatings. Two duplicate 
arrays, each containing samples of the 12 coatings, 
were exposed to the lunar environment. After Astro-
naut Shepard covered them with dust, one was tapped 
to remove the dust and the other was cleaned with a 
nylon-bristle brush.  Before and after photographs tak-
en on the lunar surface are the only data record from 
this experiment.  The arrays were then packaged in a 
closed, but not vacuum sealed, container (the hand tool 
carrier pouch) and returned to Earth.  

Although records show that the TDS was brought 
back to Earth and placed in quarantine, there are no 
post-exposure measurements reported and the hard-
ware has not been accounted for since.  The photo-
graphs of that experiment however, are extraordinary.  
After the TDS plates were dusted and tapped, some of 

the dust was dislodged from the serial numbers on the 
plates.  As can be seen in Figure 1, the cohesion of the 
dust is such that the numbers can still be distinguished 
in the dislodged dust. 

Astronaut Shepard commented that he was sur-
prised by the low adherence of the dust to the array.  A 
2012 analysis reported by Gaier [7] hypothesized that 
this was in part due to the short time that the samples 
were exposed to the full lunar environment.  Tests in 
the Lunar Dust Adhesion Bell jar suggest that thermal 
control surfaces exposed to the solar wind for a longer 
period of time would likely have residual terrestrial 
contamination removed from their surfaces, resulting 
in substantially greater adhesion. 

 

 
Figure 1:  TDS showing strong cohesion of lunar 

dust dislodged from the serial number on the 
mounting plate.  
 

Experiments Affected by Collateral Dust:  Per-
haps of most interest is to examine the impacts on the 
seven experiments that were affected by the accumula-
tion of collateral dust. 

 
Table 3:  Experiments Affected by Collateral Dust 
Experiment Mission 
Cold Cathode Gauge 12, 14, 15 
Solar Wind Composition 11, 12, 14, 

15, 16 
Laser Ranging Retroreflector 11, 14, 15 
Cosmic Ray Detector 11, 16, 17 
Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites 17 
Passive Seismic Experiment 11, 12, 14, 

15, 16 
Surface Electrical Properties 17 
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Cold Cathode Gauge:  The purpose of the experi-
ment was to measure the total pressure of the lunar 
exosphere. As designed, pressures between 10-6 and 
10-12 Torr could be measured.  The instrument featured 
a dust cover that was not vacuum tight.  The cover was 
removed by ground command.  Because it was not 
evacuated, adsorbed gasses produced an elevated re-
sponse when the gauge was initially turned on, but 
because it reached 350 - 400 K for more than a week 
each lunar day, those adsorbed gasses were driven off. 

The Apollo 12 instrument failed after after about 
14 hours of operation when the 4500 V power supply 
shut off. This may have been due to dust getting into 
the unit when it continually tipped over during de-
ployment.  

The Apollo 14 and 15 instruments appeared to op-
erate nominally, and though there were a few unex-
plained anomalies, none were attributed to dust inter-
actions. 

Solar Wind Composition: The purpose of the ex-
periment was to trap a sample of the solar wind so as 
to measure its ion types and energies on the lunar sur-
face. It consisted of a 4000 cm2 aluminum metal foil. 
The purity of the foil was critical to avoid contamina-
tion of the lunar samples and background contamina-
tion of the experiment itself. Once returned to Earth, 
the foil was ultrasonically cleaned before analysis. Part 
of the sheet was then melted in an ultra-high vacuum 
system and the gasses released were analyzed with a 
mass spectrometer.  

On Apollo 12 there was difficulty rolling up the 
foil for stowage, so the astronauts used their hands to 
roll it, and as a result the foil was soiled by the dust 
adhering to their gloves.  Dust on samples also re-
leased gas and so affected the composition measure-
ments.  On Apollo 15, after exposure the foil was 
transferred to the LM via the equipment transfer bag 
and may have been kept separate from other samples to 
minimize dust contamination.  Finally, for Apollo 16 
the foil was composed of both an aluminum and a plat-
inum section. The platinum foil allowed for treatment 
with dilute hydrofluoric acid before sample analysis on 
Earth to remove dust contamination and the resulting 
uncertainties. 

Laser Ranging Retro-reflector:  The purpose of the 
experiment was to measure lunar librations (both in 
latitude and longitude), the recession of the moon from 
the Earth due to tidal dissipation, and the irregular mo-
tion of the Earth, including the Chandler wobble of the 
poles. This was accomplished using short-pulse laser 
ranging from the Earth onto corner-cube reflector ar-
rays emplaced on the lunar surface.  

The arrays were placed greater than 500 feet from 
the LM to minimize the dust from LM ascent. Range 

measurements using the Apollo 14 array were success-
fully accomplished on the day it was deployed. Meas-
urements taken after LM liftoff indicated that the as-
cent stage engine burn caused no serious degradation 
of the LRRR reflective properties.  

But recent analysis indicated that there has been a 
factor of 10 degradation in the reflected light intensity 
over the subsequent 40 years [8].  The most likely 
causes of the degradation were suggested to be dust, 
transported either by micrometeoroid impact or elec-
trostatic levitation, or pitting from micrometeoroids. 

Cosmic Ray Detector: The purpose of the experi-
ment was to observe cosmic ray and solar wind nuclei 
and thermal neutrons, and also included metal foils to 
trap light solar wind gasses. On Apollo 11 the experi-
ment was limited to post-mission analysis of the flight 
helmets.  On Apollo 16 the experiment used a four-
panel array of passive particle track detectors.  On 
Apollo 17 a set of smaller detectors was used, one so-
lar facing and the other anti-sun facing.  

At the end of EVA 1 on Apollo 16, the experiment 
was moved for thermal control. Astronauts reported 
that it was hot to the touch, even through the gloves.  
Temperature labels, designed to sense the approach to 
the permitted upper limit of 328 K, located on the out-
board face of the frame indicated that the temperature 
had exceeded 319 K. Although the clean equipment 
should not have overheated, it was calculated that a 
deposit of as little as 10% cover of dust would have 
produced excessive heating.  

Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites: The objectives of the 
experiment were to detect secondary particles that had 
been ejected by meteorite impacts on the lunar surface 
and to detect primary micrometeorites themselves. 
Three classes of particles to be measured included lu-
nar ejecta, interstellar grains, and cometary debris and 
these were distinguished by particle speed, momentum, 
and kinetic energy as well as radiant direction. It in-
cluded three sensors, east, west, and up, with the east 
sensor directed 25° north of east to accommodate in-
terstellar grains protected by two dust covers that were 
removed by ground command.  

Unusual data events followed by laboratory inves-
tigations with the spare LEAM unit were attributed to 
the transport of lunar surface fines.  Reported dust par-
ticle flux increased dramatically 10 hr before sunrise. 
However, this conclusion has recently been called into 
question and the signal may be attributable to power 
switching of the thermal control heaters rather than 
dust motion [9]. 

Passive Seismic Experiment: The instrument con-
sisted of a seismometer designed to detect moonquakes 
and impacts.  
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The Apollo 11 experiment was gold-covered and 
deployed 17 m from LM. It got hotter than expected, 
perhaps because of dust coverage, and no longer ac-
cepted commands after near-noon of the second lunar 
day.  

Later missions were redesigned with a Mylar skirt 
thermal shroud to reduce thermally induced tilts of the 
local surface around the apparatus.  The thermal 
shroud was not deployed until late in ALSEP deploy-
ment so that dust would not accumulate on it. On 
Apollo 12, it would not lie flat; it was believed that it 
had been folded for so long that it had “elastic 
memory.” It could also have been due to electrostatic 
effects. It was resolved by putting lunar soil and bolts 
along the skirt edges, though this affected the skirt's 
function.  

The Apollo 16 experiment got hotter than planned. 
This was likely due to dust that was inadvertently 
kicked onto the skirt after deployment.  

Several of the stations exhibited thermal control 
problems. For collection of tidal data, limiting the in-
strument operation temperature to a band of ~1.1 K 
was desirable. This limitation was not achieved, partly 
because of problems with deployment of the thermal 
shroud. Heat loss during lunar night and the solar input 
incurred during the lunar day was greater than desired.  

Surface Electrical Properties: This experiment 
measured the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the 
lunar regolith in situ and also provided information on 
the subsurface structure (electrical layering, discrete 
scattering bodies, and the possible presence of water) 
in the region covered by the geology traverses.  

During the rest period between EVA 1 and 2 the 
temperature of the receiver increased. This was due to 
dust kicked up by the LRV compounded by inadequate 
dust protection for the SEP radiators. (The LRV had a 
broken fender on EVA 1, but it was repaired before the 
second EVA.)  The adhesive on the beta cloth cover 
for the radiator failed, allowing dust onto the radiator. 
Overheating hampered the operation until the data 
storage electronics assembly recorder was removed in 
the middle of EVA 3 to prevent loss of data that had 
already been recorded. Despite the efforts of the crew 
to control the temperature, the receiver became too hot 
and was turned off by a thermally operated switch. The 
transmitter operated nominally throughout the mission. 
Data was obtained during EVA 2 on the traverses from 
the SEP transmitter site toward Station 2 and from 
Station 4 towards the transmitter. Data was not ob-
tained during the early part of EVA 3 because the re-
ceiver switch was in the standby position rather than 
“on” as requested by Mission Control.  

Dust Effects on Lunar Roving Vehicle:  Heat re-
jection from power systems will be necessary for hu-

man and robotic activity on the lunar surface. Func-
tional operation of such heat rejection systems is at risk 
of degradation as a consequence of dust accumulation. 
Perhaps the most instructive lessons learned from 
Apollo on the effects of lunar dust on heat rejection 
system surfaces come from the radiators that cooled 
the batteries on the LRV.  

The radiators were second surface mirrors with 
front surfaces composed of fused silica. The lunar dust 
has a high emittance (about 0.93), so there was little 
concern about the ability of the radiators to reject heat 
through a dust layer [10].  However, the dust also has a 
relatively high absorptance (about 0.76), so there was 
concern that there would be an additional heat load 
from solar heating if there was a significant amount of 
dust on the radiators [11]. The LRV batteries were 
rated for an operating range of 4 to 51 °C, but operated 
in an environment that ranged from 10 °C at the begin-
ning of the mission to 82 °C at its end.  

The batteries were located on the front of the LRV, 
and so were expected to have a fair amount of dust 
impinging on them. Thus, the design for the battery 
radiators included dust covers. The plan was for the 
dust covers to be opened, exposing the second surface 
mirror radiators to cool the batteries between periods 
of EVA. It was anticipated that despite the precaution 
of the dust covers, that some dust would still find its 
way onto the radiators. However, a study by Jacobs, 
Durkee, and Harris, which utilized lunar regolith re-
turned by Apollo 12, concluded that removing lunar 
dust from fused silica second surface mirrors with a 
nylon brush would be effective [12]. This was the 
strategy utilized to remove the dust from the radiators 
on all three LRVs for Apollo 15, 16, and 17.  

However, the experience on the lunar surface was 
very different from that which was modeled and simu-
lated beforehand. In Apollo 15 there was good battery 
cool down between EVA-1 and EVA-2, but after dust 
found its way onto the radiators, there was essentially 
no cool down between EVA-2 and EVA-3 [13]. Both 
batteries warmed to about 47 °C, about 4 °C below 
their maximum rated operating temperature.  The ex-
perience on Apollo 16 was similar, and at the end of 
the third EVA the temperature had exceeded the max-
imum rated survival temperature [14]. The battery 
temperature profile on Apollo 17 was again similar and 
after a little more than 4 hr into the third EVA the bat-
teries exceeded their maximum operating temperature. 
By 6 hr, the batteries had reached their maximum sur-
vival temperature [15].  

Apparently, lunar dust under lunar surface condi-
tions is much more adherent than under the terrestrial 
simulation conditions chosen by Jacobs, Durkee, and 
Harris. This was especially true for the finest fraction 
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of the dust, which was not removed at all by brushing. 
Since solar heat load is proportional to the fractional 
coverage, this fine fraction soon covered most of the 
surface and dominated heat transfer.  

Dust Effects on EVA Systems:  Mission docu-
ments from the six Apollo missions that landed on the 
lunar surface have been studied in order to catalog the 
effects of lunar dust on Extra-Vehicular Activity 
(EVA) systems, primarily the Apollo surface space 
suit. It was found that the effects could be sorted into 
nine categories:  vision obscuration, false instrument 
readings, dust coating and contamination, loss of trac-
tion, clogging of mechanisms, abrasion, thermal con-
trol problems, seal failures, and inhalation and irrita-
tion [1].  Although simple dust mitigation measures 
were sufficient to mitigate some of the problems (i.e., 
loss of traction) it was found that these measures were 
ineffective to mitigate many of the more serious prob-
lems (i.e., clogging, abrasion, diminished heat rejec-
tion).  The severity of the dust problems was consist-
ently underestimated by ground tests, indicating a need 
to develop better simulation facilities and procedures. 

Way Forward:  It is not the goal of this report to 
suggest that lunar dust poses intractable problems.  
However, it is the author’s opinion that far too few 
resources have been devoted to studying the behavior 
of the dust in the lunar environment, its implications 
for exploration systems, and mitigation strategies. 
There has been far more study of natural dust transport 
processes than collateral ones.  But in addition to the 
Apollo experience documented herein, even cursory 
studies [16] show that dust transport from exploration 
activities will be orders of magnitude higher than natu-
ral dust transport, and so a much greater threat to as-
tronaut safety and mission success.  

The first recommendation is that more work be 
funded to understand collateral dust transfer in the lu-
nar environment.  Simulations of the lunar environ-
ment, both numerical and physical must be much more 
sophisticated than simply lower gravity and vacuum if 
useful results are to be obtained.  Tied to this is the 
cohesion of the dust as well as its adhesion to space-
craft surfaces.  The fact that dust is transported in ag-
gregates rather than as individual grains is seen within 
Apollo photographs and has been verified in the lab 
[17], yet this has not been taken into account in most 
dust transport models to date.   

The lunar environment is incredible complex, with 
a vacuum harder that any than is routinely replicated 
on Earth, a constant barrage of solar wind and micro-
meteoroids, and complex plasma phenomenon that 
depend on the time of lunar day, the position with re-
spect to the Earth’s magnetotail, and solar activity.  It 
is not clear which of these environmental factors must 

be replicated in high fidelity to generate useful models 
and simulation data of collateral dust transport. 

The second recommendation is that much more co-
ordinated work be funded to develop dust mitigation 
strategies.  Dust mitigation development undertaken to 
date has been, for the most part, haphazard in the sense 
that the efforts have not been been coordinated or sys-
tematically evaluated against one another.  NASA 
should re-establish an organization within the lunar 
exploration program to coordinate, prioritize, and 
evaluate dust mitigation technologies.  Funding should 
be available to all organizations on a competitive basis, 
but all should submit their technologies to a single 
evaluative body for apples-to-apples comparison for 
each application.  It will require substantial funding to 
tackle the multi-headed task of dust mitigation for lu-
nar exploration, but without it the costs, both monetari-
ly and for mission success will be much higher. 
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Summary:  Lunar dust offers an opportunity to in-

vestigate a ubiquitous material within the lunar system 

using rapidly-advancing, quantitative characterization 

methods well-suited as tools in NASA’s return to the 

lunar surface via Artemis (Space Policy Directive-1).   

Apollo samples of lunar dust and subsequent studies 

associated with crew safety, plasma dynamics, and 

micro-meteorite cratering [1-4] have painted a picture 

of an incompletely characterized “system” of particular 

importance as science investigations are integrated with 

human exploration and commercial activities over the 

next 5-10 years. Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) 

methods can now be used to evaluate lunar dust in the 

sub-micron size regime (nano-scale) [5-7,15,19], 

providing new engineering boundary conditions for 

programs such as Artemis, but also to enable a new 

spectrum of possibilities on the “nano-moon”, includ-

ing additive manufacturing (AM), astrobiology of lunar 

fine materials, and models of micro-cratering processes 

relevant across the solar system [6,8].  The “nano-

moon” we define herein includes all of the lunar fine 

particles less than ~ 20 m in diameter and embraces 

consideration of materials at the scale of the smallest 

biological entities (d < 1 m) [Fig. 1] that may be part 

of the astrobiology of the Moon [1,3,4].  Advanced 

laser confocal microscopy (LCM), Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM), and micro x-ray Computer To-

mography (xCT), as well as other next-generation sen-

sors (TEM, XPS), are now part of an arsenal of NDE 

capabilities that are poised to explore lunar dust in the 

era of Artemis, using the legacy of Apollo samples [5, 

6, 15, 24-25] and extending to lunar materials sampled 

over the next decade by new partnerships in human 

spaceflight, commercial interests, and international 

players. The nano-moon we recognize today is mini-

mally known, and yet poses engineering challenges 

recognized for decades by science pioneers such as 

Dave McKay, Larry Taylor, and many others [1-3, 9-

21].  Understanding this nano-moon couples the phys-

ics of micro-cratering, space weathering, plasma dy-

namics, and geochemistry in an ensemble of processes 

that produce a myriad of fine-particle phenomena that 

vary on the Moon as a function of location, environ-

ment, and dynamics [12,18,19,21].  As Artemis moves 

forward, we recommend strong attention to creative 

application of NDE techniques for characterizing lunar 

dust down to the finest possible “nano-scales” 

[3,15,20,24] with potential measurement opportunities 

on the lunar surface, on the cis-lunar Gateway, and in 

laboratories and curation facilities on Earth (e.g., 

NASA JSC [5,12]).  In particular, the combination of 

SEM/TEM imaging, LCM 3D characterization, and 

micro xCT volumetric measurements will address key 

variables and unknowns associated with lunar dust [1, 

10,21,25] that represent aspects of multiple strategic 

knowledge gaps (SKG’s) for the Moon [3]. Finally, 

crew-based measurements and experiments of nano-

moon materials represent an opportunity for advancing 

understanding of deep space processes, environments, 

and engineering/safety challenges that will support the 

sustainability of human exploration at the Moon and 

eventually onto Mars.  Thus, the nano-moon is count-

ably infinite and nearly invisible, yet an essential ele-

ment of the integrated lunar system awaiting our sus-

tained human/robotic presence via Artemis. 

INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND 

 Lunar dust has long been recognized [1-4, 12, 

18-21] as a critical component of the lunar sedimentary 

system with connections to the plasma environment, 

micro-meteorite cratering, space weathering, and other 

deep-space interactions that are absent on Earth.   Here 

we define the “nano-moon” as that component of the 

integrated lunar system that includes all materials finer 

than about 20 m (Fig. 1), with emphasis on those 

from 20 nm to 20 m in diameter, both at the surface 

and within the exosphere to altitudes sampled by the 

recent LADEE mission [10,24].   

 
Figure 1:  The sizes of “things” including biological 

and manufactured materials.   The “nano-moon” falls 

between the scale of the DNA helix and red blood 

cells, and includes the dominant “fine fraction” of 

particles in the lunar system [12, 18]. Graphic modi-

fied/adapted from [1]. 
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High precision measurements of the particle size 

distribution (PSD) [4, 21], shape, and composition [19] 

of micron and smaller diameter lunar dust particles 

are largely unavailable (i.e., only [4] have quantified 

such ultra-fine dust), and yet this aspect of the lunar 

surface environment, and its association with regolith 

formation and evolution [11], as well as future utiliza-

tion of the Moon, presents a fundamental engineering 

boundary condition that connects science (from Apollo 

samples) to National Space Council policy objectives. 

The importance of ultra-fine-scale lunar dust has been 

emphasized in multiple science prioritization docu-

ments [e.g., Visions and Voyages, 2011 – NASEM 

Planetary Decadal Survey], as well as via investments 

extending from the LADEE mission [10], LRO, and 

also includes lunar simulants [2,3].  Here we suggest 

that engineering-quality measurements of Apollo sam-

ples with emphasis on sub-micron dust particles, small 

micro-craters (< 50 m in diameter), and 3D volumet-

ric analysis (dust, agglutinates, etc.), using available 

NASA Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) methods [5-

7,25], in combination with advanced data analysis 

software (including Machine Learning and Neural 

Networks), is an amply warranted step forward to elim-

inate key unknowns as we return to the Moon via Ar-

temis. Such integrated NDE-based measurements 

would serve as a pathfinder for studies of the origin, 

evolution, and significance of ultra-fine dust on the 

Moon  [15] and on other solar system airless body sur-

faces, together with their connection to micro-cratering 

processes on such objects [8,11].  Results may also 

have a bearing on new samples soon to be returned 

from the asteroid Bennu by OSIRIS-REx [23], as well 

as for refining engineering solutions for upcoming hu-

man exploration activities at the lunar surface (Artemis-

3 and beyond, including VIPER and other landed sys-

tems). 

The Apollo missions acquired samples that include 

varieties of the finest-scale lunar dust, as demonstrated 

in the published measurements [1-4,15,21]. However, 

current measurements do not include dust samples of 

the highlands from Apollo 16 landing site.  Further-

more, geometric property measurements of the modal 

fraction of these nano-scale dust particles (i.e., with 

modes in the 100-300 nm range) have not been under-

taken using newly-available laser confocal microscopes 

[6, 24,25].  Finally, the association of sub-micron di-

ameter lunar dust with the smallest of the documented 

lunar micro-craters, such as those with diameters less 

than ~50 m (and much smaller), has not been investi-

gated using appropriately selected Apollo samples [8, 

6, 11]. Via this invited paper, we recommend pathfind-

ing and foundational measurements that will provide 

the lunar science and engineering community with 

quantitative knowledge that extend the existing (but 

limited) measurements in the Lunar Sourcebook 

[12,18] and other key references in support of Artemis. 

Using state-of-the-art NDE methods and newly-

available segmentation and Machine Learning (ML) 

software for volumetric data analysis, we suggest that  

inventorying new aspects of this often-forgotten part of 

the Moon (literally, the nano-moon) will catalyze ad-

ditional community-based investigations and more ex-

haustive measurements going forward that will contrib-

ute to AM, crew safety, sustainability, and potentially 

to astrobiology. 

 There is a scientific and engineering urgency 

to characterize the nano-scale properties of the Moon 

with emphasis on sub-micron diameter dust [4, 15], but 

also on micro-craters and other diagnostic features 

smaller than approximately 20 m [8,19]. Recently, 

CAPTEM-approved analyses of a small number of 

Apollo 16 samples (60095,36; 65703,4; 64803,23) 

containing micro-craters has been undertaken using 

NDE methods at GSFC (via the Code 541 NDE facility 

[6]); Figures 4-6 illustrate preliminary results relevant 

to the nano-moon.  Connecting these new dust-related 

CAPTEM-approved surveys of the geometric proper-

ties of ultra-small lunar micro-craters to new measure-

ments of sub-micron dust (Fig. 2) is another critical 

objective of the recommended nano-moon measure-

ment campaign.  Ultimately, community-based results 

could consist of new PSD, 3D shape (morphology), 

and chemistry data for highlands dust finer than 20 m 

in diameter with comparisons to similar materials from 

Apollo’s 15 and 17 mare site samples, all germane to 

the first women on the lunar highlands surface at the 

lunar South Pole via Artemis-3.    

 

IMPACT OF APOLLO SAMPLES 

 Park and others [4] conducted pathfinding 

measurements of the finest size fraction of the lunar 

dust using samples from Apollo 11 and 17.  We have 

recast their standard Particle Size Distribution (PSD) 

results using log-Hyperbolic Distribution (LHD) analy-

sis [22] to isolate the critical sedimentary parameters of 

these particulates [21]].  Figure 2 illustrates the sepa-

ration of increasingly finer sub-populations of the 

Apollo 11 results published in [4] documenting the 

importance of an ultra-fine fraction < 500 nm.   Such 

dust particles may represent the “loose” fraction that is 

in continuous production [11], in contrast with coarser 

agglutinates and other agglomerated materials, well 

recognized in the lunar regolith [12, 13, 18, 19].   
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Figure 2: Log Hyperbolic Distribution analysis of the 

Apollo 11 dust particle size measurements from [4].  

Two size fractions are analyzed in order to isolate sub-

populations and sorting effects.  The strong isolation 

of 25-40 nm “ultra-fine” dust is evident in the left-

most distribution, while the right plot illustrates the 

dominance of fine particles < 100 nm. While the over-

all modal value may be ~ 200-300 nm for many lunar 

soils, there is clearly a super-fine component in the 30-

100 nm size range.  See text and [22] for details. 

 

METHODS: NDE goes to the Moon 

 Circa 2020, a suite of NDE measurement ca-

pabilities are now well-established in NASA and indus-

trial laboratories for materials sciences, engineering, 

and applied sciences [7].  These include Laser Confo-

cal Microscopy (LCM) for defining 3D properties of 

materials down to tens of nanometers (vertical resolu-

tion), SEM/TEM imaging for morphologies down to < 

10 nm, and micro x-ray Computer Tomography (xCT) 

for particles ~500 nm or larger.   Application of these 

and other more “destructive” methods for characteriz-

ing lunar dust are now possible via facilities at NASA’s 

JSC (Curatorial & Engineering, NASA GSFC (NDE 

Lab and 690 facilities), and at other NASA partners, 

including the Jet Propulsion Lab.  Approaches for in-

novative handling of lunar dust to facilitate characteri-

zation at nano-scales are now possible, which can facil-

itate a new wave of in situ measurements starting with 

commercial landers (CLPS) and NASA precursor sys-

tems such as the VIPER rover.  Recent experimental 

efforts at GSFC’s NDE lab have focused on dust af-

fixed to impact glass samples (e.g., 60095,36) as well 

as that associated with highlands soil agglutinates (e.g., 

64803,23).  Landed NDE measurement systems, in-

cluding proto xCT scanners for AM parts screening, 

safety, inspection, and sample triage (Fig. 3) have the 

potential to contribute to fundamental new measure-

ments at the Moon, which themselves will inform fu-

ture approaches as sustained human presence is estab-

lished [6,7].   Efforts are underway at NASA to devel-

op pathfinder instruments for some of these techniques 

(proto-xCT: Fig. 3) which may benefit from new anal-

yses of Apollo soil samples over the next few years.   

For example, an integrated xCT, LCM examination of 

Apollo 16 highlands soils (Figs. 4-6) illustrates scales 

of features related to the sources and sinks of lunar dust 

at the finest scales, from micro-craters (Fig. 6) to dust 

affixed to lunar glasses and agglutinates (Figs. 4-5).  

 

 Figure 3:  Possible configuration concept for a proto-

xCT scanner for the Moon under development at 

GSFC to support Artemis, Gateway etc.  Such a 3D, 

volumetric scanning system would provide high-

resolution non-destructive views of dust source mate-

rials [6].  Graphic adapted from Jones ECI efforts. 

 

EXAMPLES OF OPPORTUNITIES 

 NASA’s prime directive and the related Arte-

mis program calls for aggressive return of human ex-

plorers (women & men) to the Moon in less than 5 

years, with an armada of commercial, international, and 

NASA robotic precursors between 2020 and 2024.   

Commercial (CLPS) landers will carry a first-wave of 

payloads to evaluate the Moon including aspects of 

dust, and the proposed VIPER lunar resources rover 

may also address dust issues.  When Artemis-3 lands 

women on the Moon, it could be equipped with simple 

instrumentation for measuring (in situ) the finest frac-

tion of dust, which is the most difficult to handle after 

return to Earth laboratories [4].   New technologies for 

dust characterization are now utilized via industrial 

laboratories and some of these approaches can readily 

be adapted for the Moon [5-7] (Figs. 4-6). 

 The nano-moon in general defines new op-

portunities for experimentation, building on the work 

by multiple NASA-funded virtual institute (SSERVI) 

teams over the past decade (e.g., DREAM-1, 2).  One 

compelling concept involves the so-called astrobiology 

of the Moon and the consideration of agnostic life de-
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tection principles, as recently established by Professor 

Sarah Johnson’s Laboratory for Agnostic Bio-

signatures (LAB), which is a Research Coordination 

Network (RCN) within NASA’s Astrobiology pro-

gram.   It is possible that microbiological experimenta-

tion on lunar dust can form the basis of a new line of 

research as biological systems are sent to the Moon for 

long-term, sustainable activities that include living sys-

tems at many scales.  Other habitability-related aspects 

of lunar dust may also be relevant, as in [1]. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The nano-moon presents a scientific oppor-

tunity that is associated with overarching safety and 

engineering considerations as human/robotic systems 

are established on the Moon in the near term [1-4].   

The dust that is generally finer than ~20 m, and as 

fine as ~ 10 nm [1,4], is pervasive, dynamic, and a part 

of the lunar environment that presents a materials sci-

ence “frontier” [9,10,15].   While in many ways it must 

be mitigated as a hazard, it also must be evaluated as a 

long-standing part of the lunar environment [1,10] and 

regolith sedimentary system [11], with interactions that 

may relate to the lunar water cycle, dusty plasma dy-

namics, and space weathering [10,15,19, 21].   Charac-

terization of this almost invisible nano-moon is none-

theless important and significant as science learns from 

the Moon in new ways in order to establish paradigms 

that are also relevant to asteroids and eventually to 

Mars.  Applying NDE measurement systems to existing 

Apollo dust samples and extending them to new sam-

ples both on the Moon and those returned to Earth can 

be accomplished within the framework of safety, in-

spection, resources utilization, and applied science 

(geotechnical).  Innovative development of in space 

xCT, LCM, and SEM systems may represent a key 

step, with benefits across multiple disciplines [5,7, 23]. 

 

 
Figure 4: LCM image of the surface of sample 

65703,4 showing micron and smaller scale dust affixed 

to a  glassy soil particle with measured topology.   

 

 
Figure 5:  Cross-sectional slices through a 3D micro-

xCT scan (8 m/voxel) of Apollo 16 agglutinate parti-

cles [sample 64803,39] in a titanium tube, revealing 

features such as vesicles, metal-phase filled vugs, and 

suspected micro-craters (as source of the nano-scale 

dust). Courtesy GSFC NDE facility [Jones]. 

   

 
Figure 6:  SEM image of a ~ 8 m diameter micro-

crater on sample 60095,36 with a spallation zone out-

side of the inner cavity and small sub-micron particles 

(dust) affixed to the glassy surface, likely related to the 

cratering event.  With SEM, LCM, and xCT, the story 

of the finest scale lunar dust (nano-moon) can be 

measured and evaluated in the context of Artemis for 

both science and applied engineering purposes [7]. 

SEM image courtesy R. Kent (GSFC NDE). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 The nano-moon is real, and awaits our return 

to the lunar surface with robotic as well as human ex-

ploration systems.  While viewed by many experts as 

an important issue [1-4] to circumvent, this nano-scale 

aspect of the lunar system offers a compelling set of 

opportunities for exploring the nearly invisible side of 

the lunar frontier, and one that is in a constant state of 
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regeneration [9-12, 15, 19].   Today’s NDE measure-

ment systems and the highly-capable software (includ-

ing Machine Learning) that are available for analysis 

makes the nano-scale fraction of the lunar dust an ac-

cessible problem, tied to fundamental solar system pro-

cesses for which the Moon will always an ideal “natu-

ral laboratory” [2,3,10,12,15].  As such this nano-

moon will be a constant part of our activities as we 

sustain a presence on the Moon as humanity’s first 

deep-space outpost, and learn to explore this critical 

frontier.   
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Appendix Figure A:   LRO LROC NAC view of un-

named fresh (simple) crater at “high sun” revealing 

the importance of ballistically emplaced lunar fines in 

ejecta curtains of recent impacts [8, 11].   The lunar 

dust cycle continuously produces dust at scales as fine 

as a few nanometers, providing a laboratory for fun-

damental research on such materials in deep space, 

with direct relevance to small airless bodies, helio-

physics and even aspects of astrophysics.  This nano-

moon is an opportunity for science, engineering, tech-

nology, and human exploration to work together as 

Artemis unfolds as a program.  Analysis of lunar dust 

will promote advancements in measurement technolo-

gies to catalyze understanding not possible before 

now. 
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Introduction:  During the approximately seven 

month duration of the LADEE mission, the Lunar 
Dust Experiment (LDEX) made in situ measurements 
of an extended but tenuous dust ejecta cloud produced 
by impacts from several sporadic meteoroid sources,  
with a peak in abundance centered near the Moon’s 
orbital apex (dawn limb) [1]. These measurements 
resulted in an empirical model for the steady-state 
dust abundance, as a function of local solar time, alti-
tude and power-law size distribution [2],[3]. Although 
the limiting sphere-equivalent grain radius for discrete 
detection by LDEX was a ~ 0.3 µm, the model allows 
for extrapolation to smaller cutoff radii (amin < 0.3 
µm).  Such a full description of the lunar dust ejecta 
cloud makes it possible to model the scattering of 
sunlight from almost any perspective, and then use 
these simulations to guide a search for dust in existing 
(or planned) optical data sets. The use of optical re-
mote sensing opens the possibility of long term char-
acterization of the dust ejecta cloud, even from the 
lunar surface.    

During 2012-2013, the Lyman Alpha Mapping 
Project aboard Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(LRO/LAMP) carried out a campaign of limb obser-
vations designed to search for dust scattering near the 
long wavelength end of its wavelength coverage (170-
193 nm). These measurements were first analyzed in 
terms of an expected low altitude dust distribution [4]. 
Perhaps for this reason, no clear dust signature was 
observed and this study yielded only upper limits for 
dust abundance.  

We have reanalyzed the LAMP dawn observations 
(four altogether), guided closely by simulations of the 
ejecta cloud radiance. Sample results, which we show 
below, show an unambiguous detection of light scat-
tering by the dust exosphere. 

Scattering model:  Figure 1 summarizes the 
simulation code architecture. We utilize a library of 
discrete dipole (DDA) scattering properties [5], com-
puted for multiple grain sizes, shapes and wave-
lengths [6]. Our present extrapolation of the model 
grid to large grains using Hapke slab models [7] is 
coarse, but sufficiently accurate at small scattering 
angles. Although the shape (i.e. compactness or po-
rosity) of the dust grains is virtually unknown, the 
influence of shape can still be examined by over-
plotting the scattering from several grain shapes of 

equivalent mass, ranging from sphere to loose aggre-
gate. 

This strategy is applied in Fig. 2 which shows dust 
spectral radiance predictions, spanning UV to near-IR 
wavelengths, as observed by a spacecraft in lunar 
shadow with sightline(s) pointed over the dawn limb 
[4]. We include the sensitivity limit of LAMP on this 
plot to illustrate that detection of the steady-state 
cloud with LAMP should be marginal but achievable. 
Despite declining solar irradiance, ultraviolet observa-
tions have distinct advantages over longer wave-
lengths: 1.) The scattering cross section of smaller 
grains increases with decreasing wavelength, and 2.) 
zodiacal light will not be an interfering background 
source, which is the case at longer wavelengths. 

 
Figure 1. Simulation Code Architecture 

 

 
Figure 2. Predicted Cloud Spectral Radiance  
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LAMP Data Reduction: Because LRO is in a po-

lar orbit, there are two windows of opportunity each 
year when the orbital beta angle allows dawn limb 
observations from lunar shadow. An observation con-
sists of a spacecraft slew to the dawn limb and a lim-
ited duration (2-4 minute) data acquisition period with 
the 20 useable detector pixels of LAMP oriented per-
pendicular to the limb, and read at a cadence of once 
per second. During this time, the spacecraft travels 5-
10 deg in latitude and detector pointing drifts toward 
or away from the Sun by 1-2 deg. Maximizing bright-
ness change during the measurement enables the best 
data-model comparisons and hence the most confident 
detections. The resulting data cube, with dimensions 
Nsteps x Npixels x Nl is reduced via several steps: 

1.   Data is summed in wavelength into two spec-
tral bands; 170-192 nm containing > 95% of 
the dust signal, and a 140-170 nm reference 
band with nearly the same intensity of instru-
ment scattered Ly-a. Subtracting the refer-
ence map removes the Ly-a component. 

2.   Stars in the difference map are removed from 
the map histogram using a Tukey outlier re-
jection algorithm. These locations (and  limb) 
are excluded from further data reduction. 

3.   Signal-to-noise in the result map is typically < 
0.1, so the map is smoothed using a 2D mov-
ing boxcar, leaving only large scale spatial 
structure. 

Results: The sample result map in Figure 3a, from 
the July 12, 2012 LAMP observation, reveals a weak 
dust signal. This is confirmed to be ejecta cloud scat-
tering by comparison with the model simulation (b), 
computed for a population of irregular grains (see Fig. 
2) and cutoff radius amin=0.1 µm in the size distribu-
tion.  Contour lines indicate solar elongation angle. 
Dust band radiance is in units of Rayleighs (R). Panel 
c) compares the data and model column average radi-
ances.  In this and at least two other dawn observa-
tions, the measured dust radiance appears to be sys-
tematically higher than the models, by factors of  1.5-
2 for a cutoff grain radius of 0.1 µm. The measure-
ment error bar shown in (c) represents systematic 
(uniform up-down) uncertainty. This is obtained from 
only four sky-pointing data sets, so it may underesti-
mate the real systematic error. 

Two of the dawn observations (not shown here)  
were made close to the galactic equator, and contami-
nated by dense fields of bright UV stars. In these in-
stances, quantitative comparisons of measurement and 

model are questionable, although the expected bright-
ness trends can still be observed in the maps. These 
cases will be discussed. 

 

 
Figure 3. Sample Dust Detection 
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Introduction:  Triboelectric charging is the ex-

change of electric charge that occurs when two objects 
contact or are rubbed together. Regolith on the lunar 
surface may become tribocharged during exploration 
operations including astronauts walking [1], wheel op-
eration, and drilling or construction activities. Because 
there is no appreciable lunar atmosphere, the charge ac-
cumulated on grains can only be dissipated through con-
tacts with other surfaces or the local plasma environ-
ment. Charged regolith grains may stick to spacesuits or 
vehicle surfaces, obscuring optics and causing mechan-
ical abrasion. 

In order to properly assess the risk of the adhesion 
of tribocharged regolith, it is necessary to accurately 
predict the amount of charge that will accumulate on 
regolith particles due to vehicle operations. However, 
the tribocharging of dielectric grains (like regolith) is 
currently very poorly understood. In fact, even the 
charge carrier (electrons vs. adsorbed ions) remains un-
certain [2,3,4]. We have developed an experimental 
teststand that allows us to measure the electric charge of 
individual grains, following tribocharging in vacuum 
(as is necessary to simulate the lunar environment). We 
present the design of this experimental testbed, results 
showing the variation in charge levels as a function of 
mass fraction, and planned future investigations. 

Experimental Teststand:  Our experimental 
teststand design is based on that of [5] and described in 
[6]. Figure 1 shows the teststand, which is placed in a 
24”x24”x30” vacuum chamber and evacuated to 30mi-
croTorr prior to testing. The granular mixture of interest 
is loaded into a canister, the interior of which has been 
permanently coated in grains. Any granular mixture 
(size distribution, material properties) can be used, but 
the results present here were obtained using spherical, 
zirconia-silica beads (106-150 microns and 180-300 mi-
crons). The canister is attached to a speaker at the top of 
the test stand. The speaker is activated for approxi-
mately 5 minutes to thoroughly shake the grains, caus-
ing tribocharging to occur. Then the bottom of the can-
ister is opened to allow a stream of grains to fall down 
between two electrodes (separated 60mm). One elec-
trode is biased to 4kV, causing a lateral electric field. As 
the charged grains fall, they are accelerated laterally. 
The motion of the grains is observed using a high-speed 
camera (PCO Dimax CS3) that is also dropped when the 
canister is opened. Dropping the camera allows the 
grains to stay in frame longer by minimizing the relative 
vertical velocity of the grains. Image processing is 

conducted to calculate the grain size and lateral acceler-
ation from the collected images. The charge on a grain 
is calculated from the grain’s mass, grain’s lateral accel-
eration and the electric field between the electrodes. The 
entire experiment, from grain shaking to camera impact 
is conducted in an evacuated vacuum chamber to mini-
mize the effects of adsorbed water molecules on the re-
sults. 

 
Figure 1. Side view of our experimental teststand. Test stand 
is placed in a vacuum chamber and evacuated prior to charge 
measurement. 

Charging Results:  Figure 2 shows the measured 
charge-to-mass ratio of grains in a mixture where the 
mass of the large grains is four times larger than the 
mass of the small grains (m=msmall/mlarge). There are sev-
eral interesting results in Figure 2. Firstly, the small 
grains are noted to charge positively, with the large 
grains charging negatively. This is the opposite of many 
experimental tests [7]. Additionally, several possible 
charge transfer models were fitted to the data. The initial 
charge carrier density on the grains controls the fit of the 
model to the data. The majority of the models require a 
positive charge carrier (indicated by a negative s in Fig-
ure 2). It has been previously hypothesized that tribo-
charging might be caused by the transfer of adsorbed 
ions, rather than electrons [4]. Our experiments predict 
a positive charge carrier despite tribocharging in the ab-
sence of an atmosphere (experiments are conducted at 
30 microTorr). Our experiments point towards positive 
charge carriers across a range of grain size distributions. 

Path Forward: As there is no model that strongly 
matches the observed charging across a range of grain 
size distributions, we plan to characterize the sensitivity 
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of the observed tribocharging to additional experimental 
parameters (e.g., duration of vacuum exposure, duration 
of shaking). We also plan to incorporate the ability to 
bake-out grains in vacuum, in order to further reduce the 
amount of adsorbed water on the grains. These addi-
tional experiments will inform our understanding of the 
charge exchange mechanism. Additionally, as part of 
LEADER, a NASA SSERVI node lead by NASA God-
dard Space Flight center, we plan to incorporate an ex-
isting tribocharging model into LIGGGHTS, an open-
source, soft-sphere discrete element method (SSDEM) 
code that models the interactions of hundreds of thou-
sands of grains. We plan to experimentally investigate 
the tribocharging of granular mixtures containing differ-
ent materials. LIGGGHTS simulations informed by ex-
periments will enable predictions of tribocharging as a 
result of exploration activities on the Moon.  

 

 
Figure 2. Measured charge-to-mass ratio of for a mixture of 
spherical zirconia-silica grains. Several possible charging 
models are also fitted to the data, with varying required initial 
charge densities. 
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Introduction: Apollo astronauts were exposed to vari-

ous quantities of lunar dust and reported that exposure 

induced allergy-like symptoms from which the term 

“Lunar Dust Hay Fever” was coined. Our work is fo-

cused on the assessment of reactivity, as measured by 

the concentration of hydroxyl radical (OH*) generated 

in solution by mechanically pulverized minerals and 

lunar simulants that are analogous to regolith materials 

found on the lunar surface. We have found that OH* 

generation is highest for iron-rich silicates (i.e. olivine, 

pyroxene) and lowest for iron-poor silicates (i.e. 

bytownite, labradorite) [1]. The observed reactivity is 

likely due to the exposure of surficial Si-O· which re-

acts with water to make hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 

which then reacts with surficial Fe2+ to make OH* in a 

reaction otherwise known as the Fenton reaction [1]. 

Generalizing based on prior studies [1-2], the OH* 

generation of each mineral from greatest to least are as 

follows: olivine, augite, diopside, albite, bytownite, 

labradorite, and quartz. The OH* has been linked to 

DNA damage and lung cancer [3]. The oxygen in OH* 

has an oxidation state of (-1) instead of the usual (-2), 

hence its high tendency to react and oxidize any bio-

molecules it comes in contact with, including, e.g., 

DNA [3]. 

Statement of the Problem: Up to this point we have 

worked with terrestrial mineral phases and the lunar 

simulant Johnson Space Center-1A (JSC-1A). Terres-

trial minerals, while similar to those found on the 

Moon, usually exhibit different chemistries than those 

found on the lunar surface, are frequently deficient in 

both Fe and Ca, and contain excess Na, K, and Mg [4]. 

The lunar simulant JSC-1A is a multi-mineral hetero-

genous mixture, which makes it difficult to pinpoint 

what minerals contribute to its observed reactivity. 

JSC-1A adequately replicates physical lunar soil prop-

erties (i.e. specific gravity, thermal/electrical proper-

ties) but does not adequately replicate the chemistries 

observed in lunar soils. Here, we describe new experi-

mental research aimed at understanding the reactivity 

of analogue materials that more closely mimic the 

chemistry and mineralogy of lunar dust deposits, and 

account for some of the unique chemical changes that 

are induced by reductive space weathering processes. 

Materials and Methods: We have acquired Lunar 

Mare Simulant-1 (LMS-1) and Lunar Highland Simu-

lant-1 (LHS-1) from the Exolith Lab at the University 

of Central Florida. These simulants better replicate the 

lunar mineralogy of both mare and highlands regions 

and will give us a better understanding of the reactivity 

of lunar dusts from these regions. LMS-1 contains ap-

proximately 30% pyroxene, 25% glass, 20% plagio-

clase, and 4% ilmenite. LHS-1 contains approximately 

75% plagioclase, 25% glass, and <1% olivine, pyrox-

ene, and ilmenite [5]. These simulants are an improve-

ment to the commonly used lunar simulant JSC-1A due 

to better replicating mineral abundances, but still ex-

hibit some important chemical differences from lunar 

soils due to the differing formation conditions of terres-

trial and lunar minerals. 

One important difference is a lack of metallic 

nanophase iron (np-Fe0), which is common in lunar 

soils due to space weathering. In an attempt to add me-

tallic iron to the samples we have incorporated a sim-

ple reduction method described in Allen et al. [6]. We 

reduced approximately 3 g of JSC-1A, LMS-1, and 

LHS-1 in order to add metallic iron to the surface.  

 

 
Fig 1. Metallic iron blebs present in JSC-1A as indi-

cated by the blue arrows. 

 

As previously mentioned, the chemical composi-

tions of readily accessible terrestrial minerals are not 

well-matched to those observed on the lunar surface. In 

addition, natural mineral samples are often affected by 

exposure to air and water. In order to bypass these is-

sues, we have synthesized various olivine compositions 

as follows, Fa0, Fa50, Fa60, Fa90, and Fa100. Olivine was 

chosen due to its simple chemical formula, it being 

relatively abundant on the lunar surface, its ease in 

synthesizing, and the fact that it is the most reactive 

silicate mineral we have measured to date. For reactivi-

ty analysis, all samples were hand-ground in an agate 
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mortar and pestle for 10 min and then analyzed for 

OH* radical generation by spin-trapping techniques 

described in [1]. 

Results: Upon reduction, our sample became darker 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images 

showed the formation of metallic iron blebs on the sur-

face of various grains (Fig 1). These metallic iron met-

al blebs were also observed by [6], which led us to 

conclude our reduction process was successful. 

Our reduction experiments demonstrate that OH* 

generation increases for all reduced lunar regolith sim-

ulants, as shown in Fig 2. Reduced JSC-1A generates 

about double the OH* relative to non-reduced JSC-1A. 

 
Fig 2. Reduction of lunar simulants leads to increases 

in OH* generation relative to non-reduced samples. 

 

For synthetic olivine samples, the reactivity of both end 

members is low and that reactivity rises as both end 

members begin to deviate from each other. Reactivity 

rises until it hits a maximum at approximately 1.5 µM 

OH* for Fa50. Fig 3 shows how reactivity changes 

through the olivine solid solution members measured 

so far. 

 

Fig 3. OH* generation vs. olivine composition (Fax). 

Endmembers generate a minimum of approx. 0.1 µM 

OH* and Fa50 generates approximately 1.5 µM. 

 

Summary: Reduction of lunar simulants has shown 

that metallic iron leads to large increases in OH* gen-

eration, particularly for JSC-1A and LHS-1. We specu-

late that metallic iron participates in a Fenton-like reac-

tion that leads to increased observed concentrations of 

OH*. Non-reduced LMS-1 is twice as reactive as non-

reduced LHS-1. This is most likely due to more iron-

rich silicates present in LMS-1 as it is a lunar mare 

simulant. 

Our results for OH* generation across the olivine 

solid solution are intriguing; previous work has shown 

a strong correlation between FeO wt%. in silicates and 

OH* generation [1]. These findings seem to contradict 

previous results and indicate that other mechanisms 

besides the Fenton reaction may be at play. It is unclear 

what is contributing to both the reactivity of Fa50 and 

relative inertness of Fa0 and Fa100. It may be possible 

that crystal lattice effects may contribute to reactivity. 

Never the less this method of synthesizing olivine helps 

to understand how reactivity changes as a function of 

chemical composition within the same phase, and this 

method can also be applied for other minerals which 

would further our understanding lunar mineral reactivi-

ty. 

Future Work: SEM images will be obtained of re-

duced LMS-1 and LHS-1 to verify if metallic iron met-

al blebs were formed. More olivine phases will be syn-

thesized in order to complete the analysis of the olivine 

solid solution series (Fig 3). This will allow us to better 

understand the underlying mechanisms of reactivity 

and what else besides Fenton chemistry may be respon-

sible for the observed peculiar reactivity trend for oli-

vine. 
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Introduction: The Moon is continually bombarded by
on the order of 106 kg/y of interplanetary dust particles
(IDP) that are micrometeoroids of cometary and aster-
oidal origin. Most of these projectiles range from 10 nm
to about 1 mm in size and impact the Moon with speeds
in the characteristic range of 10 to 72 km/s. At Earth,
the passage through the atmosphere ablates most of these
particles turning them into “shooting stars”. However,
they directly reach the surface of the Moon, generate sec-
ondary ejecta particles and leave a crater record on the
surface from which the micrometeoroid size distribution
has been deciphered [1]. Most of the ejecta particles have
initial speeds below the escape speed from the Moon (2.4
km/s) and following ballistic orbits return to the surface,
blanketing the lunar crust with a highly pulverized and
impact gardened regolith with � 1 m thickness. Mi-
cron and sub-micron sized secondary particles that are
ejected at speeds up to the escape speed form a highly
variable, but permanently present, dust cloud around the
Moon. Such tenuous clouds have been observed by the
Galileo spacecraft around all lunar-sized Galilean satel-
lites at Jupiter [2]. Our understanding of the lunar dust
exosphere before NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and Dust
Environment Explorer mission [3] has been summarized
elsewhere [4], hence here we focus on the results of that
mission greatly enhancing our understanding of the high-
altitude (� 1 km) lunar dust environment. These find-
ings provide a unique opportunity to map the composi-
tion of the lunar surface from orbit [5] and identify re-
gions that are rich in volatiles, providing opportunities
for future in situ resource utilization (ISRU).

Near the lunar surface (� 1 km) the exposure to UV
radiation and the solar wind plasma flow have been sug-
gested to explain a number of unusual observations in-
dicate processes related to dust charging and subsequent
electrostatic mobilization of lunar dust. Images taken by
the television cameras on Surveyors 5, 6, and 7 showed
a distinct glow just above the lunar horizon referred to
as horizon glow (HG). This light was interpreted to be
forward-scattered sunlight from a cloud of dust particles
above the surface near the terminator. A photometer on-
board the Lunokhod-2 rover also reported excess bright-
ness, most likely due to HG. From the lunar orbit dur-
ing sunrise the Apollo astronauts reported bright stream-
ers high above the lunar surface, which were interpreted
as dust phenomena. The Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites

(LEAM) Experiment was deployed on the lunar surface
by the Apollo 17 astronauts in order to characterize the
lunar dust environment. Instead of the expected low im-
pact rate from interplanetary and interstellar dust, LEAM
registered hundreds of signals associated with the pas-
sage of the terminator, which swamped most signatures
of primary impactors of interplanetary origin [6]. Cur-
rently no theoretical model explains fully the formation
of a dust cloud just above the lunar surface, but the obser-
vations discussed above all indicate the role of charging,
subsequent mobilization and transport of lunar fines [4].
Here we summarize the results of recent laboratory ex-
periments indicating that the interaction of dust on the
lunar surface with solar UV and plasma is more com-
plex than previously thought, and can possibly offer an
answer to many questions that remained open since the
Apollo era [7, 8].

The Lunar Dust Experiment (LDEX): LADEE was
launched in September 2013, it reached Moon in about
30 days, continued with an instrument checkout period
of about 40 days in the altitude of 220 - 260 km, fol-
lowed by an approximately 150 days of science observa-
tions period in a typical altitude of 20 - 100 km. LADEE
followed a near-equatorial retrograde orbit, with a char-
acteristic orbital speed of 1.6 km/s. LDEX detected a
total of approximately 140,000 dust hits (Figure 1) dur-
ing about 80 days of cumulative observation time by the
end of the mission in April 2014. LDEX was designed
to explore the ejecta cloud generated by sporadic inter-
planetary dust impacts, including possible intermittent
density enhancements during meteoroid showers, and to
search for the putative regions with high densities of dust
particles with radii� 1 µm lofted above the terminators
[9]. LDEX was an impact ionization dust detector, which
measures both the positive and negative charges of the
plasma cloud generated when a dust particle strikes its
target. The amplitude and shape of the waveforms (signal
versus time) recorded from each impact are used to esti-
mate the mass of the dust particles. The instrument had
a total sensitive area of 0.01 m2, gradually decreasing to
zero for particles arriving from outside its dust field-of-
view of ± 68o off from the normal direction [10]. The
measured fluxes indicate that the Moon is engulfed in a
permanently present, but highly variable dust exosphere
(Figure 2).
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Interplanetary dust particles hit the surfaces of airless bodies in the
Solar System, generating charged1 and neutral2 gas clouds, as well
as secondary ejecta dust particles3. Gravitationally bound ejecta
clouds that form dust exospheres were recognized by in situ dust
instruments around the icy moons of Jupiter4 and Saturn5, but
have hitherto not been observed near bodies with refractory rego-
lith surfaces. High-altitude Apollo 15 and 17 observations of a
‘horizon glow’ indicated a putative population of high-density
small dust particles near the lunar terminators6,7, although later
orbital observations8,9 yielded upper limits on the abundance of
such particles that were a factor of about 104 lower than that neces-
sary to produce the Apollo results. Here we report observations of a
permanent, asymmetric dust cloud around the Moon, caused by
impacts of high-speed cometary dust particles on eccentric orbits,
as opposed to particles of asteroidal origin following near-circular
paths striking the Moon at lower speeds. The density of the lunar
ejecta cloud increases during the annual meteor showers, especially
the Geminids, because the lunar surface is exposed to the same
stream of interplanetary dust particles. We expect all airless plan-
etary objects to be immersed in similar tenuous clouds of dust.

The Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE)
mission was launched on 7 September 2013. After reaching the Moon
in about 30 days, it continued with an instrument checkout period of
about 40 days at an altitude of 220–260 km. LADEE began its approxi-
mately 150 days of science observations at a typical altitude of 20–100
km, following a near-equatorial retrograde orbit, with a characteristic
orbital speed of 1.6 km s21 (ref. 10). The Lunar Dust Experiment
(LDEX) began its measurements on 16 October 2013 and detected a
total of approximately 140,000 dust hits during about 80 days of
cumulative observation time out of 184 total days by the end of the
mission on 18 April 2014. LDEX was designed to explore the ejecta
cloud generated by sporadic interplanetary dust impacts, including
possible intermittent density enhancements during meteoroid
showers, and to search for the putative regions with high densities of
0.1-mm-scale dust particles above the terminators. The previous
attempt to observe the lunar ejecta cloud by the Munich Dust
Counter on board the HITEN satellite orbiting the Moon (15
February 1992 to 10 April 1993) did not succeed, owing to its distant
orbit and low sensitivity11.

LDEX is an impact ionization dust detector (Methods subsection
‘The LDEX instrument’). When pointed in the direction of motion of
the spacecraft, LDEX recorded average impact rates of about 1 and
about 0.1 hits per minute of particles with impact charges of q $ 0.3
and q $ 4 fC, corresponding to particles with radii of a> 0.3 mm and
a> 0.7 mm, respectively (Fig. 1). Approximately once a week, LDEX
observed bursts of 10 to 50 particles in a single minute. Particles
detected in a burst are most likely to originate from the same well-
timed and well-positioned impact event that happened just minutes
before their detection on the ground-track of LADEE. Several of the

yearly meteoroid showers generated sustained elevated levels of LDEX
impact rates, especially those where the majority of the incoming
meteoroids hit the lunar surface near the equatorial plane, greatly
enhancing the probability of LADEE crossing their ejecta plumes.
The Geminids generated the strongest enhancement in impact rates
for 61.5 days centred around 14 December 2013.

The distribution of the detected impact charges remained largely
independent of altitude, and throughout the entire mission it closely
followed a power law: pq(q) / q2(1 1 a) (Fig. 2). This alone indicates
that the initial mass distribution of the ejecta particles is, to a good
approximation, independent of their initial speed and angular distri-
butions (Methods subsection ‘Dust ejecta clouds’), and that the num-
ber of ejecta particles generated on the surface per unit time with
mass greater than m follows a power law: N1(.m) / m2a. The
LDEX measurements indicate a < 0.9, surprisingly close to the value
aG 5 0.8 suggested by the Galileo mission at the icy moons of Jupiter12
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Figure 1 | Impact rates throughout the mission. The daily running average of
impacts per minute of particles that generated an impact charge of q $ 0.3 fC
(radius a> 0.3 mm) and q $ 4 fC (radius a> 0.7 mm) recorded by LDEX. The
initial systematic increase until 20 November 2013 is due to transitions from the
high-altitude checkout to the subsequent science orbits. Four of the several
annual meteoroid showers generated elevated impact rates lasting several days.
The labelled annual meteor showers are: the Northern Taurids (NTa); the
Geminids (Gem); the Quadrantids (Qua); and the Omicron Centaurids (oCe).
The observed enhancement peaking on 25 March 2014 (grey vertical line) does
not coincide with any of the prominent showers. During the Leonids meteor
shower around 17 November 2013, the instrument remained off due to
operational constraints. From counting statistics, we determine that the daily
average impact rate of particles generating a charge of at least 0.3 fC is 1.25 hits
per minute and, hence, the 1s relative error is about 2%, while for particles
generating an impact charge . 4 fC the average rate is 0.08 hits per minute and,
hence, the 1s relative error is about 10%.
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Interplanetary dust particles hit the surfaces of airless bodies in the
Solar System, generating charged1 and neutral2 gas clouds, as well
as secondary ejecta dust particles3. Gravitationally bound ejecta
clouds that form dust exospheres were recognized by in situ dust
instruments around the icy moons of Jupiter4 and Saturn5, but
have hitherto not been observed near bodies with refractory rego-
lith surfaces. High-altitude Apollo 15 and 17 observations of a
‘horizon glow’ indicated a putative population of high-density
small dust particles near the lunar terminators6,7, although later
orbital observations8,9 yielded upper limits on the abundance of
such particles that were a factor of about 104 lower than that neces-
sary to produce the Apollo results. Here we report observations of a
permanent, asymmetric dust cloud around the Moon, caused by
impacts of high-speed cometary dust particles on eccentric orbits,
as opposed to particles of asteroidal origin following near-circular
paths striking the Moon at lower speeds. The density of the lunar
ejecta cloud increases during the annual meteor showers, especially
the Geminids, because the lunar surface is exposed to the same
stream of interplanetary dust particles. We expect all airless plan-
etary objects to be immersed in similar tenuous clouds of dust.

The Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE)
mission was launched on 7 September 2013. After reaching the Moon
in about 30 days, it continued with an instrument checkout period of
about 40 days at an altitude of 220–260 km. LADEE began its approxi-
mately 150 days of science observations at a typical altitude of 20–100
km, following a near-equatorial retrograde orbit, with a characteristic
orbital speed of 1.6 km s21 (ref. 10). The Lunar Dust Experiment
(LDEX) began its measurements on 16 October 2013 and detected a
total of approximately 140,000 dust hits during about 80 days of
cumulative observation time out of 184 total days by the end of the
mission on 18 April 2014. LDEX was designed to explore the ejecta
cloud generated by sporadic interplanetary dust impacts, including
possible intermittent density enhancements during meteoroid
showers, and to search for the putative regions with high densities of
0.1-mm-scale dust particles above the terminators. The previous
attempt to observe the lunar ejecta cloud by the Munich Dust
Counter on board the HITEN satellite orbiting the Moon (15
February 1992 to 10 April 1993) did not succeed, owing to its distant
orbit and low sensitivity11.

LDEX is an impact ionization dust detector (Methods subsection
‘The LDEX instrument’). When pointed in the direction of motion of
the spacecraft, LDEX recorded average impact rates of about 1 and
about 0.1 hits per minute of particles with impact charges of q $ 0.3
and q $ 4 fC, corresponding to particles with radii of a> 0.3 mm and
a> 0.7 mm, respectively (Fig. 1). Approximately once a week, LDEX
observed bursts of 10 to 50 particles in a single minute. Particles
detected in a burst are most likely to originate from the same well-
timed and well-positioned impact event that happened just minutes
before their detection on the ground-track of LADEE. Several of the

yearly meteoroid showers generated sustained elevated levels of LDEX
impact rates, especially those where the majority of the incoming
meteoroids hit the lunar surface near the equatorial plane, greatly
enhancing the probability of LADEE crossing their ejecta plumes.
The Geminids generated the strongest enhancement in impact rates
for 61.5 days centred around 14 December 2013.

The distribution of the detected impact charges remained largely
independent of altitude, and throughout the entire mission it closely
followed a power law: pq(q) / q2(1 1 a) (Fig. 2). This alone indicates
that the initial mass distribution of the ejecta particles is, to a good
approximation, independent of their initial speed and angular distri-
butions (Methods subsection ‘Dust ejecta clouds’), and that the num-
ber of ejecta particles generated on the surface per unit time with
mass greater than m follows a power law: N1(.m) / m2a. The
LDEX measurements indicate a < 0.9, surprisingly close to the value
aG 5 0.8 suggested by the Galileo mission at the icy moons of Jupiter12
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Figure 1 | Impact rates throughout the mission. The daily running average of
impacts per minute of particles that generated an impact charge of q $ 0.3 fC
(radius a> 0.3 mm) and q $ 4 fC (radius a> 0.7 mm) recorded by LDEX. The
initial systematic increase until 20 November 2013 is due to transitions from the
high-altitude checkout to the subsequent science orbits. Four of the several
annual meteoroid showers generated elevated impact rates lasting several days.
The labelled annual meteor showers are: the Northern Taurids (NTa); the
Geminids (Gem); the Quadrantids (Qua); and the Omicron Centaurids (oCe).
The observed enhancement peaking on 25 March 2014 (grey vertical line) does
not coincide with any of the prominent showers. During the Leonids meteor
shower around 17 November 2013, the instrument remained off due to
operational constraints. From counting statistics, we determine that the daily
average impact rate of particles generating a charge of at least 0.3 fC is 1.25 hits
per minute and, hence, the 1s relative error is about 2%, while for particles
generating an impact charge . 4 fC the average rate is 0.08 hits per minute and,
hence, the 1s relative error is about 10%.
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Interplanetary dust particles hit the surfaces of airless bodies in the
Solar System, generating charged1 and neutral2 gas clouds, as well
as secondary ejecta dust particles3. Gravitationally bound ejecta
clouds that form dust exospheres were recognized by in situ dust
instruments around the icy moons of Jupiter4 and Saturn5, but
have hitherto not been observed near bodies with refractory rego-
lith surfaces. High-altitude Apollo 15 and 17 observations of a
‘horizon glow’ indicated a putative population of high-density
small dust particles near the lunar terminators6,7, although later
orbital observations8,9 yielded upper limits on the abundance of
such particles that were a factor of about 104 lower than that neces-
sary to produce the Apollo results. Here we report observations of a
permanent, asymmetric dust cloud around the Moon, caused by
impacts of high-speed cometary dust particles on eccentric orbits,
as opposed to particles of asteroidal origin following near-circular
paths striking the Moon at lower speeds. The density of the lunar
ejecta cloud increases during the annual meteor showers, especially
the Geminids, because the lunar surface is exposed to the same
stream of interplanetary dust particles. We expect all airless plan-
etary objects to be immersed in similar tenuous clouds of dust.

The Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE)
mission was launched on 7 September 2013. After reaching the Moon
in about 30 days, it continued with an instrument checkout period of
about 40 days at an altitude of 220–260 km. LADEE began its approxi-
mately 150 days of science observations at a typical altitude of 20–100
km, following a near-equatorial retrograde orbit, with a characteristic
orbital speed of 1.6 km s21 (ref. 10). The Lunar Dust Experiment
(LDEX) began its measurements on 16 October 2013 and detected a
total of approximately 140,000 dust hits during about 80 days of
cumulative observation time out of 184 total days by the end of the
mission on 18 April 2014. LDEX was designed to explore the ejecta
cloud generated by sporadic interplanetary dust impacts, including
possible intermittent density enhancements during meteoroid
showers, and to search for the putative regions with high densities of
0.1-mm-scale dust particles above the terminators. The previous
attempt to observe the lunar ejecta cloud by the Munich Dust
Counter on board the HITEN satellite orbiting the Moon (15
February 1992 to 10 April 1993) did not succeed, owing to its distant
orbit and low sensitivity11.

LDEX is an impact ionization dust detector (Methods subsection
‘The LDEX instrument’). When pointed in the direction of motion of
the spacecraft, LDEX recorded average impact rates of about 1 and
about 0.1 hits per minute of particles with impact charges of q $ 0.3
and q $ 4 fC, corresponding to particles with radii of a> 0.3 mm and
a> 0.7 mm, respectively (Fig. 1). Approximately once a week, LDEX
observed bursts of 10 to 50 particles in a single minute. Particles
detected in a burst are most likely to originate from the same well-
timed and well-positioned impact event that happened just minutes
before their detection on the ground-track of LADEE. Several of the

yearly meteoroid showers generated sustained elevated levels of LDEX
impact rates, especially those where the majority of the incoming
meteoroids hit the lunar surface near the equatorial plane, greatly
enhancing the probability of LADEE crossing their ejecta plumes.
The Geminids generated the strongest enhancement in impact rates
for 61.5 days centred around 14 December 2013.

The distribution of the detected impact charges remained largely
independent of altitude, and throughout the entire mission it closely
followed a power law: pq(q) / q2(1 1 a) (Fig. 2). This alone indicates
that the initial mass distribution of the ejecta particles is, to a good
approximation, independent of their initial speed and angular distri-
butions (Methods subsection ‘Dust ejecta clouds’), and that the num-
ber of ejecta particles generated on the surface per unit time with
mass greater than m follows a power law: N1(.m) / m2a. The
LDEX measurements indicate a < 0.9, surprisingly close to the value
aG 5 0.8 suggested by the Galileo mission at the icy moons of Jupiter12
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Figure 1 | Impact rates throughout the mission. The daily running average of
impacts per minute of particles that generated an impact charge of q $ 0.3 fC
(radius a> 0.3 mm) and q $ 4 fC (radius a> 0.7 mm) recorded by LDEX. The
initial systematic increase until 20 November 2013 is due to transitions from the
high-altitude checkout to the subsequent science orbits. Four of the several
annual meteoroid showers generated elevated impact rates lasting several days.
The labelled annual meteor showers are: the Northern Taurids (NTa); the
Geminids (Gem); the Quadrantids (Qua); and the Omicron Centaurids (oCe).
The observed enhancement peaking on 25 March 2014 (grey vertical line) does
not coincide with any of the prominent showers. During the Leonids meteor
shower around 17 November 2013, the instrument remained off due to
operational constraints. From counting statistics, we determine that the daily
average impact rate of particles generating a charge of at least 0.3 fC is 1.25 hits
per minute and, hence, the 1s relative error is about 2%, while for particles
generating an impact charge . 4 fC the average rate is 0.08 hits per minute and,
hence, the 1s relative error is about 10%.
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Figure 1: Impact rates observed by LDEX through-
out the LADEE mission. The daily running average
of impacts per minute of particles with radii > 0.3µm
and a > 0.7µm recorded by LDEX. Four of the sev-
eral annual meteoroid showers generated elevated impact
rates lasting several days. The labelled annual meteor
showers are: the Northern Taurids (NTa); the Geminids
(Gem); the Quadrantids (Qua); and the Omicron Centau-
rids (oCe) [9].

Compositional Mapping of the Lunar Surface: The
dust particles comprising the lunar ejecta cloud are small
samples from the surface and could be used to map the
chemical composition of the Moon from orbit [5], and
could be used to identify regions that could be most valu-
able for In Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), a key ele-
ment in establishing human habitats on the Moon. The
expected availability of water ice, and other volatiles, in
Permanently Shadowed Regions (PSR) makes the lunar
poles of prime interest. However, the relative strength
of the various sources, sinks, and transport mechanisms
of water into and out of PSRs remain largely unknown.
At high latitudes, the lunar surface is exposed to the
continual bombardment from the northern and southern
toroidal meteoroids as well as intermittent, intense mete-
oroid showers [11]. Impact bombardment produces tran-
siently large quantities of lunar dust ejecta, which serves
to re-blanket and cover the surrounding terrain, and also
produces impact vapor from the volatile distribution at
the surface.

Water is thought to be continually delivered to the
Moon through geological timescales by water-bearing
comets and asteroids, and produced continuously in situ
by the impacts of solar wind protons of oxygen-rich min-
erals exposed on the surface. IDPs are an unlikely source
of water due to their long UV exposure in the inner solar
system, but their high-speed impacts can mobilize sec-
ondary ejecta dust particles, atoms and molecules, some
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Figure 3. The annually averaged lunar dust density distribution, given
in equation (2), for particles with a ! 0.3 !m in a reference frame where
the Sun is in the "x direction and the apex motion of the Moon about
the Sun is in the +y direction.

and shown in Figure 4. Using the
turning point approximation to calcu-
late F(!, a) via equation (3) introduces
#10–20% error compared to using
the true velocity distribution [Horányi
et al., 2015, Methods] for a similar cal-
culation. Integrating equation (3) over
all local times, we derive an average
flux for all sizes (a!a0),

F = F0

!
a0

ath

""3"

, (4)

where F0 =1.2 ± 0.7 m"2 s"1. The error
is calculated by incorporating a 20%
error from the turning point approx-
imation with the average 35% error
from the fitted and observed values
of n(h).

To determine the impact gardening
rate, the characteristic cross-sectional
area for this flux is calculated by inte-
grating over the distribution function,

# = "
amax

a0

f (a)$a2da = 3"$
3" " 2

#
a"(3""2)

0 " a"(3""2)
max

a"3"
0 " a"3"

max

$
$ 3

3" " 2
$a2

0 (5)

where the approximation has been made for amax % a0. The accumulation timescale, after which the surface
will be entirely covered by a single layer of impact ejecta is

& = 1
F#

= 3" " 2
3$F0a3"

th

a3""2
0 (6)

with a characteristic thickness of d $
%
#. Therefore, the depth accumulation rate is

' = d%& = F#3%2 = F0a3"
th

& 3$
3" " 2

' 3
2 a3(1"")

0 (7)

Figure 4. The total number flux of ejecta particles onto the surface as
a function of local time. The dashed line shows the average value of
1.2 m"2 s"1 and the grey portion indicates the error of 0.7 m"2 s"1.

The size distribution for lunar regolith
has been accurately measured down
to a few microns [Heywood, 1971; Görz
et al., 1971], and recent analysis indi-
cates that the lunar fines are lognor-
mally distributed with a peak at radius
0.1 to 0.3 !m [Park et al., 2008], indi-
cating that a0 is lower than the LDEX
observation threshold ath. However,
determining the size distribution for
grains with a < 1 !m remains chal-
lenging [Liu and Taylor, 2011]. Labora-
tory impact experiments found impact
ejecta fragments down to 50 nm in
radius [Buhl et al., 2014]; therefore, we
investigate the impact gardening rates
for a0 in the range of 0.05 to 0.3 !m.
Table 1 shows & and ' for critical radii
of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.3 !m.
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Figure 2. The average cloud density for each calendar month LADEE
was operational in 2014. Each color ring corresponds to the density
every 20 km.

constraint, the ratio between the HE and
AH mass production values directly yields
their flux ratio and we find FHE!FAH =M+

HE!
M+

AH"2.1 ± 0.2 on average, from January
to April 2014.

3. Annual Variation and
Synodic Modulation

From January to April 2014, the cloud
structure was observed to vary (Figure 2).
The changes in the observed densities are
caused by changes in the relative contri-
butions of the three dominant sources.
To investigate this temporal dependence,
we find the best fit for each M+

s through-
out 2014 in a sliding window of 30 days
(Figure 3).

The flux ratio FHE!FAH decreases by a
factor of two from #2.7 at the beginning
of 2014 to #1.5 in mid-April. Ground-
based measurements indicate a similar
factor of two decrease in this ratio, how-
ever, for a smaller range of #1.7 to 1.0
[Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2006].

In addition to its sensitivity to the variation of each source flux, the lunar ejecta cloud density is also sensitive
to changes in the impact velocity of incoming meteoroids, since M+ $ v!

imp. The impact velocity of each source
is modulated by the Moon’s 1 km/s orbital velocity around the Earth, hence vs(") = vs,av + cos(" %#s), where
" is the lunar phase and has a value of 0& at full moon. Hence, the mass production of each source peaks at
"s,peak = #s and oscillates throughout the Moon’s synodic period. Since the AP and HE sources dominate the
mass production over the AH source, the lunar dust cloud is expected to peak during the waning gibbous
phase between "AP,peak = 0& and "HE,peak = 65&.

Figure 4 shows the observed lunar dust cloud distribution for lunar phases in increments of 45&. Each depicted
lunar phase is averaged from 1 January 2014 to 18 April 2014. The lunar dust cloud is found to wax and

Figure 3. (top) The best fit M+
s for the HE (blue), AP (green), and

AH (red) sources. (bottom) The flux ratio between the HE and
AH sources from LDEX (solid) and ground-based measurements
(dashed) [Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2006]. Errors for each of
the M+

s sources are no greater than 0.02.

wane with lunar phase as expected, peaking
when the Moon is in its waning gibbous phase.
The phase of this peak further validates the con-
clusion that the HE source dominates over the
AH source for the period of measurement.

4. Discussion

We are able to estimate the HE/AH flux ratio as
a function of time, noting a factor of 1.5–2 dis-
crepancy from radar based observations. Mete-
oroids impacting the lunar surface generate
ejecta in a mechanism entirely di!erent than
how they ablate and ionize in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. Detecting the signatures of primary
impactors in each scenario relies on signifi-
cantly di!erent parameters. The discrepancy in
FHE!FAH between this method and radar-based
methods is most likely due to the di!erence
between these two very di!erent mechanisms.

SZALAY AND HORÁNYI LUNAR DUST INFLUX VARIATION 3

Figure 2: left: The average dust ejecta cloud density
observed by LDEX for each calendar month LADEE was
operational in 2014. Each color ring corresponds to the
density every 20 km [16]. right: The modeled annually
averaged lunar dust density distribution for particles with
a ≥ 0.3µm. These plots are in a reference frame where
the Sun is on the left (-x direction) and the apex motion
of the Moon about the Sun is towards the top of the page
(+y direction) [17].

with high-enough speed to escape the Moon. Other sur-
face processes that can lead to mobilization, transport
and loss of water molecules and other volatiles include
solar heating, photochemical processes, and solar wind
sputtering. Since none of these are at work in PSRs, dust
impacts remain the dominant process to dictate the evo-
lution of volatiles in PSRs. The mobilized atoms and
molecules can get trapped in PSRs, and the accumula-
tion of water in these regions has been suggested since
the early days of the space age [12, 13]. While there are
several processes leading to the accumulation of volatiles
in PSRs, the only recognized and possibly significant
loss mechanism is due to IDP impacts. The competing
effects of dust impacts are: a) ejecta production lead-
ing to loss out of a PSR; b) gardening and overturning
the regolith; and c) the possible accumulation of impact
ejecta, leading to the burial of the volatiles. The compe-
tition between the volatile influx and these dust impact
induced processes determine the ability of a PSR to ac-
cumulate volatiles, as well as their accessibility for ISRU
[14]. Hence, the measurement of the temporal and spa-
tial variability of the dust influx, and the characteristics
of the impact generated secondary dust particle plumes
are critical to assess the availability of water in PSRs.
A polar-orbiting spacecraft (Figure 3) could directly
sample the lunar ejecta, providing the critical link be-
tween IDP bombardment and the evolution of water
ice in PSRs [5, 15].

Near-surface Dust Transport Observations: In addi-
tion to bombardment by interplanetary dust, the exposure
of airless surfaces to ultraviolet radiation and solar wind
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D. Science Investigation

D.1. Introduction

In Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) is a key element in establishing human habitats on the Moon. The
expected availability of water ice, and other volatiles, in Permanently Shadowed Regions (PSR) makes the
lunar poles of prime interest. However, the relative strength of the various sources, sinks, and transport
mechanisms of water into and out of PSRs remain largely unknown.

The proposed Korean Dust Experiment (KDEX) will quantitatively characterize the temporal
and spatial variability of the influx of Interplanetary Dust Particles (IDP) to the polar regions
of the Moon, a critical measurement in understanding the evolution of volatiles in PSRs. KDEX
will contribute fundamental measurements to move several Strategic Knowledge Gaps (SKG)s
toward closure to assess the availability and accessibility of water ice in PSRs.

The surface of the Moon is covered with a layer of loose rocky material, including micron and submicron-
sized dust particles. This regolith has been formed, and remains continually reworked, by the intermittent
impacts of comets, asteroids, meteoroids, and the continual bombardment by IDPs. All planetary bodies in
the inner solar system are continually bombarded by IDPs originating primarily from asteroid collisions and
cometary activity (Fig.D.1).
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Figure D.1: Depiction of IDP bombardment related processes at the lunar polar regions. IDP impacts are important con-
tributors to sustaining the dilute lunar exosphere, to mobilizing and transporting volatiles towards the lunar polar regions,
and simultaneously limiting their accumulation in PSRs through geological time scales. At high latitudes, the lunar sur-
face is exposed to the continual bombardment from the northern and southern toroidal meteoroids as well as intermittent,
intense meteoroid showers. Impact bombardment produces transiently large quantities of lunar dust ejecta, which serves
to reblanket and cover the surrounding terrain, and also produces impact vapor from the volatile distribution at the surface.
KDEX will directly sample the lunar ejecta, providing the critical link between IDP bombardment and the evolution
of water ice in PSRs.

Thick atmospheres protect Venus, Earth, and Mars, ablating the incoming IDPs into “shooting stars” that
rarely reach the surface. The surfaces of airless bodies near 1 AU are directly exposed to the high-speed (�
1 km/s) IDP impacts of particles with a characteristic radius of a ' 100 µm and mass flux of F ' 1.5⇥10�15

kg/m2/s [Grün et al., 1985]. The total mass influx to Earth is on the order of 105 kg/day, hence the Moon is
expected to be bombarded by 5⇥103 kg/day of IDPs arriving with a characteristic speed of 20 km/s [Taylor,
1996]. The IDP sources impacting the Moon at high latitudes remain largely uncharacterized due to the lack
of optical and radar observations in the polar regions on Earth. These high latitude sources have very large
impact speeds in the range of 30 < v < 50 km/s [Campbell-Brown and Wiegert, 2009, Pokorný et al., 2014],
hence they are expected to have a significant effect on the lunar surface, including the removal and burial of
volatile deposits in the lunar polar regions (Fig.D.1 and Fig.D.2).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the simulated plume and flight path. The blue ring represents the generated plume while the
dotted line represents the a simulated flight path. (a) The top view of the plume model labeled with the starting point
of the simulated flight path (t1, x1, y1) as well as grid steps dx and dy used for binning the simulated impact rates.
(b) The side view of the plume model labeled with inner and outer cone angles !1 and !0, respectively. Note that the
grid shown in (a) is actually curved at a fixed altitude of (r ! Rm). dx and dy are fixed to 1.67 km for all altitudes
considered to allow for direct comparison between plume fits.

where "v = v"vm with vm = 2.4 km/s (lunar escape speed), # = 8.69, and $ = 7.2 # 10!3 s/m (Horányi et al.,
2015; Szalay & Horányi, 2016b). !0 and !1 are the outer and inner angles from surface normal of the plume,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The mass exponent (% = 0.91 ± 0.003) was measured by LDEX while
the mass bounds (mmin = 10!17 kg and mmax = 10!8 kg) were determined by the detection limits of LDEX
at the spacecraft's apex velocity (Horányi et al., 2015). Note that a large !0 would indicate an inconsistency
in the model, as & ("v) and f(!) were derived assuming purely vertical motion.

By using the distributions in equation (1) as a starting point for our three-dimensional model, we will derive
the values of !0 and !1 for the angular distribution and check for consistency.

2. Plume Identification
LDEX received impacts above its detection threshold of a > 0.3'm at a rate of ' = 2.3 # 10!2 s!1 during
commissioning and ' = 3.1 # 10!2 s!1 during the nominal science mission (21 November 2013/18 April
2014; Horányi et al., 2015). We must determine if a given set of impacts is statistically anomalous with
respect to the average background impact rate LDEX observed. As previously performed, the impact rate is
described as a Poisson process. The probability of detecting n or more impacts within a time $t is

P(n,$t) = 1 ! e!'$t
n!2!
n%=0

('$t)n% "n%! (2)

where n is the number of impacts, $t is the total elapsed time, and ' is the average impact rate (Szalay &
Horányi, 2016a; Oberst & Nakamura, 1991). The n ! 2 in the upper limit of the summation follows from
the assumption that $t begins and ends at individual particle detections. For example, the probability of
detecting two or more particles separated by time $t is P(2,$t) = 1 ! e!'$t. Using equation (2), we can
quantify the probability of a set of impacts occurring by employ a sliding window throughout the data of
either a fixed time range $t or a fixed number particles n. Since the temporal structure of the impact rate
time series is highly variable, we elected to fix the number of particles. Measurements referred to as bursts
are impact rates with probability of detection P < 10!3 containing n = 5 particles as shown in Figure 2b.

In this analysis, we are concerned with the total number of impacts in a given plume. Therefore, consecutive
bursts are grouped together in the following manner. We search for bursts within a sliding window of 30 s
and group these together as a “plume” measurement as shown in Figure 2c. The total number of particles
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Figure 3: Depiction of IDP bombardment related pro-
cesses at the lunar polar regions. IDP impacts are impor-
tant contributors to sustaining the dilute lunar exosphere,
to mobilizing and transporting volatiles towards the lunar
polar regions, and simultaneously limiting their accumu-
lation in PSRs through geological time scales.

plasma flow has been suggested to result in the lofting of
small dust particles, owing to electrostatic charging and
subsequent mobilization [18]. Electrostatic dust mobib-
lization on the lunar surface has remained a controver-
sial topic since the Apollo era. In situ [18, 19, 20, 6], as
well as remote sensing observations [21, 22, 23, 24] have
potentially indicated the efficient lofting of charged dust
particles near the lunar terminators.

High altitude observations also indicated the exis-
tence of lofted dust at tens of km above the surface. The
first high altitude, remote sensing optical observations
were made during the Apollo 15-17 missions, which
took a series of calibrated images to analyze the zodi-
acal light and the solar corona. Some of these images
indicated an excess brightness that has been interpreted
as forward scattered light from small grains with char-
acteristic radii a ' 0.1µm lofted over the terminator
regions of the Moon by electrostatic effects. The den-
sity of such a dust population was first calculated to be
on the order of 104 m−3 near the surface using Apollo
data [21, 22]. Subsequent remote sensing surveys by
Clementine [23] and LRO/LAMP [24] have significantly
lowered the upper limit of the lofted dust density to ' 1
m−3 near the surface. LDEX was designed to be able to
identify the anticipated high-density of small lofted parti-
cles [25] but found no evidence of electrostatically lofted
grains in the altitude range of 3 - 250 km above the lunar
terminator [26]. Contrary to the LDEX in situ and re-
cent LRO/LAMP remote sensing observations [24], the
most recent analysis of the Ultraviolet/Visible Spectrom-
eter (UVS) onboard LADEE did observe a dense cloud of
nanodust particles with radii in the range of 20 - 30 nm,
driven from the surface by electrostatic charging and/or
IDP impacts [27]. The accumulation, or ponding [28]
of nanodust in PSRs can offer an explanation for their
low FUV surface albedo reported by LRO/LAMP [29],
and likely to alter their near-surface geotechnical proper-
ties possibly reducing the production of secondary ejecta
particles generated by IDP impacts and the accessibility

reach the red surface patches, and the
negative charge Qr is reached. The mag-
nitude of !e(!r! !b) is mainly deter-
mined by high-energy components in
the emitted electron energy distribution
that can be as large as a few Tee (the
temperature of the emitted electrons in
the unit of eV), i.e., !e(!r! !b) = "Tee
with "> 1. According to Gauss’s law
(equation (1)), the charge on the surface
of a dust particle is proportional to the
surrounding electric !eld that is
signi!cantly different between the blue
and red surface patches. The electric
!eld at the blue patch Eb is the sheath
electric !eld, which is on the order of
(!b! !p)/#De while that at the red patch
Er is the Coulomb electric !eld, which is
on the order of (!r! !b)/a, assuming that
the size of microcavity is approximately
the radius of the dust particle. In general,
#De!a, while !b! !p and !r!!b are
comparable, leading to Er! Eb, and conse-
quently,Qr!Qb and the net chargeQ"Qr.
Assuming that the surface area of the red
patch is a half of the total surface area
and substituting E= (!r!!b)/a with
(!r!!b) = "Tee/e in equation (1), we can
estimate

Q"Qr"0:5C "Tee=e" # (2)

where C= 4$%0a is the capacitance of an
isolated spherical dust particle and "> 1.
In an ideal condition in which the red
patches only collect the emitted elec-
trons from the blue patches, "Tee can
be as large as the maximum energy
truncated in the emitted electron energy
distribution at equilibrium in the labora-
tory conditions. However, !r can be com-
plicated by the re"ected electrons/ions
and reemitted electrons from the red
patches despite their lower "uxes. An
empirical constant for " is between 4
and 10 based on our measurements
described in the following sections.

3. Experimental Results

The experiments were carried out in a
vacuum chamber, 50 cm in diameter
and 28 cm tall, with a base pressure of
10!6 torr (Figure 2a). Dust particles were
loaded in a crater 1.9 cm in diameter and

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 2. Dust transport experiments. (a) Schematic of the experimental
setups. (b) Electric !eld E pro!les above the dusty surface in both the top
and bottom !lament setups, in which E was made to be approximately
same (~16 V/cm) at the surface. (c) Horizontal potential scans across the
dusty and the solid crater surfaces in both the top and bottom !lament
setups. The potential scans were taken 1mm above the surfaces.
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Figure 4: Schematic of an experimental setups to investi-
gate charging under UV and plasma exposure of regolith
surfaces [7].

of potential resources for ISRU.

Dust Transport Laboratory Experiments: Labora-
tory experiments cannot reproduce the conditions on the
lunar surface, but have been invaluable to shed light on
the microphysical processes that contribute, or even con-
trol, the properties of the regolith. Recent laboratory ex-
periments (Figure 4) recorded micron-sized dust parti-
cles jumping to several centimeters high with an initial
speed of ' 0.5 m/s under ultraviolet illumination or ex-

0.2 cm deep on a graphite surface that was electrically !oated. Mars simulants (irregular shapes, 38–48!m in
diameter, major composition of silica, mass density of 1.9 g/cm!3), which generally resemble the regolith
particles of most airless planetary bodies in the inner solar system, were used in the experiments. In the
plasma experiments, a hot "lament emitted 120 eV beam electrons that simultaneously generated a plasma
when argon gas was fed to the vacuum chamber (0.5–1mtorr) due to the impact of beam electrons with
argon neutral particles. In the UV experiments, a xenon excimer UV lamp was alternatively placed on the
top of the chamber to illuminate the dust particles at a wavelength of 172 nm with a spectra width of
14 nm FWHM. Dust transport and hopping trajectories were recorded with a regular video camera at
30 frames per second (fps) or a high-speed video camera (Phantom V2512) at 5000 fps.

3.1. Comparative Dust Transport Experiments

We report the results of a series of comparative experiments of dust transport with and without secondary
electron or photoelectron production. In the "rst set of experiments, dust particles were exposed to a thermal
plasma with an electron temperature of ~2 eV or a plasma and a 120 eV electron beam by placing the hot
"lament below or above the dusty surface, respectively. Note that the observations of dust transport and
the measurements for the vertical electric "eld (Figure 2b) and horizontal potential (Figure 2c) pro"les were
all carried out in exactly the same plasma with the bottom or top "lament setup. Dust transport including the
hopping motions was only recorded when exposed to both the plasma and electron beam (Figure 3a), while
exposure to plasma alone did not result in the mobilization of the dust particles, consistent with previous
experiments [Flanagan and Goree, 2006]. The vertical electric "elds generated in the plasma sheath above
the dusty surface were kept approximately constant (~16 V/cm) in both experiments (Figure 2b). A major
difference between them was that secondary electrons (SEs) were generated from the dusty surface in
the presence of the electron beam while minimized in the thermal plasma alone. These results indicate
that (1) the plasma sheath electric "eld alone does not generate a suf"cient force to liberate dust particles
and (2) SEs emitted from the dusty surface play a role in alteration of the dust charging process and
subsequent mobilization.

Figure 3. Images of dust transport and hopping trajectories in (a) plasma and electron beam, (b) electron beam, and (c) UV
experiments. A blue square in Figure 3c indicates a hopping trajectory captured under UV illumination. Deposits of dust
particles on the surface outside the crater also indicate their hopping motions in all three images. Large aggregates up to
140 !m in diameter are lofted in addition to individual particles (38–45 !m in diameter).

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2016GL069491
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Figure 5: Images of dust transport and hopping trajecto-
ries in (a) plasma and electron beam, (b) electron beam,
and (c) UV experiments. A blue square in (c) indicates a
hopping trajectory captured under UV illumination. De-
posits of dust particles on the surface outside the crater
also indicate their hopping motions in all three images.
Large aggregates up to 140 µm in diameter are lofted in
addition to individual particles in the size range of 38 -
45 µm in diameter [7].
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Figure 6: The initial velocity distribution of lofted dust
particles as function of the grain size. The modeling pa-
rameters are: γ characterizes the geometry of the cavity
and the dust grains, φ is the surface potential of nega-
tively charged grains inside a micro-cavity, rho is the
specific density of the dust particles, and r is the radius
of a lofted particle [30].

posure to plasmas (Figure 5), resulting in an equivalent
height of ∼ 0.1 m on the lunar surface, that is compa-
rable to the height of the so-called lunar horizon glow
[7]. These experiments showed that the emission and
re-absorption of photoelectron and/or secondary electron
at the walls of micro-cavities formed between neighbor-
ing dust particles below the surface are responsible for
generating unexpectedly large negative charges and in-
tense particle-particle repulsive forces to mobilize and
lift off dust particles [7, 8, 31]. The initial speed dis-
tribution of the particles (Figure 6) is on the order of 0.5
m/s and it is expected to be inversely proportional to the
size of the particles with a large scatter due to the some-
what stochastic effects of particle-particle cohesion [30].
These experiments indicate that electrostatic dust trans-
port could be a surprisingly fast and efficient process to
intermix lunar fines in the top layer of the lunar regolith,
and indicate that these processes could indeed be respon-
sible to deliver small particles to PSRs. Dust charging,
mobilization, and transport observed in laboratory
experiments could be verified by an Electrostatic Dust
Analyzer (EDA) instrument (Figure 7) placed on the
lunar surface [32, 33].
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The AOS includes two cover doors and two tilting mechanisms. In the current model, the sun 
sensors are also developed for determining the sun position. In a lunar landing mission, locating 
the sun position is assumed to be a mission (lander) requirement. The sun sensors are therefore 
eliminated in the proposed new EDA model (section 1.5). After the instrument is deployed on 
the lunar surface, the AOS operates in the following procedure: 1) Determining the sun position 
by lander; 2) The anti-solar side of the instrument will be raised by a tilting mechanism to an 
optimized field-of-view (FOV); 3) A door on the same side will be then opened for dust 
collection. The other door facing the sun prevents solar photons and solar wind ions from 
entering the analyzer, which may cause the saturation of the outputs of the Charge Sensitive 
Amplifiers (CSAs) and consequently the failure of charge measurements. Because the solar wind 
ions are supersonic (i.e., their drift speed is larger than their thermal speed), they are not 
expected to enter the opening aperture that is in its wake. A small fraction of the photons and 
ions may be reflected from the regolith surface and enter the analyzer but their currents to the 
wire-electrodes are expected to be much lower than the saturation current of the CSAs. In the 
current model, ambient electrons (e.g, solar wind electrons and photoelectrons from the surface) 
are prevented by magnet tubes at the entrance.  

The instrument itself also creates local plasma environment and optical shadow that may 
affect the lofted dust particles and their collection. Though this effect is expected to be minimal 
due to the small size of the instrument (much smaller than the photoelectron Debye length above 
the lunar surface, ~ 1 m), it will be studied in the proposed work using computer simulations 
(section 1.5.7).  
1.3.2 Dust Analyzer Module 
1.3.2.1 Design and Implementation 

The analyzer consists of two Dust Trajectory Sensor (DTS) units with a Deflection Field 
Electrodes (DFE) unit in between them. The design and development of the current model are 
shown in Fig. 9 and are described below.  

Measurements of Charge, Velocity and Mass. 
DTS consists of two wire-electrode planes, each 
consisting of 6 wires (0.5 mm in diameter, 7 cm long, 
1 cm spacing) aligned in the y direction (Fig. 9, top). 
This is a simplified configuration of ELDA’s wire-
electrodes, which has additional two wire-electrode 
planes aligned in the z direction. The diameter of the 
wires and their spacing are optimized for charge 
detection, based on the ELDA’s testing results 
[Duncan et al., 2011]. The wire-electrodes are 
electrically shielded using high-open-area grids on 
both ends. As a charged dust particle passes through 
the DTS, the induced charge on each of the wires is 
measured. The total dust charge is close to the sum of 
charges detected on all wire electrodes when the 
particle is in between the two planes. Each CSA is 
individually calibrated (see sections 1.3.2.2 and 
1.5.5.1). The magnitude of the induced charge is 
inversely proportional to the distance between the 

 

 
Fig. 9 Top: Schematic of the current 
dust analyzer module; Bottom: Photo 
of a fully integrated module. 

Figure 7: top: Schematic of EDA, and bottom: photo of
its fully integrated functional module.The magnitude of
a particle’s charge, Q, is measured by induced signals at
the entry and exit of EDA, and the charge-to-mass ratio,
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Introduction:  It is well known that the Apollo lu-

nar surface missions experienced a number of issues 

related to dust – which are sometimes referred to as 

“The Dust Problem”. The jagged, electrostatically 

charged lunar dust particles can foul mechanisms and 

alter thermal properties. They tend to abrade textiles 

and scratch surfaces. NASA and other interested par-

ties require an integrated, end-to-end dust mitigation 

strategy to enable sustainable lunar architectures. 

Dust Mitigation Strategies – A Three Pronged 

Approach:  An effective dust mitigation strategy in-

cludes three components: Operational and architecture 

considerations, passive technologies, and active tech-

nologies. 

By far, the component that can have the biggest im-

pact on dust exposure is operational and architecture 

considerations. With proper planning, this component 

of the integrated strategy can also be the most cost ef-

fective. An example of an architecture and operational 

consideration is lessening the risk of astronauts falling 

on the lunar surface through changing EVA procedures 

and adjusting tool design to accommodate better bal-

ance.  

Active and passive technologies can be used to 

close the gap between expected dust exposures and 

system dust tolerance limits. Passive technologies in-

clude nanomaterials and other surface modification 

techniques and simple tools. Active technologies typi-

cally require non-negligible power consumption and/or 

some form of mechanical actuation. 

This three pronged approach to a dust mitigation 

strategy can be viewed from an architecture element 

perspective or a capability need perspective. 

Dust mitigation strategies are needed for optical 

systems (viewports, camera lenses, space suit visors), 

thermal surfaces (thermal radiators, thermal painted 

surfaces), fabrics (space suit fabrics, soft wall habitats, 

mechanism covers), mechanisms (linear actuators, 

bearings, quick disconnects), seals and soft goods 

(space suit interfaces, hatches, connectors), and gase-

ous commodities (spacecraft atmospheres, ISRU pro-

cesses).  

With these considerations, NASA is forming an in-

tegrated dust mitigation strategy.  

An Integrated Dust Mitigation Strategy:  Nearly 

every system, on the lunar surface or on orbit, will ex-

perience deleterious effects due to lunar dust. Thus, 

every system should be responsible for a piece of the 

integrated dust mitigation strategy. 

A notional integrated dust mitigation strategy may 

have the following features: 

 

Lunar Surface Operations 

 Architecture and Operational Considerations 

o Slow, methodical movements 

o Removable dust covers for high exposure 

regions 

o Adequate time for dust mitigation proto-

cols 

o Ground preparation or a dust tarp 

o Materials compatibility 

o Passive technologies and tools 

 Dust brushes 

 Boot scrapers 

 Dust tolerant mechanisms and 

quick disconnects 

 Nanocoatings 

o Active Technologies 

 Electrostatic dust removal 

 Magnetic dust removal 

 Compressed gas dust removal 

 

Lunar Surface Habitats 

 Architecture and operational considerations 

o Dust airlock or ‘Mudroom’ 

o Single or staged ‘Softwall’ 

o Materials compatibility 

 Passive technologies and tools 

o Dust brushes and wipes 

o Two stage cabin filtration (inertial separa-

tion and media filtration) 

o Nanocoatings 

 Active technologies 

o Electrostatic or magnetic dust removal 

o Compressed gas shower 

o Dust vacuum 

 

Lunar Ascent/Descent 

 Architecture and operational considerations 

o Descent/ascent trajectories 

o Prepared and unprepared landing surfaces 

o Landing proximity to other surface assets 

o Blast ejecta in lunar orbit 

 Passive technologies and tools 

o Capped connectors and docking mecha-

nisms 

o Dust brushes and wipes 

o Two stage cabin filtration  
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o Nanocoatings 

 Active technologies 

o Dust vacuum 

o Electrostatic or magnetic dust removal 

 

Lunar Orbital  

 Architecture and operational considerations 

o Proximity to blast ejecta in orbit 

 Passive technologies and tools 

o Capped connectors and docking mecha-

nisms 

o Two stage cabin filtration  

o Dust wipes 

 Active technologies 

o Dust vacuum 

o Electrostatic or magnetic dust removal 

 

Dust Mitigation Projects :  The Space Technolo-

gy Mission Directorate is funding a variety of dust mit-

igation projects to enable the integrated dust mitigation 

strategy. The projects listed below will ensure that  

existing active and passive technologies are mature and 

can potentially be infused into the various architecture 

elements.  

Patch Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment. A 

number of heritage and new spaceflight materials 

should be extensively tested in the lunar environment 

to understand both how the materials change with time 

and how regolith adheres to the surfaces. A microscope 

and dust sensor addition to this passive experiment 

willl greatly improve the science retrieved from this 

passive payload. 

Lunar Demonstration of Electrodynamic Dust 

Shield. A mature active dust removal technology that 

uses electric fields to remove dust from surfaces. This 

technology can be integrated into optical systems and 

thermal systems. This technology is currently undergo-

ing technology demonstration on the International 

Space Station. 

Dust Tolerant Mechanisms Testing. Rovers and 

other architecture elements will have rotary joints for 

steering, suspension, and drive actuators. These joints 

will be subjected to a dusty lunar environment. This 

work will enable better rotary joint design for small 

and large architecture elements. 

Lunar Dust Mitigation Best Practices Guide. Many 

architecture elements are in need of a guide to design 

dust mitigation for mechanisms, optics and many other 

applications. This ‘Best Practices’ guide will call on 

experience in previous NASA projects, experiences in 

military operations, and industry knowledge.  

Other dust mitigation investments and activities are 

being coordinated through Small Business Innovative 

Research, NASA’s Human Exploration and Operations 

Mission Directorate, and NASA’s Science Mission 

Directorate. 

Dusty Environments Classifications:  One last 

piece of NASA’s Lunar Dust Mitigation Strategy is the 

development of dusty environments classifications to 

enable requirements generation and systems engineer-

ing and integration functions. The dusty environment 

classifications will be organized by various dust load-

ing parameters such as surface dust loading, volumetric 

dust loading, and dust velocity. The classifications will 

define testing protocols and metrics. Testing to a pre-

defined protocol described in the classification will 

also raise awareness where additional dust mitigation 

strategies are needed for a given system. 

Conclusion:  An integrated dust mitigation strategy 

requires coordination from architecture to technology 

development. Many of the concerns associated with 

lunar dust can be lessened with early consideration. 

Through architecture and operational considerations 

and technology maturation, NASA aims to resolve The 

Dust Problem. 

Acknowledgements:  A large number of NASA, 

academia, industry, and international representatives 

have influenced NASA’s updated dust mitigation strat-
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Introduction: According to Apollo 17 astronaut Harri-

son “Jack” Schmitt, “Dust is going to be the environ-

mental problem for future missions, both inside and 

outside habitats.” The NASA missions that delivered 

astronauts to the moon, Apollo 11 through 17, did so 

without the enhanced understanding of the characteri-

zation of abrasive nature of lunar dust  that we have 

today, including the transport mechanisms which intro-

duced contamination.  The Artemis program represents 

the first attempts to design human spacecraft systems 

with an understanding of lunar dust in mind from con-

ception to deployment for use.  Approaches for the 

design of dust-tolerant spacecraft systems are presented 

for Environmental Control and Life Support Systems 

(ECLSS) and Active Thermal Control Systems (ATCS) 

on the Deep Space Gateway. Design guidelines and 

technological solutions in the mitigation of lunar dust 

for these subsystems is provided herein.  These ap-

proaches are subject to future design trade stud-

ies.  Testing strategies that address the robustness of 

spacecraft subsystems exposed to the unique character-

istics of lunar dust are also explored.     

 

The problems posed by abrasive nature of lunar dust 

within environmental control systems are myriad and 

often overlap, as shown in Fig. 1.  Microscopic lunar 

dust poses a risk to mechanical components threatening 

to bind and seize mechanical parts and prevent normal 

operation, however, they also potentially threaten vir-

tually all spacecraft systems through scratching, cut-

ting, interference with chemical processes, unwanted 

thermal insulation, clogging, erosion and other pro-

cesses.  This engineering problem warrants substantial 

attention, and is perhaps the most pervasive problem 

affecting human exploration missions to and from the 

moon today.   
 

ECLSS Dust Mitigation 

 

The habitation volumes in spacecraft, hereafter referred 

to as Intravehicular (IV) zones, were severely chal-

lenged during previous Apollo flights to the moon. 

Once the crews landed and traversed the lunar surface, 

significant amounts of lunar dust were introduced into 

the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) and subsequently 

the Command Module once docked in orbit.  The 

threat to IV volumes is real and the dust affects nearly 

every component, especially filtration systems, hatch 

seals, and mechanisms.  If not controlled, it can impair 

or clog heat exchangers, short electrical connectors, 

degrade glass and optics, and damage portable elec-

tronics.  

 

The Deep Space Gateway ECLSS will play a vital role 

in mitigating lunar dust contamination in the future.  

Two main levels implemented include prevention and 

control.  Procedures are being developed to minimize 

transport of dust into vehicles.  Using a Concept of 

Operations approach, the system will be heavily de-

pendent on crew to reduce dust intrusion, once the lu-

nar ascent vehicle docks with Gateway. Lunar dust 

microscopic particles are transported, on surfaces 

(crew and equipment) or airborne in a microgravity 

environment. Contamination controls should be both 

active and passive. 

 

ECLSS active controls provide the first line of defense 

and involve filtration of fine particles via main cabin 

fans and inter-module ducts using optimized filters.  

The design of these filter systems is still in the devel-

opment stage.  By using positive air pressure over large 

crew hatches and soft seals/curtains, introduction of 

dust into adjacent cabins can be minimized.  Other 

active methods for maintaining surface cleanliness may 

include vacuuming, wiping with tack cloth or Cyber-

clean™ compound, and dislodging particles with air 

wands.  Passive controls use the latest design practices 

and lessons learned to minimize harmful effects of dust 

size materials. These include using a tortuous path for 

seals/bearings, dust boots, covers, and sealing of sensi-

tive equipment where feasible.  Exposed surfaces 

should have smooth finishes and rounded internal cor-

ners to preclude dust collection.  Selection of dust re-

pellant coatings and/or energizing surfaces are also 

useful in minimizing dust collection. A description of 

both active and passive control techniques to achieve 

success, and the testing approaches to substantiate per-

formance, are further described below. 

 

TCS Dust Mitigation 

 

The Deep Space Gateway ATCS will need to contend 

with lunar dust in both IV and Extravehicular (EV) 

zones of the vehicle.  For ATCS internal systems, me-

chanical damage can occur with pumps and valves. 

Outside of the pressure shell, lunar dust adhesion po-
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tentially threatens the operational lifetime of optical 

surfaces such as thermal coatings and radiators (e.g. 

scratching and marring of surfaces) and affects emis-

sivity, absorptivity and reflectivity. External mechani-

cal components such as actuators are susceptible to 

wear and jamming. EV TCS systems benefit from the 

protocols established from ECLSS IV since these and 

further external protocols may serve to minimize dust 

transported on the EV surfaces of lunar ascent vehicles 

returning to the Gateway.  Previous work done on the 

protection of painted external surfaces has already 

demonstrated superior characterization of the space 

environment, and it yielded conclusions that brushing 

alone would not be sufficient to remove the dust1,2 

Consideration is also given to work at the Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory (JPL) which presents an enhanced 

understanding of dust monolayer characterization on 

surfaces, which will be explored in testing. This drives 

dust mitigation standards and classification levels 

which are part of the effort to develop a systematic 

design methodology. 

 

For risk reduction and safety purposes, there is a need 

to implement technologies that robustly address the 

issues of lunar dust contamination and are sufficiently 

developed to facilitate their incorporation into space-

craft systems in a timely manner.  Recently developed 

technologies, coupled with directed and specific test-

ing, can yield potentially effective strategies that will 

address the most pervasive threats of lunar dust: me-

chanical component infiltration, surface contamination, 

and human health.  Methods could include employing 

electrostatic manipulation of dust particles, considered 

within NASA to be the most effective method to 

transport large quantities of lunar dust, and could po-

tentially be used as integrated tools for spacecraft 

hardware or hand-held variants for dust control on 

spacesuits, tools and external surfaces. 

 

In this discussion the authors will further examine sur-

face topological modification through optical and 

chemical means for intrinsically dust-resistant materi-

als. There are new efforts underway to develop testing 

gloveboxes and utilize specialized NASA test equip-

ment to characterize and test the effects of dust and its 

adhesion on these hardware systems. This treatise will 

describe the methods to demonstrate technology effec-

tiveness and identify best practices and design stand-

ards that are needed for controlling lunar dust in envi-

ronmental control systems on the Deep Space Gateway.   
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  Figure 1 – Common Hardware Affected by Lunar Dust 
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Introduction:  The impact of lunar dust on lunar ex-

ploration has been extensively studied in the post-

Apollo era. However, a topic that has been insuffi-

ciently examined is the behavior or lunar dust in wa-

ter-based solutions, which has important implications 

for crew health and engineered exploration systems. 

While some primordial water is preserved in lunar 

volcanic particles and in mare basalts [1], it is widely 

accepted that the moon is dry, except for some ice 

likely present in the permanently shadowed craters at 

the poles [2]. However, due to human exploration, 

water will be everywhere on future missions. It will be 

transported to the moon along with other mission as-

sets in critical vehicle and habitat life support systems 

[3], and it will be extracted in quantity through ISRU 

processing of lunar minerals [4]. And, it will exist 

within the bodies of the lunar crews, since humans are 

composed of approximately 70% water [5].  

Water and dust will inevitably mix on the moon, 

especially during long-term stays, and some important 

aspects of this interaction have not been examined.  

     Once lunar dust comes into contact with water or 

water-based solutions, there is good evidence that the  

dust particles will dissolve and release their constitu-

ent chemicals. Lunar dust is dominated by impact-

generated glass, and it has been established that ter-

restrial glasses, both artificial and natural, will dis-

solve slowly in water [6]. Glass-containing lunar dust 

simulants have also been shown to dissolve [7]. Since 

lunar dust, in situ, is exposed to intense radiation on 

the moon, and particle radiation can disrupt the struc-

ture of mineral particles, it is possible that lunar dust 

is more susceptible to dissolution than terrestrial dusts 

that are not exposed to radiation. Further, there is 

experimental evidence that native lunar dust suspend-

ed in water gives off metals and other elements for at 

least months, which suggests that the dust particles 

gradually dissolve [8]. 

During the initial Apollo 11 quarantine period, 

freshly returned lunar dust was injected into tissues of  

mice and later examined when the animals died natu-

rally in about two years. It was seen in these animals 

that some particles persisted, but further examination 

to document the extent of dissolution or the physical 

and chemical nature of the surviving particles was not 

performed [9, 10].  

Chemicals given off by lunar dust could be con-

centrated or chemically altered during recycling or 

other mission processing systems, which could pre-

sent hazards to the crew and their equipment. 

Lunar mission design teams will need a full ac-

counting of what elements are released from lunar 

dust in water, what the concentrations are, and at what 

rates these materials enter into solution. It is theorized 

that due to the high surface area and surface chemical 

reactivity, when lunar dust is first introduced into wa-

ter there will be a short-lived release of highly con-

centrated elements, dominated by iron, that might 

damage equipment components or be a threat to crew 

health. This initial release is likely followed by a pro-

longed release over months of many elements con-

tained in the particles, possibly culminating in the 

total dissolution of some of the particles. 

However, no standardized laboratory method cur-

rently exists for measuring the water-based dissolu-

tion of celestial dusts or for determination of the de-

tailed time-course of release of all factors, particularly 

metals. Neither has the microscopic effect of lunar 

dust dissolution on grain morphology been observed 

in any detail. 

We propose that analytical systems be identified, 

and that standard operating procedures be developed 

and documented for carrying out lunar dust dissolu-

tion studies in a uniform and reproducible way.  

Testing will be initiated on available lunar dust 

simulants [11]; and also on terrestrial control dusts 

that have been well-studied in the context of occupa-

tional health [12].  In addition, powdered geochemical 

standard reference materials (SRMs) provided by the 

USGS can be used to validate quality control for new 

methodologies and for instrument calibration and in-

ternal quality checks. BHVO-2 (Hawaiian basalt) and 

BCR-2 (Columbia River basalt) are both powdered 

volcanic rock standards that have been extensively 

characterized for mineralogy and geochemistry. As 

they are freely available in large quantities, they can 

be used to trial the methodologies developed herein.    

Once the test parameters have been established, 

the system will be validated and studies can com-

mence on curated Apollo lunar dust samples provided 

by NASA through the Curation and Analysis Planning 

Team for Extraterrestrial Materials (CAPTEM, 

https://www.lpi.usra.edu/captem/).  

Several other control materials, including known 

water-soluble toxic terrestrial dusts, will be tested in 

parallel to the lunar dust. These will include for ex-

ample CuO and ZnO [13] 
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The analytical design makes no assumption about 

how dust is separated from rough lunar regolith, ex-

cept that any such separation process must strive to 

thereafter preserve the dust in as near-native condition 

as possible, without exposure to water.  

In a terrestrial lab, this can be accomplished by 

cyclone separation process [14]. On future missions to 

the moon, separation could be performed at the lunar 

site of collection by mechanical sieving or other 

means, allowing for bulk quantities of materials in the 

dust size-range to be returned to Earth for analysis.  

This proposal assumes that all water extraction 

procedures and leachate analysis will be performed in 

terrestrial laboratories. Bench-top dust leaching meth-

ods and hardware will be selected and validated to 

expose lunar dust to aqueous solutions over time 

spans ranging from minutes to months, along with 

suitable controls.  

It is the opinion of these authors that a fixed vol-

ume tube-based system (batch extraction) with stand-

ard rocker platform or other motorized agitation will 

be the most manageable process for the wide range of 

time-spans contemplated for the project. At predeter-

mined time points, aliquots will be removed, centri-

fuged for 10 minutes, and filtered through a 0.2 μm 

filter in preparation for chemical analysis of the solu-

tion. If the volume of water is large compared to the 

volume of dust, equilibrium is not likely to be reached 

for most of the contemplated analytes. Such methods 

have been described for studying the water-based 

release (extraction) from terrestrial dusts, including 

volcanic particulates [15] and atmospheric pollutants 

[16]. 

Water used in these studies will be purified to 18 

mega ohm purity by sub-boiling distillation in a 

quartz system, and will be obtained from the USGS. 

Batches of this water will be qualified as study-grade 

by independent testing before use in the dissolution 

study.  

The pH of the water or other aqueous dissolution 

medium will be adjusted to span the pH range likely 

seen in potential lunar water purification systems, 

ISRU extraction systems, or in the human body.  Hu-

man relevant pH, pertinent to the lungs, will range 

from near neutral (airways) to pH 4.0 (phagolyso-

somes).  For the gastrointestinal system, pH ranging 

from 1.5-8.0 will be relevant.  

All dry specimen processing will be conducted 

under purified and dried nitrogen gas to minimize 

contamination of the lunar dust samples, and handled 

with adherence to CAPTEM standards. 

The proposed project will be structured in two 

phases: design and construction of the experimental 

apparatus for lunar dust exposure to aqueous solu-

tions, with validation of  accuracy, precision, interfer-

ing substances, analytical range and other convention-

al laboratory validation factors. Once it is proven that 

the design can generate reproducible and accurate 

data, the laboratory will be considered validated for 

the second phase of the procedure, testing of native 

lunar materials. 

Once the dissolution technique is performed and 

leachates are collected, we propose to use the most 

sensitive and accurate commercially available water 

purity analytical systems currently employed for geo-

logical and public health applications. The principal 

instrument that will be used is Inductively-Coupled 

Plasma Mass Spectrometry (Nexion 300Q Perkin-

Elmer, USGS). This platform is capable of measuring 

with high accuracy nearly all the elements in the peri-

odic table to the parts per billion, and for some ana-

lytes, to the parts per trillion level.  

Any dust that remains at a final sample time-point 

will be dried, weighed, and examined by electron mi-

croscopy and bulk-analyzed through standard miner-

alogical methods to complement the dissolution data. 

The proposed work will have broad applicability 

to human exploration on the moon and other planetary 

bodies. The data collected on lunar dust dissolution 

will be shared via an on-line database. The results of 

this study will influence the design of engineered, 

human safety and health systems, and will establish 

standards for analysis of lunar dust samples returned 

from future manned and robotic missions.  
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STUDYING DUST AS A STEP TO SAFELY SENDING HUMANS BACK TO THE MOON: FINE-
PARTICLE TERRESTRIAL MINERAL SPECTRA IN THE UV-VNIR-MIR ACQUIRED BY THE TREX 
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Introduction: A primary objective of the TREX 

SSERVI team (trex.psi.edu) is to study dust in distrib-
uted laboratories and apply the knowledge gained to 
interpreting surface characteristics of the Moon, aster-
oids, martian moons, and other airless bodies to ulti-
mately increase the safety of crewed missions to these 
surfaces. The focus of this abstract is spectroscopy of 
fine particulate (<10 µm) samples measured over the 
broad spectral range of ultraviolet (UV) to visible/near 
infrared (VNIR) to mid-infrared (MIR) (~0.22 to 25 
µm) using reflectance and emission spectroscopy. 
Throughout the course of our grant we will be studying 
3 general sample groups: terrestrial minerals, meteor-
ites (request approved), and ultimately lunar materials 
(request pending).  

Although not presented here, we are also conduct-
ing other relevant experiments with our dust samples 
that include: shock/impact studies, sample irradiation, 
dust/ice mixtures with spectroscopic study, plus meas-
urements of our samples using Raman and Mössbauer 
spectroscopies. 

Here we present the work we are doing with the 
terrestrial mineral samples using reflectance and emis-
sion spectroscopy.    

Mineral Samples:  
We have obtained and measured (UV-VNIR-MIR)  

28 terrestrial mineral samples (Table 1).  
 

Table 1. Terrestrial mineral samples.† 
Forsterite Globe* Pyrite 
Forsterite SC* Palygorskite (PFI-1) 
Bytownite CB* CaS (oldhamite) 
Labradorite Chi-
huahua* 

Hectorite (SHCa-1) 

Labradorite 
ARSAA 

Nontronite (NAu-2) 

Diopside Herschel* Na-montmorillonite (SWy-3) 
Augite Harcourt* Ca-montmorillonite (STx-1b) 
Albite (AL-I) Kaolinite (KGa-1b) 
Anorthite (AN-G) Serpentine, lizardite (UB-N) 
Spinel ARSAA Serpentine, antigorite (SMS-16) 
Phlogopite Mica-
Mg 

Ilmenite 

Enstatite (Zen 1) Zinnwaldite (ZW-C) 
Hematite AA-30 Fe metal <10 um 

Hematite SA-500g Graphite 7-11 um 
* Samples being used by several SSERVI teams for 
cross-SSERVI collaborations & science linkages [1,2]. 
† We are acquiring amorphous C for terrestrial sample 
suite. If we can obtain enough bulk fayalite and/or 
pigeonite, we will add those to the suite, as well. 

 
Particle Sizes:  Our focus is on samples whose 

particle diameters are <10 µm, as supported by the 
returned samples from the asteroid Itokawa obtained 
by the Hayabusa mission. The Itokawa sample parti-
cles ranged in diameter from 3 to 40 µm, with the ma-
jority being <10 µm [3].  

To verify that our bulk samples are fine enough, we 
analyzed each one using a particle size analyzer (either 
an Elzone or a Mastersizer). Our sample particles are 
typically closer to <2 µm diameter (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Determination of the particle size distribu-
tion of several bulk mineral samples. All samples were 
analyzed; only 8 are shown for clarity. 

 
Participating Labs: The data to be presented in 

this work include spectra acquired at the Planetary 
Spectroscopy Lab (PSL) at Deutsches Zentrum für 
Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR, Berlin, Germany), at the 
Planetary Science Institute (Tucson, Arizona), and at 
HoserLab at the University of Winnipeg (Canada). 

Reflectance Measurements: Our team is continu-
ing to upgrade and improve the various labs’ capabili-
ties in order to fine-tune and increase the vacuum ca-
pabilities, wavelength ranges (especially into the far-
UV and far-IR where we are hoping to achieve great 
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data short-ward to ~0.12 mm and long-ward to ~300 
mm), calibration, and overall data quality. 

When several labs are measuring the same samples 
with different hardware, some differences that are not 
due to the sample become clear. For dark minerals 
such as enstatite, our cross-lab comparisons are quite 
good (Figure 2).  However, for light-toned, more 
transparent minerals, the cross-lab comparison can 
emphasize lab variability (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 2. Reflectance spectra of enstatite from 3 of our 
participating labs. These spectra are remarkably simi-
lar. 

Figure 3. Reflectance spectra of palygorskite from 3 of 
our participating labs.  These spectra show differences 
among the labs. 

 
The differences in the reflectance spectra and po-

tential causes will be addressed, including deuterium 
versus tungsten lamps, vacuum versus ambient cham-
bers, sample cup depth, calibration target, etc. 

We are actively making and assessing new UV cal-
ibration targets (both aluminum discs and glass discs 
are to be coated in platinum) that will introduce uni-
formity among the labs. 

Emission Measurements: For direct application to 
airless bodies, mid-infrared emissivity spectra (unlike 
UV-VNIR spectra) must be obtained under vacuum 
conditions over a range of representative surface tem-
peratures because atmospheric pressure and surface 
temperature affect spectral characteristics, especially 
for fine-particulate samples wherein thermal gradients 
are enhanced [4-6]. Emission measurements were 
made at DLR. Figure 4 shows an example mineral 
(forsterite). 

 

 
Figure 4. Spectra of fine-particulate forsterite olivine 
acquired at 80 ºC under ambient P (blue), at 150 ºC 
under vacuum P (orange), and at 300 ºC under vacuum 
P (red).  Note: 1000 cm-1 is equivalent to 10 µm. 

 
We will present the emissivity spectra we obtained 

and discuss the spectral behavioral changes resulting 
from temperature and vacuum conditions.  

Data Availability: Ultimately the spectra from this 
research grant will be available through the Planetary 
Data System (PDS) for use by all researchers.   
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LUNAR DUST AND ITS IMPACT ON HUMAN EXPLORATION: IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEMS.  J. S. Levine, 
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   Introduction: Lunar Dust and the Apollo Experience:  
On July 20, 1969, as he was about to become the first human 
to set foot on another world, Apollo Astronaut Neil Arm-
strong climbing down the ladder of the Lunar Module (LM) 
onto the lunar surface communicated with Mission Control at 
NASA Johnson Space Center in Houston and reported [1]: 
 
I’m at the foot of the ladder.  The LM footpads are only de-
pressed in the surface about 1 or 2 inches, although the sur-
face appears to be very, very fine-grained, as you get close to 
it, it’s almost like a powder; down there, its very fine … I’m 
going to step off the LM now.   That’s one small step for (a) 
man: one giant leap for mankind.  As the-The surface is fine 
and powdery.  I can-I can pick it up loosely with my toe.  It 
does adhere in fine layers like powdered charcoal to the sole 
and sides of my boots.  I only go in a small fraction of an 
inch.  Maybe an eighth of an inch, but I can see the footprints 
of my boots and the treads in the fine sandy particles. 
 
Armstrong’s first encounter with lunar dust came somewhat 
earlier in the mission during the landing of the Lunar Module 
(LM) on the lunar surface when the exhaust gas from the LM 
blew large amounts of surface dust into the very thin lunar 
atmosphere that significantly obscured the visibility of the 
lunar surface.  Fortunately, Armstrong successfully landed 
the Lunar Module on the lunar surface even though visibility 
was reduced due to the large amount of lunar dust added to 
the very thin lunar atmosphere. 
 
Armstrong’s observation that the surface of the Moon “ap-
pears to be very, very fine grained…. almost like a powder” 
was a very important discovery.  The presence of very fine 
lunar dust over the surface of the Moon had a very signifi-
cant negative impact on human lunar exploration, affecting 
human health, lunar surface equipment and systems, includ-
ing astronaut spacesuits and helmets and lunar surface opera-
tions. 
 
During their extensive post-flight NASA technical debrief-
ings, all of the Apollo astronauts commented on their experi-
ences with lunar dust while on the Moon. During his post-
flight mission debriefing, Apollo 17 Astronaut Eugene 
Cernan, one of the last two humans to walk on the Moon (the 
other was Harrison Schmidt) told NASA officials [2]: 
 
I think dust is probably one of the greatest inhibitors to a 
nominal operation on the Moon.  I think we can overcome 
other physiological or physical or mechanical problems 
except dust...One of the most aggravating, restricting facets 
of lunar surface exploration is the dust and its adherence to 
everything no matter what kind of material, whether it be 
skin, suit material, metal, no matter what it be and its restric-
tive friction-like action to everything it gets on. 
 
An extensive investigation of lunar dust was performed by 
Gaier [3] who based his study on the Apollo mission reports, 
technical debriefings and the transcripts of the voice traffic 

between the astronauts on the lunar surface and Mission 
Control.  These documents are available on line at 
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/aldsj/.  Gaier [3] writes that one of 
the surprises of the Apollo experience was how troublesome 
the lunar dust turned out to be.  It obscured their vision on 
landing, clogged mechanisms, abraded the Extravehicular 
Mobility Suits (EMS), scratched the instrument covers, de-
graded the performance of radiators, compromised seals, 
irritated their eyes and lungs, and generally coated every-
thing with surprising tenacity.  Some of the EMS compo-
nents were deteriorating at the end of the missions, which 
ranged from 21 to 75 hours on the lunar surface. Gaier [3] 
has divided the observed effects of lunar dust as described in 
the astronaut’s extensive post-mission NASA debriefings 
into 9 categories:  (1) vision obscuration, (2) false instrument 
readings, (3) dust coating and contamination, (4) loss of trac-
tion, (5) clogging of mechanisms, (6) abrasion, (7) thermal 
control problems, (8) seal failures and (9) inhalation and 
irritation.   
 
   The Nature and Structure of Lunar Dust:  The lunar 
regolith is the unconsolidated covering of material on top of 
the primordial lunar bedrock and contains a mixture of dust, 
gravel, dirt and pebbles [1].    Over billions of years, the 
regolith has been constantly bombarded by micrometeoroids.  
When the micrometeoroids hit the regolith, they create a 
miniature shockwave in the soil, which causes some of the 
soil to melt and some to vaporize to a gas [1].  The molten 
soil immediately freezes again forming tiny pieces of glass—
glass shards. These tiny glass shards are jagged and very 
sharp.  Due to the absence of wind or rain on the Moon, the 
glass shards remain jagged and very sharp over time.  Due to 
the constant hammering by micrometeoroids over billions of 
years, the lunar surface dust is extraordinary fine, similar to 
flour, which makes it very sticky and causes it to cling to 
everything, e.g., spacesuits, helmets, surface equipment, 
scientific instrumentation, etc.  
 
Lunar surface dust enters the lunar atmosphere as the astro-
nauts walk around and kick it up.  In addition, the motion of 
wheels on the mobility system is another mechanism of 
transferring surface dust to the atmosphere.   The lunar at-
mosphere is much too thin to hold up the surface dust for any 
appreciable time and the surface dust quickly settles back to 
the surface of the Moon.  If somehow, the atmosphere of the 
Moon were to increase in mass, the lifetime for surface dust 
to remain in the atmosphere would also increase, making 
lunar dust even more dangerous to humans on the Moon. 
 
   Human Activities and the Mass of the Lunar Atmos-
phere:  The total mass of the very thin atmosphere of the 
Moon is about 107 g (about 100 tons) and the natural rate of 
supply of gases to the atmosphere is on the order of 10 g s-1 
[4].  Due to its very low mass, the atmosphere of the Moon is 
susceptible to impact by activities associated with human 
presence and exploration.  Each Apollo landing mission de-
posited rocket exhaust and spacecraft effluents totaling about 
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0.2 lunar atmosphere masses [5,6].  During the Artemis Pro-
gram return to the Moon currently being planned and to 
begin in 2024, human presence and exploration of the Moon 
will continue and at a greater pace than during the Apollo 
missions of 50 years ago.  A denser lunar atmosphere result-
ing from human presence and exploration will result in a 
longer atmospheric lifetime of surface dust in the atmos-
phere. 
 
   Dust in the Atmosphere of Mars:  An Earlier NASA 
Workshop:  The Moon is not the only Solar System body 
that is a target for human exploration where dust is a prob-
lem.  Dust in the atmosphere of Mars may also be a problem 
for human exploration.  In 2017, the NASA Engineering and 
Safety Center (NESC) organized a workshop entitled, “Dust 
in the Atmosphere of Mars and Its Impact on Human Explo-
ration.”  The results of this workshop were summarized in a 
published conference summary [9], a NASA Technical 
Memorandum [10], and a conference proceedings volume 
[11].   
 
   Conclusions:  The Apollo Missions to the Moon led to the 
unexpected discovery that lunar dust has a very negative 
impact on the astronauts, their surface systems, including 
space suits and helmets, other surface equipment and on 
lunar surface operations.  The next phase of the human ex-
ploration of the Moon, the Artemis Project, will send humans 
back to the Moon for longer periods that the astronauts will 
be on the lunar surface and exposed to lunar dust. It is critical 
to the success of future human lunar missions that we devel-
op techniques and technologies to reduce and mitigate the 
negative impact of lunar dust on the astronauts, their surface 
systems and surface operations [12]. 
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Combined effects of microgravity and reduced gas density on an exhaled biomarker for airway inflammation 

Dag Linnarsson and Lars L Karlsson 
Dept of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Institute, 17177 Stockholm, Sweden 

Background 
During future planetary exploration, astronauts risk to inhale toxic Lunar and Martian dusts, which can cause airway 
inflammation (Linnarsson et al 2012). Measurement of exhaled nitric oxide (NO) is a simple and reliable way to diagnose 
airway inflammation and to monitor lung health (Alving et al 1993). We have previously shown that both gravity (Karlsson et 
al 2009) and gas density (Hemmingsson et al 2012) modify NO turnover in the lungs and therefore also exhaled NO. In these 
studies the effects of changes in gravity and gas density were studied separately and not in combination as would be the case 
in future planetary habitats. Our hypothesis based on preliminary data is that there is an interaction between the effects of 
gravity and gas density such that a reduction of gas density in microgravity will promote diffusive transport of NO in the 
lungs, whereas such an effect may not be obvious in normal gravity. Such an interaction would greatly impact the 
interpretation of data for exhaled NO obtained during manned planetary exploration. It would therefore be of great interest 
to determine how combined changes of gravity and gas density modify exhaled NO under conditions similar to those in 
future planetary habitats. 

Methods 
The study “Airway Nitric Oxide in Space  here denoted AM) consisted of two different lung tests; exhaled nitric oxide partial 
pressure at multiple flows (PENO), and lung diffusing capacity for nitric oxide (DLNO). The tests were performed on astronauts 
before and during their stay on ISS. All measurements were performed both at normal ambient pressure (1013 hPa) and at 
reduced ambient pressure (700 hPa). During the sessions with lowered ambient pressure the oxygen level was increased to 
27,5%. On Earth the reduced pressure sessions were performed in a hypobaric pressure chamber at the NASA Neutral Buoyancy 
Laboratory (Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas USA), and aboard ISS in the US airlock (which normally is utilized for 
extravehicular activities, space walks). 

Exhaled nitric oxide 
The atmospheric pressure (and the associated changes in gas density and diffusivity for NO in the background gas) did not 
have any impact on exhaled NO at the standardized exhaled flow of 50 ml*s -1 (PENO50), so data from the two pressures 
were pooled for each session. The mean values for all preflight sessions (on the average 138 days before launch) in 9 subjects 
was 2.46 (0.24) (mean(SEM)) mPa. Corresponding values inflight were day 67 inflight and 1.51 (0.15) mPa. Thus PENO 50 fell 
significantly by 39 % (P= 0.0004) in agreement with our earlier findings.  

Fig 1.  Exhaled NO (PENO) at exhalation flow 50 ml/s 
as a function of time (day 0 = launch day) for nine 
subjects.  

Figure 1 shows PENO50 in all subjects as a function 
of time during the preflight and inflight periods. The 
diagram suggests a general trend that PENO50 fell 
with time, but this was not true for a few subjects 
resulting in no significant change for the group 
preflight and a trend inflight (P=0.072). This trend in a 
majority of the subjects deserves further study and 
may be related to factors related to the preflight 
training program, including  EVA training and 
hyperoxia.  
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Lung diffusing capacity for nitric oxide (DLNO) 

With our DLNO experiments on ISS we have performed the first ever direct measurements of the lung diffusing capacity 
for nitric oxide (the speed of gas diffusion from the lung gas to the blood) in microgravity and in addition in combined 
microgravity and reduced ambient pressure.  

 

Fig 2. Preliminary data (means, n=9) of lung diffusing 
capacity for NO (DLNO) from the first nine subjects from 
which we obtained complete data sets under all four 
experimental conditions. In normal gravity DLNO did not 
differ between pressures, whereas in microgravity there was 
a significantly increased DLNO with the lower ambient 
pressure (P=0.003). 
 

 

Lung diffusing capacity for NO in the 9 subjects for which 
there are data from all 4 conditions (1 G normal and reduced pressure, micro G normal and reduced pressure) is shown 
in figure 2. Our preliminary data support the hypothesis of interaction between microgravity and reduced pressure/ gas 
density; reduced density (increased diffusivity) in the gas phase enhances uptake of NO into the blood in micro G but 
not in normal G. 

Conclusions and perspective 

Our preliminary data support the notion of a combined influence of gravity and gas density on the pulmonary turnover 
of NO. Thus normal values of exhaled NO obtained on ground will not be useful as a reference for data obtained during 
space exploration, and individual normal values need to be established in flight before a possible exposure to toxic dust. 

A limitation in the design of the present experiments was that the ambient pressure and the gas density during the 
hypobaric sessions was higher than the corresponding values foreseen in a future Lunar habitat. This was so since 
concerns for astronaut safety precluded exposure to hypoxia, since hypoxia might aggravate the Space Flight–
Associated Neuro-ocular Syndrome (SANS), a condition that may include an elevation if the intracranial pressure. We 
are therefore planning a new set of ISS experiments using normoxic helium mixtures to obtain the desired gas density, 
about 50% of that with normobaric air. These experiments have recently been accepted by the European Space Agency 
for technical accommodation studies.  
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Introduction:  As lunar exploration comes into 

greater focus with Artemis mission planning, ques-

tions regarding lunar dust management are appro-

priately garnering attention.  Our Apollo experi-

ences and other investigations have demonstrated 

that lunar dust is an important practical challenge 

in the context of equipment integrity, spaceflight 

operations, ECLSS design, and crew health protec-

tion.  With regard to crew health, it is important to 

understanding what is known (and what remains 

uncertain) regarding lunar dust toxicity to the 

crew, in order to inform lunar dust management 

practices/design and research plans. 

The good news is that, in planning for the Phase 

1 Artemis mission to the lunar south pole, there is a 

significant body of scientific evidence to draw from 

in regard to crew health protection.    Over a dec-

ade (2014 Final Report), the Lunar Airborne Dust 

Toxicity Assessment Group (LADTAG), a highly 

integrated group of toxicologists, chemists, and ge-

ologists, worked to inform toxicological risk assess-

ment regarding lunar dust.   This NASA-directed 

team included internal and external experts, and 

their work culminated in rat inhalation exposure 

studies with targeted Apollo 14 lunar dust.  Re-

search gaps and areas of uncertainty were identi-

fied, along with a recommended 180 day permissi-

ble exposure limit (PEL)  for crew health protection 

that was adopted in NASA Standard 3001 Vol 2.  

While the LADTAG work represents an excel-

lent starting platform, there are some obvious dif-

ferences in the Artemis Phase 1 mission that war-

rant careful consideration.  These include the much 

shorter planned exposure duration (5-7 days), and 

the potential for crew to encounter somewhat dif-

ferent regolith characteristics (compared to Apollo 

14 dust used in LADTAG) at a south polar landing 

site.  However, these sorts of deviances from the 

known are familiar to the field of risk assessment, 

and were somewhat anticipated in setting exposure 

limits during the LADTAG efforts.     

This presentation will briefly discuss some foun-

dational LADTAG assumptions and approaches, 

and where those warrant some adjustment to better 

reflect anticipated Artemis Phase 1 conditions.  

Considerations in tailoring PELs to different expo-

sure timeframes and critical concepts inherent to 

crew health risk assessment will be highlighted.   

Finally, existing uncertainties, research gaps, and 

monitoring tools will be discussed, in the context of 

their relative importance to Artemis mission plan-

ning.   The goal of the presentation is for the audi-

ence to leave with a much better perspective on 

where NASA stands with respect to crew health 

protection from lunar dust, and what pivots are 

planned to address Artemis Phase 1 challenges and 

opportunities.    
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Introduction:  Lunar lander engine exhaust blows 

dust, soil, gravel, and rocks at high velocity and will 

damage surrounding hardware such as lunar outposts, 

mining operations, or historic sites unless the ejecta are 

properly mitigated. Twenty years of research have 

developed a consistent picture of the physics of rocket 

exhaust blowing lunar soil, but significant gaps exist. 

No currently-available modeling method can fully 

predict the effects. However, the basics are understood 

well enough to begin designing countermeasures. 

Understanding the Basic Physics:  Our prior 

work characterized the different regimes of transport 

that can occur under various plume and planetary 

environment conditions [1-8]. While rocket exhaust 

can deeply crater Martian regolith, the lunar effects 

seen with small landers up to the 5 t (landing mass) 

Lunar Module are largely restricted to surface scouring 

a few centimeters of looser material. Lunar regolith is 

highly compacted deeper than a few centimeters and 

the lack of an atmosphere to collimate the plume 

prevents abrupt pressure gradients from the surface 

that would otherwise cause the soil to deform into a 

crater. However, a possible exception may occur in the 

permanently shadowed regions where soil may be 

looser (as suggested by several lines of evidence). 

Also, there is a major gap in our understanding about 

what will happen with the proposed Artemis lander 

(20-40 t estimated), and larger commercial landers. It 

is unknown whether the vastly increased thrust will be 

adequate to induce shearing of any sort in the highly 

compacted, frictional lunar soil. If it does, then the 

changed shape of the hole under the lander will 

redirect ejecta into higher ejection angles and the 

changed pattern of gas flow might enhance erosion or 

turbulent mixing of regolith with gas. Without more 

research, we cannot predict what will occur in these 

cases. 

Modeling Erosion Rate:  Work begun at NASA 

and continued at the University of Central Florida with 

many collaborators has developed a model of lunar 

landing ejecta flux for the simpler cases where only 

surface erosion occurs. The model was based on the 

available empirical data which predicts quantities of 

each particle size, their velocities, and impact angles 

for each location on the Moon, scaled by lander thrust-

trajectory curve and distance to landing site [9,10]. We 

quantified several types of damage to neighboring 

hardware via analysis of the Surveyor III spacecraft 

that was sandblasted by the Apollo 12 landing [11] and 

by performing hypervelocity impacts of appropriate 

particle sizes and velocities onto additional materials. 

Based on this, Metzger wrote the relevant sections of 

NASA’s document to protect the historic sites on the 

Moon. Recently, Metzger and Lane [12] used Apollo 

data to derive a more accurate equation of soil ejection 

from the lander thrust-trajectory curve. We derived a 

power law relation between the thrust of the vehicle 

and the soil erosion rate with power index 2.5, so 

erosion increases much faster than linearly with 

vehicle mass. This power index produces reasonable 

predictions for small landers such as ~1 t Commercial 

Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) landers and for the ~5 

t LM, but it produces unrealistic predictions for ~40 t 

Artemis landers. Fig. 1 shows the erosion equation 

integrated over the descent profile of an Artemis lander 

when naïvely applying this model. It predicts a crater 

over 50 m deep under the lander. This is unrealistic 

because the model is only valid if the soil is 

approximately flat under the lander (shallow craters, 

only), and because the soil will certainly be more 

resistant to erosion due to its higher compaction at 

such depths. 

 

 
Figure 1. Prediction of naïve soil erosion model 

applied to a 40 t lunar lander as it descends from 10 m 

height down to 1 m height above the lunar surface. 

 

This 2.5 power index also contradicts experiments 

in the laboratory at 1 bar ambient pressure (continuum 

flow regime). In those experiments the erosion rate 

increased linearly with thrust [13]. Other experiments 

in a vacuum chamber indicated that as the flow became 

rarefied the erosion rate began increasing faster than 

predicted by this unity power law [14]. We may 

hypothesize that the 2.5 power index observed in 

Apollo landings is valid in lunar vacuum while the 
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vehicle is high so the plume on the surface is rarefied, 

but when the vehicle is low enough that the plume is in 

continuum flow then erosion rate transitions to the 

unity power index. Fig. 2 shows this transition for 5 t 

and 40 t landers.  

 
Figure 2. Knudsen number relative to radius of 

average lunar soil particle indicates 40 t lander will be 

in continuum regime for final 2.5 m of descent. 

  

This suggests  that the erosion rate may transition 

from 2.5 index to 1.0 index when the 40 t lander is at 

2.5 m height. Per Fig. 1, the crater under the lander 

will be 0.5 m deep at this time, and then it will grow 

more slowly. If the 2.5 power index prevailed through 

the entire landing of the vehicle, it would eject 480 t of 

ejecta (compared to 2.6 t measured for the Apollo 

LM). If the power index transitions to 1.0 at 2.5 

altitude at 2.5 m height, then a rough estimate is that 

the vehicle will eject a total of 108 t of regolith during 

its descent. This still predicts a very deep crater under 

the lander. On-going work is adapting the models to 

more quantitatively predict crater depths and ejecta 

masses based on this hypothesized transition of power 

indices. More experimental work and landings of 

larger lunar landers are needed to definitively solve the 

physics. 

Trajectories of Ejecta: Analysis of LM ejecta 

trajectories was done by physics-based simulation 

[15,16] and validated as far as possible using Apollo 

video imagery [17,18]. The results show that the finest 

dust particles can be accelerated up to the exit velocity 

of the rocket propellant, which is 3.1 km/s for the 

LM’s Aerozine/N2O4 propellants. Larger particles 

generally go slower with sand-size particles travelling 

100-1000 m/s, gravel ~30 m/s, and fist-sized cobbles 

~10 m/s. The detailed relationships are complicated 

because ejecta velocities depend on lander height, 

distance from centerline at which the particle was 

eroded, terrain shape, and other factors. Extrapolating 

to larger landers, simulations show that ejecta 

velocities increase logarithmically with vehicle mass, 

so a 40 t lander ejects material generally 50% faster 

than a 5 t lander. This is because the volume of the 

plume is larger, so the ejecta has more time to 

accelerate in the drag of the plume before running out 

into highly rarefied conditions then vacuum. 

Accounting for changes in propellant, the CH4/LOX 

favored by SpaceX has exit velocity 3.8 km/s, and the 

H2/LOX favored by NASA and Blue Origin has exit 

velocity 4.5 km/s. This is another factor that will 

increase the velocities of the ejecta. A crude estimate 

of maximum particle velocities as a function of size for 

a H2/LOX 40 t lander is provided in Fig. 3. This is just 

a preliminary estimate while detailed simulations are 

on-going. It indicates that particles up to 10 μm can be 

ejected completely off the Moon.  

 

 
Figure 3. Model of maximum ejecta velocities as a 

function of lunar soil particle size. 

 

The angles of the ejecta were also calculated by 

physics-based modeling and validated by Apollo 

imagery. Generally, the ejecta were seen travelling in a 

sheet close to the surface at 1 to 3 degree above the 

local plane. Local craters ejecta streams of dust into 

higher angles than this, and during the final moments 

of landing the plume ejects some particles from near 

the centerline into much higher angles, ~15 degree 

[16]. These simulation results were all validated by 

video imagery [17].  

For now, global-scale modeling of ejecta 

trajectories has only included particles leaving the 

lander local in the 1-3 degree sheet. The paths of these 

particles travel all the way around the Moon with a 

significant fraction traveling higher than the Lunar 

Gateway orbit, as shown in Fig. 4. This ejecta sheet 

slowly evolves for days or weeks. Analysis is currently 

assessing the effects of the solar wind at possibly 

dispersing this ejecta sheet. Preliminary analysis 

indicates that the Gateway will sustain 10,000 

impact/m2 based on the 2.5 power index, or about 
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2,350 impact/m2 based on the hypothesized transition 

to unity power index at 2.5 m altitude of the lander. 

 
 

Figure 4. Cross sectional view of lunar lander ejecta 

(blue dots) leaving the Moon (small circle) from the 

landing site (top of the circle). Ejecta cross the Lunar 

Gateway orbit (dashed ellipse). 

 

Impact Damage: The best information about 

damage from impact of these ejecta comes from the 

Surveyor 3 spacecraft and from experience with 

hypervelocity impacts in Low Earth Orbit. Surveyor 3 

landed on the Moon and was visited by Apollo 12 two 

and a half years later. Pieces were cut off by the 

Apollo astronauts and brought back to Earth. The 

Surveyor’s surface facing the Apollo LM had been 

sandblasted thoroughly, with more than 1 cm2 of 

impacting dust per 1 cm2 of target surface. This 

indicates the number of dust particles impacting it 

were probably at least 1012/m2. This is much more than 

will impact Gateway, but they are at much lower 

velocity and not in the hypervelocity regime as they 

will be at Gateway. On Surveyor, they crushed the 

paint pigment and mixed dust into the paint.  

 

  
 

Figure 5. Scanning Electron Micrograph of Surveyor 3 paint. 

Left: before sandblasting by Apollo LM. Right: after 

sandblasting. Credit: NASA. 

 

The Surveyor was also impacted by sand-sized 

particles, ~106/m2. The sand penetrated the paint 

causing cracks to radiate away, so the coupon had a 

“dried mud cracking” appearance. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Mud-cracking pattern on Surveyor 3 coupon. 

 

These are all below the hypervelocity regime. 

Ejecta striking orbiting spacecraft will impact at the 

relative velocity, which includes orbital motion. 

Experiments and analysis of micrometeoroid impacts 

in low Earth orbit show that the impactor and a portion 

of the taget material both vaporize. Work is on-going 

to quantify the amount of damage that will occur on 

Gateway, on spacecraft orbiting the Moon at lower 

altitudes, and at surface assets on the Moon as a 

function of distance. 

Self-Damage During Landings: Not only can 

landers damage surrounding assets during a lunar 

landing, they can also damage themselves in certain 

conditions. If the lander is single-engine then there 

should be no plume recirculation so all ejecta should 

travel away from the vehicle. Only the landing gear 

should be exposed to that spray. If there is more than 

one engine, and if they are still firing when the lander 

is low enough, then the plume will recirculate between 

engines and this can bring ejecta back up to strike the 

bottom of the lander. For the case of the Surveyor 3 

lander, there was no solid baseplate so ejecta was able 

to travel up, through the structure, and impact 

equipment attached to the lander’s frame. The lander 

had an off-nominal landing because the three Vernier 

engines were not shut off quickly enough so the 

spacecraft bounced twice before final landing. After 

landing, the camera provided degraded imagery and 

this was attributed to dust deposited on the camera 

during the off-nominal landing. After the camera was 

returned to Earth by the Apollo 12 astronauts, it was 

found to have two “shadowlines” drawn across its 

mirror as shown in Fig. 7. Nickle [19] described these 

lines as either adhered dust or small pits caused by 
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impacting dust, and that the shadow lines were an 

abrupt change in their density. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Shadow lines (annotated by yellow arrows) 

on the Surveyor 3 camera. Detail enhanced from [19]. 

 

Nickle [19] analyzed the pointing direction of the 

camera through the mission and possible locations on 

the surface from which dust must have been ejected to 

cause these two lines. He found that the were either 

caused during landing or toward the end of the mission 

as the Surveyor scoop was dropping soil on the surface 

for geotechnical testing. Because the drop test 

locations coincided with the possible sites for etching 

exactly these curves, he concluded that was the most 

likely explanation. Here, an argument is presented that 

the shadow lines were actually plume damage. First, 

the lines are too sharp to have been caused by low-

velocity ejecta. Second, analysis of the kinetics shows 

that low-velocity granular splashes would not be 

capable of reaching the camera from that distance. 

Third, there were far more than two drop tests so there 

should have been far more than two shadow lines, but 

the two bounces during landing neatly explains the two 

shadow lines if pluming is the explanation. Fourth, the 

quantity of splashed material on the mirror extended 

over 2 pi radians would be excessive for a singular 

splash event, so this quantity must be from a 

continuous flow, not a splash. Fifth, the point sources 

analyzed by Nickle did not (apparently) provide 

perfect fits to the shadow ines. If they were from 

pluming, they would not be point sources but from 

lines sources along the plume reflection planes. It is 

possible, although beyond the present scope to prove, 

that the exact shape may be fit by line sources. Plume 

reflection planes are not fixed in location, but move 

according to relative thrust of the engines. Because the 

Surveyor was bouncing on the sloped inner surface of 

a crater and was trying to maintain level flight, the 

engines would have been throttled differently from 

each other. Fig. 8 shows the locations of the plume 

reflection planes for one hypothetical case of throttled 

engines. 

 
Figure 8. Location of the two pairs of possible ejecta 

sites per analysis of Nickle [17], showing one pair (a, 

b) coinciding with robotic arm soil splash tests, and 

another pair (c, d) coinciding closely with plume 

reflection planes under the lander. Dashed lines: ejecta 

planes with equal thrust. Solid lines: one possible case 

with unequal thrusts. The camera was pointed toward 

Footpad 3 during landing. 

The re-analysis indicates the shadow lines were 

caused by direct sandblasting of the Surveyor’s own 

engines during landing during the two bounces where 

the engines were still firing close to the surface, setting 

up strong fountain flow along the plume reflection 

planes. This also suggests the tan color noted all over 

the Surveyor might be caused by deposition from the 

off-nominal landing. The mineral of adhered dust on 

the east and west sides of Surveyor were found to be 

different [20]. This may be due to the additional 

sandblasting on only one side of Surveyor due to 

Apollo 12 landing, or some other mechanism at work. 

Shock Splash During Engine Shutdown: Another 

mystery has been what caused the photometric 

disturbances to the lunar surface around each lunar 

landing [21,22]. These disturbances are roughly 75 m 

radius from the LM. The high velocities of the ejecta 

do not predict abrupt discontinuities in surface effects 

at such short distance, or any distance. Another 

mystery is the observed dust clearing that takes place 

in the field of view out the LM windows for 

approximately 20 s after engine shutdown [18,20]. A 

new model was written, assuming dust can bounce 
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when they fall upon a much larger particle, in hopes to 

explain how dust stayed aloft for 20 s after engine 

cutoff. The fraction of each particle size that can 

bounce is shown in Fig. 9. 

 

 
Figure 9. Fraction of each particle size that will 

bounce by randomly falling on a larger particle. 

 

 The mode showed that even with bouncing the 

dust should clear the view within just a fraction of a 

second and will spread over thousands of kilometers 

before it stops bouncing. The only way to reproduce 

the clearing time is to assume the dust start from a 

much lower initial velocity than plume ejection will 

cause. When we assume the particles start with only 

3% of the velocities they would have from standard 

plume ejection, the model predicts accurately both the 

radius of the photometric disturbance and the dust 

clearing curve with correct timing. In at least one of 

the Apollo landing videos, we see the haziness in the 

field of view begins as soon as the engine is shut off, 

and in at least one video we see the field of view clears 

closer to the LM first, and then the clarity moves 

radially outward. All these clues suggest a common 

explanation: these are the result of a splash event that 

occurs when the engine is shut off. It is known that 

shutting off a supersonic rocket engine causes 

shockwave collapse to slap the surface under the 

engine [23]. The model of initial velocities derived 

from Apollo landings [10] was curve fitted onto results 

from physics-based simulations of particles of different 

sizes, and the resulting equation evaluated at LM 

height of 1.3 m is v=2.01 D-0.5 where v is in km/s and 

D is in m. For a splash the distribution of velocities 

may have a different shape, so we try v=(3%)(2.01) D-

b where b is an empirical parameter between 0 and 1. 

The resulting radius of the splash zone is shown in Fig. 

10. The zone has the correct (approximate) radius of 

75 m, but its edge is more or less sharp depending on 

the initial velocity function. This is a testable 

prediction. The model also predicts the correct ~20 s 

decay in optical density as seen out the LM window, 

but the curves are somewhat different with choices of 

b. Overall, it seems likely the engine shutting off 

causes a splash that drapes dust over ~75 m radius 

around the landing site. 

 

 
Figure 10. Normalized effect, showing how 

photometric disturbance might taper off with distance 

depending on initial velocity function. 
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Introduction:  Lunar dust proved to be a greater 

problem during the Apollo missions than was originally 
anticipated [1]. The highly angular, charged dust parti-
cles stuck to seals, radiators, and visors; clogged mech-
anisms; and abraded space suits [1]. As reported by 
Apollo 12 astronaut Pete Conrad “We must have had 
more than a hundred hours suited work with the same 
equipment, and the wear was not as bad on the train-
ing suits as it is on these flight suits in just the eight 
hours we were out.” [2]. Dust clinging to surfaces was 
also transported into habitable spaces leading to lung 
and eye irritation of the astronauts [1]. The Apollo as-
tronauts were on the Lunar surface less than 24 hours 
and experienced many dust related problems [1]. With 
the Artemis program, we are planning longer stays on 
the surface, with more activities that have the potential 
to put the astronauts and equipment in contact with 
greater quantities of Lunar dust. The success of these 
missions will depend on our understanding of material 
interactions with Lunar dust and the development of 
ways to mitigate dust effects in cases where exposure 
to dust will lead to failure of components, unacceptable 
loss of power or thermal control, unacceptable loss of 
visibility, or health issues. Through the Lunar Surface 
Innovation Initiative (LSII), we are initiating a Patch 
Plate Materials Compatibility Assessment project. The 
overall goal of the three year project is to develop pas-
sive approaches to mitigate Lunar dust adhesion to 
surfaces for technologies that are currently at TRL lev-
els 2-3 to bring them to TRL level 5 through ground-
based assessment, culminating in a demonstration flight 
experiment on a Commercial Lunar Payload Services 
(CLPS) lander in 2022-2023. This paper discusses the 
detailed technical objectives and approach for this pro-
ject.  

Material Identification and Success Require-
ments: Key areas will be identified where dust is likely 
to be an issue, based on experience from Apollo mis-
sions, that could benefit from passive mitigation tech-
niques. Some of these are solar cell cover glass, sensor 
lenses, display panels, visors, soft goods (space suit 
fabrics), and radiator surfaces. For each of the compo-
nents identified, relevant parameters for success will be 
identified for assessing performance. Some of these are 
changes in transmittance, reflectance, solar absorp-
tance, thermal emittance, thermal conductivity, electri-
cal conductivity, wear, and resolution. For each com-

ponent, relative parameters will be identified and per-
formance limits determined to identify the dust cover-
age limit for acceptable performance. These measures 
will then be used to assess the performance of materials 
with, and without passive, mitigation. 

Passive Mitigation Technologies: Passive Lunar 
dust mitigation technologies which have in the past 
shown some promise fall into the general categories of 
surface chemistry alteration, surface mechanical prop-
erty alteration or a combination of both. Some of the 
passive mitigation technologies that will be further 
developed under this project will be low surface energy 
and low work function coatings, ceramic surfaces, sur-
face chemistry modifiers, and laser ablation patterning. 
The passive mitigation technologies will be paired with 
component applications and performance limits in or-
der to assess each technique for its effectiveness. In 
addition, some surfaces that will be tested can be used 
with active electrostatic techniques. 

Ground Testing: Initial screening during the de-
velopment phase will be performed at each Center 
where the technologies are being developed. Promising 
passive technologies will then be ground tested in the 
Lunar Dust Adhesion Belljar (LDAB) at NASA Glenn 
Research Center [3]. Pairs of materials with, and with-
out, passive mitigation surfaces, can be exposed under 
vacuum to Lunar simulant that has been baked out and 
sifted onto the surfaces through a sieve shaker. Con-
trolled nitrogen gas jets are used in vacuum to remove 
loosely adhering dust particles for comparison.  Per-
formance parameters will be measured prior to, and 
after, testing. Passive technologies may also be ex-
posed to a ground based solar wind environment at 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center for durability 
analysis. 

Flight Testing: A flight experiment carrier similar 
to those used on the Materials International Space Sta-
tion Experiment (MISSE) flights [4] will be developed 
to interface with a CLPS lander in order to evaluate the 
most promising passive technologies in comparison to 
surfaces without passive mitigation. An example of a 
MISSE flight tray containing space suit fabric  materi-
als is shown in Figure 1. Experiment sample trays will 
be designed and constructed to fit with the CLPS 
lander capabilities and requirements. A radiation hard 
10 micron resolution optical microscope will be inte-
grated into the flight experiment to measure the size 
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range of the dust particles on experiment surfaces and a 
saltation sensor will be integrated into the experiment 
as well to determine the dust arrival rate at the experi-
ment surface. Other methods of active characterization 
of the samples will depend on the capabilities of the 
CLPS lander. 

 

 
Figure 1. Space suit fabric material sample tray 
mounted on MISSE-7 [4]. Fabric samples are ap-
proximately 1.27 cm square. 

 
Performance data from ground tests and flight test-

ing will be compared and used to advance the TRL of 
these technologies so they are available for use on fu-
ture Lunar missions for dust mitigation. 

Summary: The Patch Plate Materials Compatibil-
ity Assessment projects’ goal is to develop passive 
approaches to mitigate Lunar dust adhesion and bring 
them to TRL level 5 through ground-based assessment 
culminating in a demonstration flight experiment. 
Promising passive mitigation techniques focusing on 
alteration of the surface chemistry or surface mechani-
cal properties will be paired with component materials 
that are most likely to need dust mitigation. Their per-
formance will be assessed in both ground based sys-
tems and in the use environment on a CLPS lander. 
Performance data will be used to advance these passive 
technologies to a level where they can be used on fu-
ture Lunar missions to improve performance in the 
harsh, dusty, Lunar environment. 
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Introduction:  The Author became involved with 

Lunar Dust by serendipity on January 12, 1966.  In 

1965-1966 the Author’s Charged Particle Lunar Envi-

ronment Experiment (CPLEE) (O’Brien and Reasoner, 

1971) was included in the first group of 7 experiments 

for ALSEP chosen from among 90 proposals.  On 11 

and 12 January 1966 MSC insisted that a retractable 

dust cover be added to CPLEE.  The author found it 

unacceptable that neither NASA nor aerospace bidders 

to construct ALSEP planned to measure dust even on 

the first Apollo expedition.  So the Dust Detector Ex-

periment (DDE) was invented and proposed to NASA 

as both a scientific and engineering experiment on all 

ALSEPS. [1]  Proposed before either American Sur-

veyor or Russian Lunar spacecraft had made successful 

soft landings, the bolt-on DDE, weighing only 270 g, 

was deliberately a minimalist experiment to enable 

hitchhiking on ALSEP with space-proven elementary 

sensors.  It measured basic factors making dust a threat 

to temperature controls, but as will be shown, enabled 

science.  

The DDE proposal included vertical East-facing 

and West-facing solar cells to supplement a Horizontal 

cell for long-term scientific studies of dust, particularly 

at Lunar Sunrise and Sunset.  Only Apollo 12 and 13 

carried our original design with orthogonal cells.  A 

small thermometer was attached on the back of each of 

the 3 solar cells on our original invention (and thus on 

our original Apollo DDE) so that each would record 

both cause and effect. 

The DDE experiments flown on Apollo 11, 14 and 

15 were modified DDE’s with 3 solar cells half the 

size, all horizontal and different from each other, with 

one bare and two with thinner silicon protective plates, 

0.15 or 0.51 mm thick, with one pre-irradiated.  Bell-

com added a resistance thermometer to measure lunar 

temperature. 

The modifications were made 4 months before 

Apollo 11, in the mistaken belief by Bellcom and 

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), now John-

son Spacecraft Center (JSC), that Jet Propulsion La-

boratory (JPL) tests of rocket exhausts by Surveyors on 

the Moon had shown very little dust.  Actually, in the 

1967 Annual Report (p 7), JPL had shown a photo-

graph of before and after severe dust contamination 

caused by a small vernier rocket on Surveyor 6.  This 

was, in reality, a foreshadowing of what later occurred 

during the Lunar Module ascent of Apollo 11. [2] 

In this report, no attempt is made to discuss many 

errors in official reports about dust.  Reference instead 

is suggested to the website constructed for celebration 

of the 50th Anniversary of Apollo 11 in 2018 

https://www.brianjobrien.com. Similarly, no discussion 

is included here of the significant reasons for the lapse 

of time before we resumed analyses of lunar dust in 

2009. [3] Again, such details and previously un-

published MSC documents from 1969 are given in our 

website.  We emphasise again that the original Apollo 

11 computer tapes were never lost. We simply could 

not get the accurate analyses of the digital data pub-

lished until 2009. 

The objective of this report is to highlight most re-

cent discoveries with about 100 million digital meas-

urements by the 4 DDE’s and their implications to as-

sist the outcomes of these workshops.  Similarly, early 

understanding of lunar dust was significantly corrupted 

by some 40 years neglect in the literature of either ref-

erence to either the DDEs or the Apollo 14 thermal 

degradation samples (TDS) experiment and the discov-

ery by Tommy Gold [4] of the strong cohesive forces 

of lunar dust verified by photographs such as Apollo 

Image AS14-77-10367.  Further information on the 

delightful animated photographs of cohesive dust are 

given in our website 

(https://www.brianjobrien.com/cohesive-studies). 

Review of DDE measurements:  A comprehensive 

review of measurements of dust movements on the 

Moon by the DDEs is given by O’Brien [5]. 

Figure 3 O’Brien [5] provides the digital plot of 3 

solar cells during the ascent of the Apollo 11 Lunar 

Module and shows beyond doubt the extensive contam-

ination by dust.  This led to overheating of the passive 

seismometer by more than 50 degrees F above its nom-

inal maximum and the deterioration to the point of fail-

ure to receive commands.  The entire active Early 

Apollo Surface Experiments Package (EASAP) was 

terminated after 21 days. 

Bates et al [6] reported there was no significant 

degradation.  This fallacy was carried also on page 100 

of SP-214 with consequent misinformation to the 142 

Principle Investigators awaiting receipt of the invalua-

ble samples from Apollo 11.  The misinformation 

could have involved either spatial disturbance of sam-

ples or chemical contamination or both. 

A detailed analysis of the extensive discoveries 

with the Apollo 12 DDE is given in O’Brien et al 

(2011) section 4.4 and 4.5. 
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Apollo 12 DDE was the only one of four on the 

Moon that almost replicated the orthogonal design 

originally proposed by O’Brien (1996).  Consequently, 

extensive use was made of the Horizontal Solar Cell 

(HSC) and the Vertical Solar Cell East (VSCE).  To 

our knowledge, VSCE continues to be the only meas-

urements, on the Moon, of sunrise and the dawn Moon-

scape. 

The great analytical strength of the orthogonal de-

sign of Apollo 12 DDE is the fact that HSC measures 

the accumulation of dust, whereas VSCE measures 

dawn, the rising sun and the scattering of early morning 

sunlight from dust particles levitated between its height 

of 100 cm and the sun.  While the resultant effects 

were discovered by O’Brien in 1970, the submitted 

manuscript could not be published because of concern 

that active advocates that the Apollo missions were all 

fake could have seized upon such a manuscript to de-

mean the reputation of the publishing journal.  The 

difficulty was that the Apollo 12 Preliminary Science 

Report did not include the report on the dust detector, 

which would have proved it was there.  Although 

O’Brien had been invited by Stan Freden of MSC and 

the editor of the NASA Apollo 12 Preliminary Science 

Report to submit a dust report, and while such a report 

was submitted, it was not published.  No reason was 

revealed. 

Apollo 12 DDE sunrise effects:  The combination 

of the vertical and the east facing solar cells on Apollo 

12 DDE gave a powerful tool for investigation of sun-

rise effects on dust on the Moon.  These are reported 

extensively and analysed by O’Brien and Hollick [7]. 

Our interpretation of sunrise effects was that we con-

sider that Apollo 12 DDE measured levitated dust to a 

height above 100 cm.  The forward Eastern facing cell 

measured scattering of sunlight at sunrise, which we 

believe is the equivalent of the long sought horizon 

glow photographed by Surveyor spacecraft on the 

Moon after sunset. 

O’Brien developed a 5-step model to explain 

transport of the dust on the Moon which we consider 

also explains the smoothness of the lunar surface, an-

other long sought mystery. 

Our 5 step analysis begins with the acceptance of 

the strong cohesive forces of lunar dust as reported by 

Gold [4].   

Step 2 is that at lunar module ascent the rocket ex-

hausts penetrate below the surface and free the previ-

ously bound dust particles.   

Step 3 is that at sunrise the blast of high energy 

sunlight including x-rays and ultra-violet will create 

massive photoelectric effects causing free dust particles 

to be charged positively as will the surface. 

Step 4 is that there will be mobilisation and 

transport of the freed dust particle as a result of Cou-

loumb forces of repulsion between like-charged parti-

cles. 

Step 5: from one sunrise to the next we assume that 

the population of free dust particles gradually reduces 

as more fall to the surface and are recaptured by the 

cohesive forces. 

To date, we have received few significant com-

ments, perhaps in part because our 5 step model does 

not have any equations.  However, preliminary advice 

by Phil Metzger is that such a process may explain 

previously unexplained discolouration of the Surveyor 

3 equipment sampled on the Moon by the Apollo 12 

astronauts after 30 months exposure. 

Apollo 14 and 15 carried 3 horizontal solar cells, as 

did Apollo 11 DDE, and are the modified form of the 

DDE which focussed, from an abandoned radiation 

experiment by MSC, on radiation damage.  Analysis by 

Hollick and O’Brien [8] made use of this capacity and 

the heavy shielding of the Apollo 12 DDE to make the 

first lunar weather measurements at 3 Apollo sites.  In 

summary, this was the first study which enabled dis-

crimination between the effects of lunar dust and radia-

tion on degradation of solar cells on the Moon. 

We draw attention here to the reality that Apollo 

12, 14 and 15 DDEs may represent the greatest source 

of information at the present time of the degradation of 

solar cells over a long period (5-6 years) on the surface 

of the Moon.  This and one other factor may be invalu-

able in consideration of proposals to equip polar bases 

on the Moon with solar powered devices.  The other 

consideration for such bases is that the Apollo 12 DDE 

has several years’ accumulation of information about 

sunlight intensity at very low elevation angles and its 

significant variation caused, we believe, by levitated 

dust.  We are unaware whether such issue is taken into 

consideration in current planning of polar bases on the 

Moon, or for that matter analyses of volatiles at such 

stations.  The variation of sunlight at low elevation 

angles can be several percent – see numerous charts in 

O’Brien and Hollick [7] and Supplementary. 

Apollo 16 and 17 carried no dust detector experi-

ments although they were the largest ALSEPs and car-

ried on the most extended missions.  We are advised (J 

Bates, pers.comm. 2015) that Apollo 16 did have 

DDEs built for it but not flown for reasons unknown.  

Indeed, the only surviving accurate flight unit model of 

a modified dust detector is one found by Jim Bates in 

Houston.  We have no idea why DDEs were not flown. 

Recent comments regarding Apollo DDEs and 

lunar dust: O’Brien [9] has carried analysis of move-

ments of inescapable fine lunar dust through to sugges-

tion that the studies are now sufficiently mature that the 
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Kuhn cycle can be used to describe the evolution of the 

movements of lunar dust from a pre-science stage 

through a paradigm shift into the 5 step cycle of 

transport of dust on the Moon. 

O’Brien has advocated and received significant 

support for the concept that an Apollo 12 DDE be rou-

tinely flown on every lunar mission as a fungible bolt-

on dust experiment with space proven capabilities.  

Many arguments can be made in favour of having such 

a device on international payloads such as the ready 

capability of comparison of dust at new sites to dust at 

Apollo 12, 14 and 15 sites. 

Most recently, at the AMES celebration of the 50th 

Anniversary of Apollo 11, O’Brien et al had the pleas-

ure of announcing the pending publication of China’s 

Chang’e-3 successful publication of measurements of 

dust, using a new quartz crystal which measured the 

weight of dust.  We therefore update our recommenda-

tion for future payloads to the Moon to include both an 

Apollo 12 DDE and such a quartz crystal device pro-

vided only that its temperature control within the pay-

load is very carefully stabilised. 
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Lunar Dust Characteristics and the Health Consequences of Human Exposure. Peter A. Sim, MD, FACEP, 
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Introduction:  Lunar dust is powdery and very 
fine.  Individual grains are jagged, sharp, abrasive and 
stick electrostatically to most everything. Human con-
tact with lunar dust has only occurred briefly, during 
the Apollo missions. Apollo 17 LM pilot Harrison 
Schmitt’s  exposure resulted in symptoms he described 
as “lunar hay fever” [1]. NASA’s return to the moon 
under the Artemis program is scheduled for 2024. In 
the 47 years since Apollo 17, returned samples of lunar 
regolith and dust have been exhaustively analyzed, but 
there are still important gaps in our knowledge. This 
discussion will focus primarily on what we currently 
do know about dust on the moon, and the deducible 
potential toxic health effects of exposure. The respira-
tory system is most at-risk, but the eyes and skin will 
also be affected. Obviously, prevention of exposure 
should be the primary objective, but plans to minimize 
and mitigate inevitable exposures must be in place.   
Keeping habitats dust-free will be a major challenge.  

Determinants of Lunar Dust Toxicity:  Key char-
acteristics to consider are: 1) particle size;  2) particle 
morphology/surface reactivity; and 3) chemical com-
position.   

Particle Size. The median particle size of lunar dust 
averages 70 µm, and 10%-20% of the soil is finer than 
20 µm [2].  Particle size is a key factor in toxicity stud-
ies because it defines transport pathways into the lung. 
The total inhalable dust fraction is that portion of air-
borne material which enters the nose and mouth during 
breathing, and is therefore available for deposition in 
the respiratory tract. The respirable dust fraction is that 
smaller-sized portion (considered to be < 5 µm) which 
penetrates deepest, to the gas exchange region of the 
lung (the alveoli) [3].     

A comprehensive study of the properties and com-
position of the very small size fraction of lunar dust 
(particles < 1 µm) is missing [4]. Such a study will be 
required to bridge the current gap between size frac-
tions relevant to toxicity studies and the currently 
state-of-the-art work by Taylor and co-workers, that 
groups all particles < 10 µm as the smallest fraction 
[5].       

The only published study of aerosol transport in 
lunar gravity [6] showed that while lunar gravity re-
duced overall deposition, for a given deposition frac-
tion deposition occurred much more peripherally than 
in 1 G. The same study also showed that the unexpect-
edly high deposition of small particles (0.5 and 1.0µm) 
seen in microgravity was still present in a lunar-gravity 

environment. It must also be kept in mind that the 
samples of lunar material that were brought back from 
the moon during the Apollo era were not optimized for 
studies of their dust component [7].        
     Morphology/Surface Reactivity.  The shapes of in-
dividual lunar soil particles are highly variable, rang-
ing from spherical to extremely angular. In general, the 
particles are somewhat elongated and are subangular to 
angular [8].  Imaging of lunar dust particles by scan-
ning electron microscopy reveals convoluted surfaces, 
with sharp edges and microcraters.  Although surface 
shape and surface area are key aspects in dust toxicity 
research, the surface morphology of lunar dust grains 
is at present still poorly characterized [9].  Size reduc-
tion may lead to an increase in surface reactivity [10].   
     Environmental conditions that produce reactive 
sites on lunar dust are diverse, and some examples are 
solar radiation fluxes, micro-meteoroid impacts, and 
plasma charging at the terminator [11]. “From what we 
know about lunar dust, it's fairly reactive and it has 
properties that are quite similar to fresh fractured 
quartz here on Earth. And fresh fractured quartz is 
known to be very toxic” [12]. 
     Because they have not been exposed to radiation 
and micrometeoroid impacts for the last 46 years, and 
have not been kept under vacuum, the chemical reac-
tivity of Apollo era lunar samples is not likely to mir-
ror that of lunar material in situ [13].  In 2015, McKay 
et al separated the respirable dust and other size frac-
tions from an Apollo 14 bulk sample in a dry nitrogen 
environment.   At the end of their study they conclud-
ed: “Uncertainty remains as to how well we have simu-
lated the physical and chemical state of fresh lunar 
dust, which cannot be addressed without fresh lunar 
soil tested immediately after collection. Such studies 
must await future lunar sample return missions or in-
situ measurements on the lunar surface” [14]. 
         Chemical Composition.  It is important to re-
member that the Apollo samples studied to date are of 
near-equatorial origin, and their mineralogy and physi-
cal properties may not be representative of other areas 
on the lunar surface including the South Polar region 
and the floor of the South Pole – Aitken basin, where 
future landing sites are proposed [15].   
     Taylor and colleagues suggest that the respirable 
size fraction of lunar dust is likely dominated by im-
pact glass (SiO2, crystalline silica) and rich in metallic 
(nanophase) iron [5].  A study by Thompson and 
Christoffersen confirmed that approximately 80 % of 
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submicron dust particles consists of glass [16].  This 
dominance of extremely small particles, coupled with 
their abundant np-Fe0 spheres, make lunar dust unique 
among any dusts breathed by humans during their evo-
lution [14]. 
      Pneumoconiosis Related to Significant Inhala-
tion of Lunar Dust:  Pneumoconiosis is irritation and 
inflammation of the lungs caused by inhalation of dust 
or other particulate matter, generally over an extended 
period. Silicosis is a specific pneumoconiosis due to 
the deposition in the lungs of fine respirable dust con-
taining crystalline silicon dioxide.  Silicosis presents as 
a nodular pulmonary fibrosis, and the most common 
form of the disorder only develops after decades of 
exposure,  however accelerated silicosis can develop 
after several months or years of high-level silica dust 
exposure.  The end result is respiratory impairment 
characterized by dyspnea, hypoxemia, and pulmonary 
hypertension. 
     The respirable portion (< 5 µm) of lunar dust is 
primarily composed of SiO2, and it will be deposited 
more peripherally, i.e., more in the alveoli, in lunar 
gravity (0.166 G) than on Earth.  If, as stated above, 
about 80% of the very smallest (submicron) particles 
consist of glass,  then it follows that development of 
silicosis would be  a definite, and likely increased, 
hazard compared to a similar exposure on Earth.   
     Long-term inhalation of  silica dust also increases 
the risk of COPD, lung cancer, autoimmune disease, 
chronic kidney disease, nocardiosis, systemic sclerosis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, and tuberculosis [17]. The total 
silica dose one person accumulates over time is ex-
pressed as “mg/m3 years," calculated by multiplying 
the average exposure each year in mg/m3 by the num-
ber of years with that exposure, or by an estimated 
average for each year. As the total dose increases, so 
does the likelihood of developing silicosis, lung can-
cer, or (COPD) [18]. 
     Ocular Toxicity of Lunar Dust:  During Apollo 
missions, lunar dust adherent to spacesuits became 
airborne when the lunar module left the lunar surface 
and returned to microgravity on the return trip to Earth, 
and it was reported to be irritating to the eyes [19].  
Crew simply put on their helmets while the dust was 
cleared by filters in the environmental control and life 
support system. No injuries were reported in the avail-
able NASA records [20]. 
     Corneal abrasions could result from larger dust par-
ticles, especially in contact lens wearers. Ready access 
to goggles, as a preventive measure, and eye irrigation 
when symptoms occur, will certainly be necessary.  
     Skin Abrasions:  Because of its abrasiveness, lunar 
dust in contact with the skin may cause abrasions, es-
pecially at pressure points inside a spacesuit.  Hopeful-

ly the new xEMU will minimize this potential.  To 
keep the dust at bay, the xEMU doesn’t have zippers or 
cables, and its main components are sealed. 
Conclusion:  Because of its physical and chemical 
characteristics, lunar dust, in sufficient doses, repre-
sents a toxic threat to human health when we return to 
the moon and establish a long-term presence.  The res-
piratory system is particularly at risk.  Prevention of 
exposure should be our primary goal. 
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Evidence for light scattering by dust in the lunar 

exosphere unexpectedly came from a few different 
sources during the Apollo-era. This was surprising 
since the typical abundances of ejecta anticipated from 
meteoroid impacts would not have scattered sufficient 
sunlight to be optically detectable [1, 2]. However, 
observations of a “lunar horizon glow” (LHG) were 
reported close to the surface in post-sunset images 
from the Surveyor lander TV cameras [1]; as well as 
from orbit while in the shadow of the Moon, both in 
coronal photographs [2] and visually by astronauts, as 
captured in their sketches [3]. Complementary optical 
observations were provided by the astrophotometer on 
the Soviet Lunokhod-II rover that detected a brighter 
than expected lunar twilight sky [4]. At about this time, 
there was also evidence for dust movement from in situ 
measurement at the surface; in particular, the Apollo 
17 Lunar Ejecta And Meteorites (LEAM) experiment 
appeared to detect slow-moving, highly-charged dust, 
especially around sunrise [5]. Therefore, electrostatic 
processes were proposed as providing mechanisms for 
transporting charged dust to explain the greater than 
expected abundances inferred from observations [1, 2]. 
However, most of these observations and the various 
interpretations remained controversial. 

Much later, the Apollo coronal photographic se-
quences were reanalyzed to reveal that only one of 
them showed any evidence for LHG, referred to as an 
“excess brightness” above that expected from coronal 
and zodiacal light (CZL) [6]. Therefore, rather than 
being a common occurrence, observing LHG from 
orbit appeared to be relatively infrequent. In the small 
number of sequences obtained, there was no obvious 
connection to solar wind or solar UV conditions, which 
appeared to rule out electrostatic transport as the dom-
inant mechanism. The detected excess brightness oc-
curred during an Apollo 15 orbital sunset (sunrise at 
the surface) around the same time as a couple of mete-
oroid streams, so it was speculated that the LHG could 
have been related to dust ejected from impacts [6].  

In 1994 the Clementine star tracker navigation 
cameras were used to search for LHG from orbit, but 
were initially inconclusive [7]. More recently it has 
been shown that Clementine did not detect LHG, and 
that the derived upper limits were below the abundanc-
es inferred from the Apollo 15 coronal photographic 
sequence.  

Similarly, a campaign to search for LHG using the 
Lyman-Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP) FUV spectro-

graph, which adopted a comparable viewing geometry 
to the Apollo observations, also only produced upper 
limits [8]. 

The Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Ex-
plorer (LADEE) mission had an objective to “Charac-
terize the lunar exospheric dust environment and 
measure any spatial and temporal variability and im-
pacts on the lunar atmosphere”, which was motivated 
by the contentious observations from the Apollo era 
[9]. The LADEE Lunar Dust Experiment (LDEX) 
made the first in situ detection of the Moon’s impact-
generated dust cloud, which revealed that it had higher 
abundances around the sunrise, which faces the direc-
tion of the Earth-Moon system’s orbit about the Sun 
[10]. From these observations, it has been possible to 
produce steady-state models for the global distribution 
of lunar ejecta cloud [11]. LDEX occasionally detected 
bursts of ejecta that were interpreted as being encoun-
ters with fresh ejecta plumes [12], which for substan-
tial impacts may be related to LHG [6]. 

The LADEE Ultraviolet Visible Spectrometer 
(UVS) has so far not reported any Apollo 15-like 
LHG, but did infer the presence of a large-scale cloud 
of nanodust around the Moon that appeared to be mod-
ulated by meteoroid streams [13]. LRO/LAMP fol-
lowed up with a series observations with similar view-
ing geometries during the same meteoroid streams, but 
did not detect any nanodust [14]. This discrepancy may 
been due to differences in conditions that could affect 
the transport of nanodust [14]. 

Most recently, the LRO/LAMP observations from 
the search for LHG have been revisited to determine 
whether a refined analysis could reveal evidence of the 
impact-generated ejecta cloud, now that its characteris-
tics have been constrained by the LDEX observations 
[15]. If successful, these would be the first optical de-
tections of the Moon’s ejecta cloud, which would be 
sensitive to smaller grain sizes than LDEX and provide 
a quasi-instantaneous view of its large-scale morphol-
ogy. This analysis could also guide future observations 
with LRO/LAMP that could help constrain the global 
properties of the ejecta cloud, as well as inform the 
design and operations of future optical instruments. 
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Dust Effects on Spacesuit Charging/Arcing: Implications for Astronaut Safety on Lunar Surface  J. Wang1 
and Z. Huang1, 1Department of Astronautical Engineering, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 
90089 (josephjw@usc.edu). 
 
Introduction:  Lacking a global magnetic field and an 
atmosphere, the lunar surface is directly exposed to 
space plasma and solar radiation, and is electrically 
charged by the impingement of electrons and ions and 
the emission of photoelectrons. Charging was not con-
sidered a serious risk during the Apollo mission be-
cause astronauts always stayed under sunlit where 
there is no significant charging due to photoelectron 
emission. However, future lunar missions will explore 
the lunar terminator and far-side. Observations have 
found that, while the potential of the sunlit surface is 
typically a few tens of volts positive with respect to 
ambient due to photoelectron emission, the potential of 
the surface in the shadow can be hundreds to thousands 
of volts negative because of the hot electron flux from 
the ambient plasma. This raises concerns for astronaut 
safety on lunar surface.  

While spacecraft charging has been studied extensive-
ly, there is very limited knowledge of astronaut charg-
ing on the lunar surface. This is because previous stud-
ies have mostly focused on the charging of clean con-
ducting or dielectric surfaces whereas a study of astro-
naut charging on lunar surface must take into account 
of the effects of dust coverage due to the lunar dust 
environment. Dust accumulation on spacesuit will en-
hance differential charging on spacesuit surface and 
thus increase the probability of electrostatic discharge 
and arcing.  

This paper presents both numerical simulations and 
laboratory experiments to investigate dust effects on 
spacesuit charging and arcing.  

Laboratory Experiments:  Laboratory experiments 
were carried out in a cylindrical, stainless steel vacuum 
chamber (0.9m in diameter, 1.2m in length) with a 
pressure of 10-7 to 10-6 torr. A 4-cm diameter grid ion 
thruster with a hot filament neutralizer was used to 
generate a mesothermal argon plasma flow with pa-
rameters similar to that of the average solar wind 
plasma condition. The target samples considered in-
clude Gore-Tex and Gore-Tex with exposed aluminum 
strips. Plasma charging was measured for both clean 
samples and samples covered by lunar simulant JSC-
1A.  

We find that a clean Gore-Tex surface is generally 
discharge resistant. However, once dust grains are pre-
sented, substantial discharge will occur if the surface 
voltage is sufficiently high. Fig.1 shows a photo of 
arcing occurring on a dusty sample surface. Experi-

ments clearly show that larger surface potential and 
more dust coverage will lead to higher discharge rates.  

Numerical Simulations:  A numerical simulation 
model is developed for spacesuit charging and arcing. 
This simulation model utilizes Particle-in-Cell (PIC) to 
simulate plasma interactions, Direct Simulation Monte 
Carlo (DSMC) to simulate neutrals from electron 
simulated desorption (ESD), and PIC with Monte Car-
lo Collision (MCC) to simulate arcing onset. Fig. 2 
shows a typical PIC simulation of a dust grain (size: 
~5µm)  on spacesuit surface. In this case, the local 
electric field at the dust-spacesuit interface point is 
more than 106 V/m, which exceeds the semi-vacuum 
breakdown condition and arcing onset condition pro-
posed in previous study [1].  

Preliminary simulation results show that, when dust 
grains deposit on a surface, a large electric field may 
be established between jagged dust grains and the sur-
face, creating the necessary condition for arcing. Arc-
ing may be initiated at the “triple-junction” between 
dust grain, spacesuit, and plasma, and follow a similar 
a similar process as vacuum surface flashover. 

Conclusions: Dust coverage on a surface creates a 
nonuniform surface conductivity leading to differential 
charging. Large differential charging is a necessary 
condition for electrostatic discharge and arcing. Dust 
coverage also significantly increases the “triple junc-
tion” locations on spacesuit surface and thus can trig-
ger more frequent discharge and arcing. The results 
indicate that charging/arcing may pose a serious safety 
risk to astronauts at the lunar terminator and far-side 
due to the combined condition of dust coverage and 
high-voltage plasma charging.  

Reference:   

[1] M. Cho and D. E. Hastings, “Dielectric 
charging processes and arcing rates of high 
voltage solararrays,” J. Spacecr. Rockets, vol. 
28, no. 6, pp. 698–706, 1991. 
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Fig.1: Arcing on dusty Gore-Tex sample. 

 

Fig.2: PIC simulation of dust grin on spacesuit. 
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Introduction: Dust stirred up due to human activi-

ties on the lunar surface has been found to be a great 
engineering challenge during the Apollo missions. 
These dust fines can readily stick to almost all kinds 
of surfaces, such as spacesuits, solar panels and ther-
mal blankets, causing damages or degradation of 
these equipment. If the lunar dust is inhaled by astro-
nauts, it may cause serious health issues. Dust hazard 
is one of potential issues for human exploration on the 
lunar surface. Efficient mitigation technologies are 
needed in order to ensure the success of NASA’s Ar-
temis program. 

Several dust mitigation techniques have been stud-
ied and developed. During the Apollo missions, dust 
was removed utilizing brushes, but it was not effi-
cient. Calle et al [1] were the first to develop an Elec-
trostatic Dust Shielding (EDS) technique to shed dust 
off surfaces. The principle of EDS is to release 
charged dust by oscillating high voltages on elec-
trodes embedded underneath the surface of equip-
ment. Though the EDS technique has a high efficien-
cy for cleaning dust (~90%), the embedded electrodes 
may significantly increase the complexity and cost for 
equipment’s manufacturing. In addition to the above 
active methods, a passive method that modifies the 
surface properties by ion beam bombardment to re-
duce the surface adhesion was investigated [2].  

Recently, it has been demonstrated that using a 
plasma jet (1-2 kV) is an efficient way to clean dust 
on a surface [3]. However, the jet diameter is general-
ly small, and it requires a high voltage and a high 
current as well as a pressurized vessel. Here we pre-
sent a simple technique utilizing an electron beam to 
create the high-level charge on dust particles which 
repel each other to be released from a surface. 

Experiment: Our new technique was developed 
based on our recent studies on dust charging and loft-
ing on the surfaces of the Moon and other airless bod-
ies. Our new laboratory experiments [4] have success-
fully demonstrated dust jumping due to exposure to 
electron beam or UV. A new charging theory, called 
the “patched charge model” [4], was developed, 
which suggests that the emission and re-absorption of 
secondary electrons or photoelectrons inside micro-
cavities between dust particles can result in large neg-
ative charges on the surrounding particles and the 
inter-particle repulsive force can be sufficiently large 
to eject dust off the surface. 

Based on this new charging theory, we designed 
an experiment using an electron beam to charge and 

shed dust off a surface. The experiment was carried 
out in a 50 cm diameter and 28 cm tall vacuum 
chamber. JSC-A lunar simulant (r ~ 2.9×103 kg/m3) 
less than 25 µm in diameter was deposited on a sam-
ple surface attached to a substrate. The dust covered 
sample surface was then exposed to the electron beam 
emitted from a negatively biased, hot filament mount-
ed on the top of the chamber. The dust shedding pro-
cess was recorded by a video camera. The brightness 
of pixels was analyzed to calculate the surface clean-
liness. 

In this paper, we will show the dust shedding re-
sults tested with different energies and currents of the 
electron beam that impacted on the sample of space-
suit, glass plate or thermal blanket with different 
thicknesses of the dust layer. We show that the elec-
tron beam technique is efficient and easy to use in the 
lunar environment to clean dust off various surfaces. 
The cleanliness can reach as high as 80%. 

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by 
JPL (Subcontract number: 1621040) and by the 
NASA/SSERVI’s Institute for Modeling Plasma, At-
mospheres and Cosmic Dust (IMPACT). 
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Introduction:  With the planned Artemis program 

bringing lunar exploration back into the public eye, an 
increased concern has been shown towards lunar dust 
and the potential dangers it poses towards human explo-
ration and colonization of the lunar surface. Twenty-
five missions have landed thus-far on the Moon, with 
dozens of future missions planned in coming years and 
decades, from both national and private space programs. 
NASA plans to send humans back to the lunar surface 
by 2024, followed by a sustained human presence in 
2028 [1]. An ongoing occupancy of the Moon would re-
quire regular supply rockets as well as the construction 
of lunar habitat modules. To make lunar ventures com-
mercially viable, private companies or government or-
ganizations will likely mine the lunar regolith for re-
sources such as water, oxygen, hydrocarbons, rare-earth 
or platinum-group metals, and helium-3 [2, 3, 4]. These 
processes will inevitably displace large quantities of 
dust from the lunar regolith, posing a potential danger 
to any human operations of the Moon.  

Dust Characteristics:  Analysis of dust samples 
brought back from the lunar surface indicates the lunar 
dust is typically composed of agglutinitic glass embed-
ded with nanophase metallic iron, with the particles gen-
erally 0.1 to 0.25 µm in size [5]. Current theories sug-
gest that lunar atmospheric dust is formed when micro-
meteoroid impacts melt and vaporize the regolith, leav-
ing behind glass shards when refrozen. [6]. The glass 
shards contain large reaction surface areas with abra-
sive, angular, chemically reactive, and electrostatic 
properties [7]. Due to a small size and electrostatic lev-
itation, lunar dust largely remains suspended near 
ground-level, where the majority of human operations 
will take place, often taking days to resettle [8]. The 
small size and electrostatic attraction of the dust parti-
cles likewise caused them to form a thin coating on most 
surfaces that were exposed to the lunar environment 
during the Apollo missions. The abrasive nature of the 
particles wore down seals, clogged valves or moving 
parts, and caused mild respiratory issues for Apollo as-
tronauts who received dust exposure from limited-dura-
tion Moonwalks [9]. Astronauts staying extended peri-
ods of time on the lunar surface may expect a multitude 
of temporary or chronic effects due to lunar dust expo-
sure [10]. 

Previous Findings:  The total mass of the lunar at-
mosphere is approximately 2.50x104 kg, with a surface 

atmospheric abundance of approximately 2x105 parti-
cles/ cm3 [11]. Each of the Apollo missions increased 
the Moon’s atmosphere by approximately 20% due to 
rocket exhaust and displaced lunar regolith. A return to 
baseline-level abundances occurred within successive 
weeks or months [12]. Rates of atmospheric loss due to 
thermal escape and the solar wind stripping away ions 
are generally countered by a comparable solar wind 
deposition rate, outgassing, or sputtering of the lunar 
regolith [12]. An extended habitation on the lunar sur-
face may offset this restorative force, with dust displace-
ment and exhaust contributing to the atmospheric mass 
faster than loss processes can restore the balance. An in-
creased density of the lunar atmosphere would raise the 
exobase - the outermost reaches of the atmosphere - of 
the moon, significantly increasing the escape time for 
solar photons and charged particles and therefore creat-
ing a recursive feedback loop of increasing lunar atmos-
pheric density [13].  

Contributions to Lunar Atmospheric Density:  
Following an increased human presence on the 

Moon, the main gas and dust contributors to the lunar 
atmosphere will likely be artificial, namely in excava-
tion and gas leakage of lunar habitats, displaced dust 
and vented exhaust from payloads arriving and leaving 
the lunar surface, as well as any mining operations that 
disturb the lunar regolith. 

Rocket exhaust. The first primary artificial supple-
ment to the lunar atmosphere will likely arise from the 
numerous supply and personnel missions that are sent to 
the Moon to establish a lunar habitat. Assuming ten 
flights per year, rocket exhaust would contribute on av-
erage 50 g/s to the lunar atmosphere [14]. Large quanti-
ties of dust would likewise be displaced due to takeoff 
and landing, remaining suspended near the surface for 
hours or days. 

Habitat Leakage. The second assumed artificial con-
tributor will be habitat leakage and airlock venting. Ad-
ditional leakage would come from extravehicular activ-
ity (EVA) operations. Habitat leakage is estimated from 
Space Station Freedom data to be 2x10-4 g/m2s, or ap-
proximately 48 g/s for every 240 m2 module [15]. A 
three-module construction for a crew of approximately 
four to five astronauts would thus contribute around 150 
g/s to the lunar atmosphere. Adding additional modules 
to existing constructions or establishing other bases 
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would therefore contribute even more to the atmos-
pheric mass density. 

Mining. The third artificial source of atmospheric 
mass would arise from future mining or excavation op-
erations on the lunar surface. Large quantities of he-
lium-3 (a potential fuel for fusion power plants), oxy-
gen, water-ice, hydrogen, or rare-earth metals incentiv-
izes mining of the lunar regolith by governmental and 
private organizations [3]. Lunar dust may also be pro-
cessed into concrete, also contributing to the outgassing 
rate [16]. In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) would be 
beneficial for astronauts or future colonists, due to the 
high cost of transporting materials to the lunar surface 
[2]. Large-scale mining of the lunar regolith would 
likely contribute 1290 g/s to the lunar atmosphere, the 
majority of which arising from helium-3 mining opera-
tions [14, 15].  

Total artificial contributions to lunar atmospheric 
density. In total, the additional atmospheric mass from 
the three artificial sources – supply expeditions to and 
from the lunar surface, habitat leakage, as well as min-
ing or excavation operations - would likely be over 1500 
g/s, assuming a permanent team of four to five astro-
nauts with monthly supply trips. Increased human pres-
ence due to improved capabilities and technologies 
would therefore produce an elevated source rate. With 
this initial rate, the current lunar atmospheric mass 
would double in only five hours. Twice the atmospheric 
mass would approximate a doubling in atmospheric 
density, thus increasing the time lunar dust particles re-
main suspended near the surface. This doubling of at-
mospheric density, along with the increased amount of 
dust in the atmosphere arising from typical human op-
erations, enables a dangerous situation for any long-
term missions on the Moon. In addition, this process is 
expected to be recurring while a human presence re-
mains on the Moon, causing successive missions to face 
ever-increasing atmospheric concentrations of lunar 
dust. 

Implications for  Sustained Human Presence on 
the Moon: Evidently, the dangers that lunar dust poses 
to the actualization of humanity’s space-faring aspira-
tions must not be underestimated. Lunar dust’s abrasive, 
toxic, and electrostatic properties, coupled with a sub-
micrometer size, presents an obvious danger to any 
long-term missions to the Moon. This danger is not 
found only in inhalation of the particles, but also to typ-
ical lunar operations. Apollo astronauts reported that 
equipment had malfunctioned or not operated as in-
tended due to the aggregation of dust in joints or seals, 
hindering movement or causing the degradation of op-
erational capabilities. The electrostatic nature prevents 
the easy-removal of dust via brushing, so measures must 
be taken to not track the lunar dust into habitation 

modules. Some means of mitigating the risk of lunar 
dust on human operations involve EVA spacesuits that 
directly connect with lunar habitats or pressurized and 
electrostatic airlocks that vent dust. Additionally, lunar 
dust capture-technologies may be used, such as by re-
purposing existing filtration or carbon-capture mecha-
nisms to mitigate excess lunar dust generated from hu-
man operations. This captured dust could be either de-
posited back into the regolith or repurposed, such as in 
the construction of lunar concrete. Spacecraft exhaust-
scrubbing and less-permeable habitat technologies may 
also work to decrease the mass of contaminants released 
back into the lunar atmosphere. 
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A. Taylor. (2008). NSLI Lunar Sci. Conf. [6] Zawodny, 
J.M. and J.S. Levine (2007). NAC Workshop On Lunar 
Expl. Archit. In proceedings volume. [7] DeSantis, L. 
(2013). Human Res. Prog. Req. Doc. Dev. F. [8] Baron, 
P. (2006). Div. of App. Sci. 12-13. [9] Cain, J. R. (2010). 
Earth, Moon, and Planets., 107(1), 107-125. [10] Cas-
ton, R., et al. (2018). GeoHealth., 2, 139-148. [11] John-
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Introduction:  A return to the Lunar surface will 

present an array of familiar and new challenges, espe-

cially when considering mission planning and requisite 

technologies to support an extended or even sustained 

presence.  Many of these challenges will involve Lunar 

dust interactions and  the broadly recognized need to 

identify and develop materials  and strategies to miti-

gate Lunar dust adhesion and contamination [1]. 

The most straightforward way to determine the effi-

cacy of a candidate material to perform according to 

application requirements is to evaluate it in the applica-

tion environment.  The Materials International Space 

Station Experiment (MISSE) has been utilized to pro-

vide a platform for environmental exposure of candi-

date materials and technologies to a Low Earth Orbit 

(LEO) environment [2].  Support of a sustained Lunar 

presence would benefit considerably from a similar 

experimental platform present on the Lunar surface.  

NASA’s Lunar Surface Innovation Initiative (LSII) is 

supporting the Patch Plate Materials Compatibility 

Assessment project to enable evaluation of prospective 

materials and sensor technologies in a Lunar environ-

ment.  This experiment will likely be flown on a Com-

mercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) mission to 

enable rapid deployment.   

In this paper materials generation and modification 

efforts to be investigated for Lunar dust simulant adhe-

sion mitigation at NASA Langley Research Center 

(LaRC) will be discussed.  Three broad classes of ma-

terials will be pursued including polymeric, metallic, 

and ceramic matrices.  Combined with textiles, super-

hydrophobic, and work function-matched materials at 

other NASA centers, a broad suite of materials will be 

evaluated on this flight experiment and will yield 

meaningful results across a comprehensive range of 

exploration applications. 

Polymeric Materials:  Development of materials 

toward minimization of adhesion interactions largely 

draws upon turning two dials; surface chemical and 

topographical change.  Work has been conducted along 

both of these lines at LaRC involving predominantly 

polyimide materials [3-5].  This polymer class was 

chosen due to the extensive space heritage of these 

materials as well as promising chemical, mechanical, 

and thermal properties.  The surface chemistry of these 

materials was controllably altered by incorporation of 

surface modifying agents (typically oligomeric species 

containing either fluorine or siloxane moieties), which 

are thermodynamically drawn to the polymer surface 

(Figure 1).  A series of polyimide siloxanes and polyi-

mide alkyl ethers were prepared and characterized for 

adhesion interactions with a Lunar dust simulant.  Re-

sults from these studies indicated that consideration of 

changes in both surface chemistry and surface mechan-

ical properties play a role in the material performance 

regarding Lunar dust simulant adhesion mitigation.  

Topographical modification, via laser ablation pattern-

ing resulting in improved performance, has been 

demonstrated on polymeric substrates and will be de-

scribed in greater detail in the next section. 

 
Figure 1. Surface modifying agents are thermodynami-

cally drawn to a surface due to more favorable interac-

tions at the air interface relative to the material matrix.  

Surface Engineered Metallics:  Laser ablation 

patterning has been shown to enable relatively facile 

control of the resultant topographies on a number of 

different types of materials, including metallic surfaces 

[3].  Several metallic substrates including aluminum, 

titanium, and stainless steel alloys have been topo-

graphically modified using an array of patterns, laser 

fluence intensities, and duty cycles (i.e., the portion of 

the surface that is exposed to direct laser irradiation 

with a duty cycle of 100% indicating complete cover-

age) [6].  Variation in a single parameter can have sig-

nificant influence on several topographical features.  

As shown in Figure 2, by changing pulse energy while 

keeping the remaining laser parameters constant, the 

resultant topographies on Al 2024 T3 surfaces exhibit-

ed differences in feature size, feature shape, and the 

density and morphology of the debris field created as a 

result of deposition of ejecta material arising from the 

initial ablation process. 

The primary length scale of controllable surface 

features through direct-write laser ablation patterning is 

several micrometers due to the beam spot size, among 

other contributing factors.  Hierarchical topographies 

will be created by leveraging Laser-Induced Periodic 
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Surface Structures (LIPSS).  In this process an interfer-

ence pattern is believed to be present at the time of 

laser irradiation resulting in formation of rippled struc-

tures with a periodicity at shorter length scales than the 

irradiation wavelength [7].   

 
Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope images of 

aluminum alloy 1100 laser ablation cross-hatch pat-

terned surfaces exposed to 40 J/pulse (A and D), 65 

J/pulse (B and E), and 99 J/pulse (C and F) with a 

line spacing of 50.8 m.  

Ceramics Materials:  A number of ceramic sys-

tems have been identified in literature as candidate 

materials and coatings that may discourage lunar dust 

adhesion while providing enhanced durability due to 

superior wear properties in comparison with traditional 

polymeric and metal-based materials [8].  However, 

ceramics have largely remained unexplored regarding 

their utility for lunar dust adhesion.  In order to down-

select promising ceramics for application in the Lunar 

Surface Patch Plate experiment, ceramic powders, in-

cluding oxide-based ceramics, will be prepared into 

discs by cold pressing and then densified by conven-

tional sintering methods.  The subsequent discs will be 

evaluated for lunar dust adhesion using the ultrasonic 

particle detachment instrument described below.  In 

addition to lunar dust adhesion behavior, microstruc-

ture and composition of densified specimens will be 

characterized via Archimedes density, scanning elec-

tron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis.  Prom-

ising ceramic materials will be prepared for further 

evaluation and potentially topographical modification 

using laser ablation patterning.   

Material Efficacy Evaluation:  Evaluation of 

candidate materials for   Lunar dust simulant adhesion 

mitigation efficacy requires evaluation and down-select 

of materials on Earth.  Evaluation techniques of in-

creasing complexity will be utilized for this purpose.  

An ultrasonic particle detachment experiment, de-

scribed below, will be the first approach utilized for 

materials testing at NASA LaRC [9].  Candidate mate-

rials will then be sent for evaluation in the NASA 

Glenn Lunar Dust Adhesion Bell Jar followed by other 

atmospheric exposure testing prior to being approved 

to be flown on the patch plate experiment. 

 Ultrasonic particle detachment.  Ultrasonic agita-

tion of a particulate contaminated surface is utilized to 

cause particle dislodgement.  A force-balance diagram 

is shown below (Figure 3).  For this technique, contam-

inant particles are aerosolized and allowed to settle on 

the surface of interest.  Dislodged particles are detected 

using an optical particle counter and the efficacy of a 

test surface is determined by calculating the force re-

quired to remove 50% of the contaminant particles.   

 
Figure 3. Displacement of the material affixed to the 

sonic wand tip will impart an acceleration force.  Once 

this force exceeds the adhesion force, the particle will 

detach from the surface. 

Outlook: Collectively, the materials described here 

represent a subset of all of the material types of interest 

for inclusion on the Lunar Surface Patch Plate Experi-

ment.  Other material types include bulk metallic glass, 

seal materials, textiles, etc.  It is envisioned that many 

different material types will be represented on the 

Patch Plate Experiment to ensure that the greatest 

breadth of application space is considered. 
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